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Preface
Testing is an important technique for validating and checking the correctness of software. However, the production and application of effective and efficient tests is typically extremely difficult, expensive, laborious, error-prone and time consuming. Formal methods are a way of specifying and verifying software systems by applying techniques from mathematics and logic. This enables the developer to analyze system
models and reason about them with mathematical precision and rigour. Thus both
formal methods and software testing can be used to improve software quality.
Traditionally, formal methods and testing have been seen as rival approaches. However, in recent years a new consensus has developed. Under this consensus, formal
methods and testing are seen as complementary. In particular, it has been shown that
the presence of a formal specification can assist the test process in a number of ways.
The specification may act as an oracle or as the basis for systematic, and possibly automatic, test synthesis. In conjunction with test hypotheses or a fault model, formal
specifications have also been used to allow stronger statements, about test effectiveness, to be made. It is possible that the contribution to testing will be one of the main
benefits of using formal methods.
The aim of the workshop FATES — Formal Approaches to Testing of Software — is to
be a forum for researchers, developers and testers to present ideas about and discuss
the use of formal methods in software testing. Topics of interest are formal test theory,
test tools and applications of testing based on formal methods, including algorithmic
generation of tests from formal specifications, test result analysis, test selection and
coverage computation based on formal models, and all of this based on different formal
methods, and applied in different application areas.
This volume contains the papers presented at FATES ’02 which was held in Brno
(Czech Republic) on August 24, 2002, as an affiliated workshop of C ONCUR’02. Out
of 17 submitted papers the programme committee selected 9 regular papers and 1 position paper for presentation at the workshop. Together with the keynote presentation by
Elaine Weyuker, from AT& T Labs, USA, they form the contents of these proceedings.
The papers present different approaches to using formal methods in software testing. The main theme is the generation of an efficient and effective set of test cases
from a formal description. Different models and formalisms are used as the starting
point, such as (probabilistic) finite state machines, X-machines, transition systems,
iii

categories, B, Z, Statecharts, UML, and different methodologies and algorithms are
discussed for the test derivation process, ranging from formalization of the manual
testing process to the (re)use of techniques from model checking.
The papers give insight in what has been achieved in the area of software testing with
formal methods. Besides, they give clear indications of what has to be done before we
can expect widespread use of formal techniques in software testing. The prospects for
using formal methods to improve the quality and reduce the cost of software testing are
good, but still more effort is needed, both in developing new theories and in making
the existing methods and theories applicable, e.g., by providing tool support.
We would like to thank the programme committee and the additional reviewers for
their support in selecting and composing the workshop programme, and we thank the
authors for their contributions without which, of course, these proceedings would not
exist.
Last, but not least, we thank Antonin Kucera for arranging all local matters of organizing the workshop, and the Masaryk University of Brno for giving the opportunity
to organize FATES ’02 as a satellite of C ONCUR’02, INRIA for supporting the printing
and distribution of these proceedings, and the EPSRC Formal Methods and Testing
network.

Brunel and Rennes, August 2002
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Abstract
An existing testing method for Harel statecharts with hierarchy and concurrency is
based on what is known as the Chow’s W method. This paper presents an extension
of this statechart testing method to build on the Wp method, making a test set smaller.
Subject to some specific conditions and subsequent testing not revealing faults, both
the original and the extended testing methods make it possible to prove the correct
behaviour of an implementation of a system to its specification.
Keywords: specification-based testing, formal methods, software testing, finite-state
machines, statecharts.

1 Introduction
At present, a variety of methods for test generation from state-based models of software
are available. Most of the methods perform a coverage of varying kind [18, 2, 25], generate tests from a test purpose [23, 21, 3] or a conformance relation [29, 26, 11]. Such
tests can be effective at finding faults but they do not make it possible to decide when to
stop testing. Finite-state machine based testing methods [9, 12] consider behavioral equivalence of state machines as a conformance relation and produce a finite test suite to check
it. The amount of testing depends on an a-priori known upper bound on the number of
states in an implementation automaton. The inability of finite-state machines to represent
data without a state explosion can be solved by using functions (further called labels) on
transitions, which can access and modify global data. This has given rise to notations such
as X-machines (also known as extended finite-state machines). Finite-state machine testing
methods have been adapted to X-machines by treating labels on transitions symbolically
during test generation, i.e. by generating test cases in terms of sequences of labels and then
converting them to sequences of inputs to attempt to drive an automaton of an implementation through these sequences [17, 19]. Further, the X-machine testing method has been
adapted to test hierarchical and concurrent Harel statecharts [5], where a test suite is built
by incrementally following the structure of a specification. Both X-machine and statechart
testing methods preserve the complete test guarantee of the original finite-state machine
testing method, but introduce a number of restrictions X-machine and statechart specifications and implementations have to comply with. The original statechart testing method was
ultimately based on the Chow’s W method [9]; this paper describes what needs changing in
it to make use of the Wp method [12]. The advantage is a reduction in the size of a test set
without weakening of the results obtained by testing. Statecharts are introduced in Sect. 2,
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followed by the description of the original testing method for statecharts in Sect. 3. The
extension of it is given in Sect. 4; concluding remarks can be found in Sect. 5.

2 Statecharts
Statecharts [13, 14] is a specification and design language derived from finite-state machines by extending them with arbitrarily complex functions on transitions, state hierarchy
and concurrency. Consider a simple tape recorder capable of playback, rewinding, fast
forwarding and recording as well as changing a side of a tape when the button play is
pressed during playback or when a tape ends. The statechart to be presented models the
control portion of this tape recorder, interpreting user’s button presses and sending appropriate commands to a tape drive mechanics. The inputs to this controller are events
play, stop, rec, rew, ff and tape end. Most of them have intuitive meanings; the last event
is issued by the tape mechanism when a tape stops. Output variables are operation and
ff direction, giving a command and a tape direction to the tape mechanism respectively.
The underline font is used to denote input and output variables and events (variables with a
special property described in Sect. 2.2), transition labels are given in italics and state names
are CAPITALISED.

2.1 State hierarchy
TAPERECORDER
MAIN

play

PLAY

direction
stop

RECORD

pause

play
rec

PAUSE

RECORDING

continue

STOP

stop
SEARCH

rew_or_ff
IDLE

stop_rew_ff

REW_FF

Figure 1: The tape recorder statechart
The statechart is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two parts running concurrently, MAIN
and SEARCH. The first one describes the playback and recording behaviour of the tape
recorder and the second one is responsible for forward advance and rewind, making it
possible to skip portions of music during playback. Concurrent parts are separated by a
dashed line. The TAPERECORDER state containing them is called an AND state. Every
concurrent part of it behaves similarly to a finite-state machine with functions on transitions
except that some states can have a behaviour defined in them. For instance, the behaviour
of the RECORD state is a two-state machine describing whether a tape recorder is actively
recording or waiting for a user command. Only one state in any non-concurrent state can
be active. While a statechart is idle in the MAIN state, this could be state STOP; during
recording this is RECORD in MAIN and RECORDING in RECORD. Non-concurrent
states with behaviour in them are called OR states and those without any, such as PLAY
and RECORDING — BASIC ones.
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Initial states in any OR state of a statechart are pointed at by transitions from blobs. For
the MAIN state this is STOP, for RECORD and SEARCH — RECORDING and IDLE respectively. There is no need to do this for AND states as every substate of TAPERECORDER
has to be entered whenever TAPERECORDER is. When a transition to an OR-state s is
taken, it is followed by a transition from a blob in that state. If the initial state of s is an OR
one, a further transition will be taken; entering an AND-state involves entering the initial
state of every concurrent part of it. Consequently, taking a single transition in a statechart
typically involves following it with a number of further transitions. The whole set of transitions taken is called a full compound transition, abbreviated FCT; the abovementioned
blobs are default connectors and transitions from them — default transitions.
In the example transition labels are named to reflect user actions, i.e., play occurs when
a user presses the play button, rew or ff occurs if either rew or ff buttons are pressed. To
simplify the presentation, details of transitions’ behaviour are not shown on the diagram.
A precondition which has to be satisfied for a label to be able to fire is called a trigger; an
operation carried out by a label on a transition when that transition executes is called an
action. A transition with a triggered label may only occur when a statechart is in its source
state; such transitions are referred to as enabled. The direction transition is triggered by
the play button to change the side of a tape and by the tape end event when the side being
played back ends. If the MAIN statechart is in the STOP state and a user presses play, then
both play and direction labels will be triggered, but only the play transition from STOP will
be enabled and thus taken by the statechart.
play
PLAY

direction
stop

play

play
STOP

pause ¬stop
¬play

rec

PAUSE

RECORDING

continue ¬stop
¬play

stop
stop

Figure 2: The flattened statechart of the MAIN state
A statechart within a state is left when a transition from that state is taken. For example,
the RECORD state is left when the controller takes the stop transition, regardless of the
substate, RECORDING or PAUSE, it was in. The equivalent statechart to the MAIN state
in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 where the state hierarchy is removed. To do that, the state
RECORD has to be replaced by its contents; the outgoing transitions stop, play and the
incoming rec one have to be replaced by the five corresponding transitions. The hierarchy
of states imposes priorities on transitions in that those at a higher level have priority over
lower-level ones; to retain these priorities, labels of transitions between RECORDING and
PAUSE states have been appropriately modified in Fig 2.
Full statecharts [14] contain considerably more constructs than those introduced above.
Specifically, there could be multiple transitions from default connectors with labels on them
while this paper considers a simplified problem where there is exactly one non-interlevel
transition from every default connector with no label. Taking labelled default transitions
into account appeared to make testing significantly more complex [5]. A variety of connectors, connecting parts of transitions are considered syntactic sugar and are thus not
elaborated upon; history can be represented by default transitions to every state and test
generation for it is left for future work.
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State hierarchy of a statechart can be viewed as a tree; the one for the tape recorder
(Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 3. The root state is the implicit top-level state; it was introduced
because TAPERECORDER is an AND-state and statecharts require the top-level state to be
an OR one [14]. The parent-child relationship between states in the tree is given using the
 function, similar to [24].  provides a set of substates of a given state. (RECORD) =
fRECORDING; PAUSEg. An opposite to  is parent, such that parent(RECORDING) =
RECORD. The scope of a transition is the lowest-level OR-state above all source and target
states of it. For example, the scope of all transitions with labels play is MAIN and the one
with pause — RECORD.

ROOT (OR)
TAPERECORDER (AND)
SEARCH (OR)

MAIN (OR)
RECORD
(OR)

PLAY
(basic)

STOP
(basic)

REW_FF
(basic)

IDLE
(basic)

PAUSE
(basic)

RECORDING
(basic)

Figure 3: The state tree of the tape recorder

Sets of states which are left and entered by full compound transitions are called configurations and consist of states a statechart can be in simultaneously. For example, if the
statechart enters the PAUSE state, RECORD should also be entered since it is a parent of
the PAUSE one in the state hierarchy. Additionally, if an OR-state is entered, exactly one of
its substates must be entered too, for instance, the controller cannot be in the RECORDING
and PAUSE states at the same time. Every substate of an entered AND-state has to be entered, so that a possible configuration in Fig. 3 is froot; TAPERECORDER; MAIN;
SEARCH; RECORD; PAUSE; REW FF g. A configuration is uniquely determined by a set
of basic states in it [24, 5]. Every state in a flattened statechart corresponds to a configuration in the original one. The formal definition of a configuration is given in [24, 7, 5].
Static reactions are a special case of transitions which may occur within a state, without
leaving it or entering it again (thus no states are left and no default transitions fire when
static reactions are taken). Interlevel transitions are transitions which cross levels of hierarchy. For instance, if the controller had a transition from PAUSE to STOP, it would be
interlevel. Interlevel transitions are not considered in this paper. Sequences of labels of
transitions (not necessarily those which could be taken) are called paths in this paper.

2.2 Step semantics
Assume that an environment the statechart is running in generates some events or changes
variables which enable transitions. Transitions which reside in concurrent states, such as
rew or ff and play, can be taken together, but not stop and play. Such a decision is based on
whether the lowest common ancestor of scopes of two transitions is an AND-state [7, 27].
Priorities of transitions mentioned above are formally related to their scopes in that a transition with a higher scope w.r.t state hierarchy has a higher precedence than any transition
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with a lower scope. Among the enabled transitions which cannot be taken together, one
can eliminate from consideration those which have a lower priority to any enabled one. If
scopes of any two enabled transitions are the same (such as for play and rec), there is no
rule to prefer one over another one, which implies a nondeterministic choice. In the paper
it is assumed that such a situation never occurs in both a specification and an implementation. The set of transitions resulting from elimination is taken by the system. Enabled
static reactions in states which were not left or entered by transitions in this set will also be
executed. The execution of transitions and static reactions selected as described above, is
called a step. Transitions taken may in turn generate events and make changes to variables.
All changes, including those by the environment, are collected during a step and applied
after the step has ended; all events active in the step which were not generated again are
discarded. The possible loss of value is what differentiates an event from an ordinary variable. Statecharts considered also have to satisfy the condition that no pair of transitions
or static reactions taken in a step modifies the same variable. This implies that actions of
transitions and static reactions taken in a step can be executed in any order and justifies the
word ‘set’ used above to describe a collection of them.
Unlike the synchronous time semantics just described, the asynchronous one allows a
statechart to perform more than one step in response to actions of an environment, within
the same instant of time. This is accomplished by taking steps until no transition or static
reaction is enabled. Since this behaviour severely limits observability and controllability of
a statechart under test (Sect. 3.4), it is prohibited for a specification and an implementation
during testing. For the same reason transitions from states are not allowed to have labels
with empty triggers, i.e. those which are always triggered.

3 Test generation for statecharts
In this section the X-machine testing method and its application to statecharts with state
hierarchy and concurrency are described following [5, 6, 8]. Initially, the method is given
for flat statecharts, followed by the description of testing for hierarchical and concurrent
ones. The testing method is primarily aimed at testing an implementation against a detailed
specification or a design, although it could be used with minor changes to test from a
relatively abstract specification [6].

3.1 Test case generation for statecharts without state hierarchy
With restrictions introduced in Sect. 2, statecharts which do not contain state hierarchy or
concurrency are behaviourally-equivalent to X-machines [5] so that the X-machine testing
method [19, 17] can be used for testing them. The method is founded on the Chow’s W
method [9] and relies on a separation of function and transition diagram testing (similar
ideas are mentioned in [4]). The method concentrates on testing of the transition diagram;
behaviour of the labels of transitions is assumed to have been tested in advance, for example, using the disjunctive normal form (DNF) approach [10, 15]. As a result of testing not
revealing faults, an implementation is proven to be behaviourally-equivalent to its specification [19]. The approach to testing of a transition diagram is very similar to testing
of labelled-transition systems [28]. The main difference is the reliance of this work on
an input/output behaviour of transitions rather than on deadlocks to tell a tester whether a
transition with a given label exists from a particular state in an implementation or not. This
is addressed in more detail in Sect. 3.4.
For a systematic construction of a set of test cases, auxiliary sets have to be built.
Here the MAIN state is used for an illustration, without consideration of the structure of
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the RECORD state. The set of transition labels (denoted by ) is the set of labels of a
statechart,  = fstop; play; rec; directiong. State cover (denoted by C) is a set of sequences
of transition labels, such that one can find an element from this set to reach any desired
state starting from the initial one, C = f1; play; recg. Here 1 denotes an empty sequence
of labels. A characterisation set (denoted by W) allows a tester to check the state arrived
at when a transition fires. For every pair of states, it is possible to construct a path which
exists from one of them and not from the other. Such paths for every pair of states comprise
a characterisation set, W = fstop; playg. Each element of this particular W is a sequence
consisting of a single label. For C and W to exist, a specification of a system has to contain
no states having the same behaviour as some others or states with no transitions leading to.
This property is referred to as minimality.
According to the method, every state has to be entered using C and verified via W.
Additionally, every label has to be attempted from every state and in case a transition corresponding to that label fires, the entered state has to be checked. For instance, in order
to test the play transition from the state RECORD to PLAY, one should begin by entering
RECORD from the initial state STOP. This can be accomplished by generating event rec;
in response, operation should change to rec, assuming that it means a command to a tape
mechanism to start recording. Afterwards, label play has to be attempted by generating
play and observing operation changing to play. Finally, one needs to test that the PLAY
state was entered. This can be done by generating the tape end event to trigger direction
because transition direction exists only from the PLAY state. After triggering it, the modification of the ff direction variable has to be observed. In addition to testing play between
those two states, it is necessary to test its existence between STOP and PLAY as well as
to make sure that no transition labelled by it exists from any other state. The latter test is
needed because in a faulty implementation a transition labelled play could exist from some
state other than RECORD and STOP. The described testing approach yields a set of test
cases C  W [ C    W using the notation A  B to denote set multiplication. For some
sets of sequences A and B, A  B = fa b j a 2 A; b 2 Bg, where a b is a concatenation of
sequences a and b.  has a higher precedence than set operations [, \ and n.
For implementations potentially containing more states than the corresponding specifications, longer sequences of transitions have to be tried from every state in order to exercise
extra states. Let n be the number of states in a specification and m — the estimated maximal
number of states in an implementation. Assuming the possibility of (m n) extra states,
the set of test cases following [17] is
T

=

C  (f1 g [  [ 2 [ : : : [ m

n+1

)  W:

(1)

3.2 Test case generation for state hierarchy
The most simple approach to testing state hierarchy is to flatten a statechart, i.e. turn it into
a behaviourally-equivalent one without AND or OR states. For example, Fig. 2 depicts a
result of flattening of the MAIN state in Fig. 1. Such a transformation results in a simple
but, in practice, huge statechart. Flattening is essentially what is done by [22]. As an alternative, an approach of an incremental test case development using the hierarchical structure
of statecharts is proposed. It has the advantage of following the development process and
thus the set of test cases can be continuously updated to reflect specification changes made,
avoiding the ‘big bang’ in test case generation. Moreover, if certain parts of a statechart
are implemented separately and do not share any labels, one does not have to test for faults
where labels from one part are used in another one and vise-versa, significantly reducing
the size of a test set [8, 5].
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Test case generation begins with the construction of a tuple (; C; W ), called a test case
basis (abbreviated TCB) for every non-basic state considering all its substates as basic ones.
Afterwards, one has to walk the state hierarchy bottom-up, merging TCB tuples at every
level. The idea of merging is to produce a TCB which could be generated from a flattened
M
M
statechart. The result of merging for the top-level root state (M
root ; Croot ; Wroot ) can thus be
used to generate a set of test cases for the whole system following Eqn. 1. When transitions
are added, removed or substates are removed from a state in the process of development,
only its own TCB has to be recomputed and merged with TCBs of the higher-level states;
addition of non-basic states additionally requires computation of merged TCBs for them.
The elements of the test case basis for the RECORD state are given by
RECORD = fpause; continueg; CRECORD = f1; pauseg; WRECORD = fpauseg: TCB for the MAIN
state is MAIN = fplay; stop; direction; recg; CMAIN = f1; play; recg; WMAIN = fstop; playg:
The rule for C constructs paths to all configurations in MAIN, i.e. for every basic state
in it, C should have a path leading to it. CMAIN contains paths for basic states directly
M
— for all basic states underneath RECORD, starting from
underneath MAIN and CRECORD
the boundary of RECORD. Consequently, taking all sequences of CMAIN and prefixing all
M
with a path in CMAIN to enter RECORD yields the expected
those from CRECORD
M
M
= f1; play; recg [ frecg 
CMAIN = CMAIN [ fpath in CMAIN to enter RECORD g  CRECORD
f1; pauseg = f1; play; rec; rec pauseg. WMAIN distinguishes between any pair of states in
M
— between states in RECORD; uniting the two sets gives
MAIN and WRECORD
M
M
= fstop; play; pauseg, identifying all configurations in MAIN.
WMAIN = WMAIN [ WRECORD
M
M
MAIN = MAIN [ RECORD = fplay; stop; direction; rec; pause; continueg is clearly a set of all
the labels in MAIN and its substates.

3.3 Test case generation for concurrency
Testing of concurrency follows the same approach as testing of state hierarchy, except that
multiple transitions are attempted. The elements of the test case basis for the top component, MAIN, have been constructed above; those for the bottom one are built similarly:
M
M
MSEARCH = frew or ff; stop rew ff g; CSEARCH
= f1; rew or ff g; WSEARCH
= frew or ff g: In order to visit all configurations and consider all transitions as well as their combinations, sets
C have to be multiplied and W sets be united; M has to contain a label of every possible
set of transitions with orthogonal scopes [7].

M

TAPERECORDER

= (f1 g [ M )(f1 g [ M ) n f1 g = fplay; stop; direction; rec;
MAIN

SEARCH

pause; continue; rew or ff; stop rew ff; play-rew or ff; stop-rew or ff;
direction-rew or ff; rec-rew or ff; pause-rew or ff; continue-rew or ff;
play-stop rew ff; stop-stop rew ff; direction-stop rew ff;

M
CTAPERECORDER

M

WTAPERECORDER

=
=

rec-stop rew ff; pause-stop rew ff; continue-stop rew ff g;
M
M
CMAIN
CSEARCH
= f1; play; rec; rec pause; rew or ff; play-rew or ff;
rec-rew or ff; rec-rew or ff pauseg;
M
M
WMAIN
[ WSEARCH
= fstop; play; pause; rew or ff g:

AB = fa  b j a 2 A; b 2 Bg where a  b means that sequences a and b are taken sideby-side with ith element of a and b taken in the same step. Notation-wise, in order to take
several transitions in the same step, these sets of sequences have to be considered to be sets
of sequences of sets with elements of inner sets shown delimited with a dash (-). For example, (pause stop)  rew or ff = pause-rew or ff stop, (pause stop)  1 = pause stop. Here
dash means that pause and rew or ff are taken in the same step, while stop (separated by a
space) — in the one after it. Multiplication  is used for C construction in order to produce
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the shortest possible sequence of transitions by taking as many of transitions as possible in
the same step. A sequential multiplication  could be used instead, leading to longer test
sequences. For the tape recorder under the assumption of an implementation containing no
more states than the specification, test case generation produces 672 sequences. It is later
contrasted with the size obtained using the Wp method.
Static reactions can be transformed into ordinary transitions through a well-known
transformation of a statechart. The idea is to consider static reactions as ordinary transitions
executing concurrently with the behaviour of states, with which these static reactions are
associated. For example, a static reaction in the TAPERECORDER state can be expressed
by adding a third concurrent part to it with a single state and a transition looping in this
state. In order to represent static reactions in other states, such as RECORDING, those
states have to be converted to AND-states. With this transformation, static reactions can be
tested similarly to ordinary transitions.

3.4 Test data generation
Since the aim of the statechart testing method is to test a transition diagram, it is assumed
that all labels are implemented correctly. Thus, an implementation may contain a different
number of states, transitions traversing them in any way but labels of implemented transitions behave the same as those in a specification. Since sequences of labels generated by
the test method are often not related to those taken by a system during routine operation, it
is necessary to force those labels to be triggered through changes to externally accessible
variables and all other labels — not to be triggered, even if they become such as a consequence of actions of some transitions. In addition, for every executed transition some
output changes have to be observed, giving evidence that a transition with the expected
label was actually taken by the implementation under test. The requirement of being able
to trigger, the one of the input-output pair to identify a transition label, a requirement of absence of shared labels between states of a specification, and the one that transitions cannot
directly enter default connectors, comprise the design for test condition. Under assumption that labels rec, pause and continue are triggered by the same rec event and an output
from them makes it possible to uniquely identify them, the controller satisfies these requirements. More complicated statecharts may have to be designed in the first place to satisfy
this condition; it is always possible to add extra inputs, outputs [20], slightly modify labels
[6] and re-route transitions to default connectors [5] to satisfy design for test.
Reference [28] considers labelled transition systems; such a system deadlocks if no
transition with a label attempted by a tester exists from its current state. The method presented in this paper converts labels to inputs; in response to an input triggering a label with
no corresponding transition from its current state, a statechart would either take a different
transition, a static reaction or simply ignore such an input. An output from an implementation (or absence of any) would then indicate which transition or static reaction (if any) has
been executed.
If these requirements, those provided in Sect. 2.2, as well as the assumptions of the
minimality (Sect. 3.1) of every OR-state in a specification, availability of a reliable reset
(for both a specification and an implementation) and a known upper bound on a number of
states in an implementation are satisfied, a test set can be generated, applied and provide a
provable compliance of the behaviour of an implementation, to that of a specification [5].
It is important to stress the requirement of the synchronous behaviour of statecharts postulated in Sect. 2.2. Its purpose is to prevent uncontrollable sequences of transitions taken by
a system under test. As a consequence, communication between concurrent states has to be
absent. For some statecharts, it could be possible to test the core transition structure with
transitions which do not trigger others and then test the remaining part of it, following the
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approach described in [16].

4 Testing of statecharts using the Wp method
This section describes changes to the above testing method for statecharts, so as to use the
Wp method as a foundation.

4.1 Description of the Wp method
The Wp method [12] is an improvement of the W one, targeted at the reduction of a number
of test sequences. Instead of using a single W set, multiple smaller sets are introduced, each
identifying a specific configuration. By ending test sequences with smaller sets, the number
of test sequences is reduced. Unfortunately, in a faulty implementation small identification
sets may fail to identify configurations correctly. To cope with this, a two-phase approach
is taken where the first stage tests a part of a statechart and checks whether the small sets
identify configurations; the rest of the statechart is tested at the second stage.
Formally, for a configuration conf , an identification set wroot
conf is a set allowing one to
distinguish between conf and all other configurations in a statechart. The purpose of the
root in the superscript of w will be explained later.
The first phase of the Wp method corresponds to the part of the W method where every
configuration is entered and verified using the full W = [conf wroot
conf set. Consequently, each
configuration conf is also checked whether it could be identified by the smaller set wroot
conf .
The set of test cases used in the first phase can be written as

= CM  (f1 g [ M [ (M )2 [ : : : [ (M )m n )  W
This differs from the full test set (Eqn. 1) in that the highest power of M is m
than m n + 1.
T1

n rather

In addition to configuration verification, this phase also tests many transitions with labels used in C. Specifically, transitions labelled by singleton sequences in C get tested
(between the respective configurations), since both their initial and final configurations are
verified with the full W set. For non-singleton sequences, such as rec pause, the intermediate configuration does not necessarily get verified and thus in general none of the two
transitions get tested during this phase. If, however, the rec label exists in C as a singleton
sequence, the intermediate configuration is verified with W and thus both transitions get
tested. This can be generalised, such that for a prefix-closed C (for every sequence s 2 C,
C contains all prefixes of s) all transitions traversed by C get tested between their respective
configurations. This holds for the tape recorder.
At the second phase all transitions which were left out in the first phase are tested, using
small sets wroot
conf to identify configurations and therefore create less test cases compared to
the W method while still providing the same level of confidence in the result of testing.
Let the initial configuration of a statechart be denoted by confinit . The set of test cases for
the second phase of the Wp method (without leaving out already tested transitions) is the
following:
fpathg  wroot
T2 =
CE(path;confinit )

[
2

path TS
M
M 2

where TS = C    (f1 g [  [ ( ) [ : : : [ (M )
) and CE stands for Configuration Entered. CE(path; conf ) is the configuration entered after taking a path path from
a configuration conf . For instance, with confinit = fSTOP; IDLE g, wroot
CE(rec pause;confinit ) =
wroot
(only
basic
states
in
these
two
configurations
are
shown).
fPAUSE;IDLEg
M

M
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m n

4.2 Merging rules for identification sets
In this subsection sets wroot
for every state s of a statechart, merging rules for them and the
s
are
described.
construction of wroot
conf
Let wi;j denote a set of paths which distinguishes between states i and j in the same flat
statechart. For example, wSTOP;PLAY = fplayg. For a state s 2 (st), an identification set is
defined as ws = i2(st) ws;i , which is a set allowing one to distinguish between a particular
state s in a statechart st and all other states in st (but generally not those in a different state).
For the controller these sets are: wSTOP = fstopg; wPLAY = fdirectiong; wRECORD = fplay; recg;
wREW FF = frew or ff g; wRECORDING = fpauseg; wPAUSE = fcontinueg: The characterisation set
W can be expressed in terms of wi;j as

S

Wst

=

[

2

ws;i

s;i (st)

=

[

2

ws

(2)

s (st)

Rules to construct a characterisation set W M for a statechart involve merging WMAIN
of the main statechart and merged WsM sets for every non-basic state s in it. The same
approach can be applied to merging of identification sets. As defined above, a state st in
some statechart can be identified with wst ; using S to denote this statechart, it is possible
to write wSst = wst . In order to obtain the identification set wSs for a state s contained in
st of a higher-level state S (assuming the last two are OR states), one has to identify s in
st and st in S. This gives wSs = wSst [ wsts . Consequently, wSs = wSs1 [ wss12 [ : : : [ wssn
where s1 : : : sn are such that s1 2 (S); s2 2 (s1 ); : : : ; sn 2 (sn 1 ); s 2 (sn ). For
= wMAIN
[ wRECORD
= fstop; play; continueg. The proposition in the following
Fig. 1, wMAIN
PAUSE
RECORD
PAUSE
subsection describes how to reduce this set. The general rule for merging of w sets can be
written as follows:
? if S = s or S is an AND-state.
ws if s 2 (S) and S is an OR-state,
S
ws =
where ws identifies s within its enclosing one S.
wSst [ wsts for some st 2 + (S) and s 2 (st).

8>
<
>:

Above, + (S) means a set of children, grandchildren and so on of S. Identification of a
state s in the whole statechart is accomplished using wroot
s .
The identifying set for a configuration conf can be defined as a union of identifying
sets of basic states in the configuration, i.e.
wroot
conf

=

[

2

wroot
s

s conf ; s is basic

Applying this to the tape recorder, the size of the set of test cases for the first phase of the
Wp method is 32 and the second one — 306, resulting in 338 sequences which is a half of
the set provided in Sect. 3 above; the reduction could be much bigger for complex systems,
where the number of transitions to verify is high.

4.3 Optimisation of state identification sets
Above, wRECORDING and wPAUSE were merged with wRECORD even though it was not necessary
as wRECORDING and wPAUSE already identify states in the flattened MAIN state. Note that if
wRECORDING = fcontinueg was used, there would be no way to tell STOP and RECORDING
apart in the merged statechart because transitions with the continue label exist from neither
of them. These considerations give rise to the following proposition.
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Proposition Merging rules for state identification sets ws within an OR state parent(s) can
(s)
= wparent
if the following holds:
be simplified to wroot
s
s




Labels used in any state of a statechart are not used in any other one.
For all states s of a statechart, ws only contains labels which exist on transitions from
s (described above).

The first condition of this proposition implies, for instance, that rec cannot be used
inside the RECORD state as it is used in the MAIN one. This condition holds due to the
requirements for the statechart testing method described in Sect. 3.4; the second one can be
made true by construction of ws . Using the proposition,
MAIN
wMAIN
RECORDING = fpauseg; wPAUSE = fcontinueg:

4.4 Optimisation of configuration identification
Consider the configuration with basic states PAUSE and IDLE. The identification set
for it is wfPAUSE;IDLEg = fcontinue; rew or ff g, but it could be reduced to a single element
continue-rew or ff by taking the two transitions in the same step. The rule for construction
of an identifying set for a configuration can thus be optimised as follows:
wSs [ wsconf if S is an OR-state, where s 2 (S) \ conf ,
i.e. the only substate of S in the configuration conf .
S
?
if
S is a basic state.
wconf =
1 [ws2 [ : : : [wsn if S is an AND-state,
wsconf
conf
conf
for n substates of S, si 2 (S) \ conf .

8
>>
<
>>
:

a
b
a
b
[wsconf
= fseqa  seqb j seqa 2 wsconf
[ f1 g; seqb 2 wsconf
[ f1 gg n f1 g,
where wsconf
S
such that seqa and seqb can be taken in the same step. The purpose of wconf is to identify
a part of a configuration conf underneath S, thus it is assumed that wSconf = wSconf \+ (S) .
For example, when applied to the configuration cfg with basic states PAUSE and IDLE, the
above definition becomes
root
TAPERECORDER
TAPERECORDER
wroot
cfg = wTAPERECORDER [ wfMAIN ;RECORD;PAUSEg [ wfSEARCH ;IDLEg

q

q

RECORD
wMAIN
wSEARCH
RECORD [ wPAUSE
IDLE
The aim of the rule is to take as many sequences in the same step as possible. For sets
a
b
, wsconf
optimised as described in Sect. 4.3, all pairs of sequences from any two sets wsconf
(sa ; sb 2 (S)) can be taken in the same step, but applicability of configuration identification does not depend on whether state identification sets are optimised or not. To avoid
redundant sequences in wSconf for an AND-state S, every element of the identification sets
i
has to be used only once (not shown in the definition). One of the seqa and seqb
wsconf
above is allowed to be empty (denoted 1) to accommodate pairs of sequences which cannot
be taken in the same step as well as to handle varying numbers of sequences in the sets to
be [-ed.

4.5 Merging rules for the characterisation set
The definition of W (Eqn. 2) for the case of merged w can be shown to be consistent with
merging rules for W, such that after using the provided merging rules to construct wroot
s ,
it is possible to unite these sets afterwards (Eqn. 2) and obtain the rule for W construction
(sections 3.2 and 3.3). The proof [5] is omitted from the paper. For example, W for the
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN state of the tape recorder in Fig. 1 is W = wMAIN
STOP [ wPLAY [ wRECORD [ wRECORDING [ wPAUSE =
fstop; direction; rew or ff; pause; continueg. This W set and the reduced ws were used in
the computation of the size of the set of test cases in Sect. 4.2.
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The described optimisation of configuration-identifying sets by taking multiple transitions at the same time may lead to a bigger W set than that constructed using the W
method. For example, in the controller every configuration can be identified by a pair of
transitions from its basic states. Optimised identification sets could use pairs of such transitions continue-rew or ff, pause-rew or ff and so on, a union of which is
fstop; direction; pause; continuegfrew or ff; stop rew or ff g, containing 8 elements as opposed to 4 for W constructed from unoptimised identification sets. Such a growth of W
causes the number of sequences in the first phase of the Wp method to increase to 64 but
in effect actually leads to a reduction in the total size of the set of test cases. This follows
from the wconf sets being reduced twice and thus halves the size of the second phase. In the
overall, the reduction is by 36% from the Wp method without optimisation of wconf (but
with optimisation of state identification) and by 68% from the W method.

4.6 Usage of status information
In some statecharts, it is possible to detect a state not by taking transitions but by observing
values of some variables such as dashboard lights. This could lead to a considerable reduction of the size of a test set. Information obtained by observation is further called status
information. Its usage is not new - most state-based object-oriented testing methods rely
on it, such as [1, 30].
Status variables have to be correctly implemented and their usage restricted in the same
way as labels: if some variable is used to identify a group of states, all those states should be
within the same higher-level state. For example, information about whether a tape moves
or not, cannot be used as a status as it is present in both PLAY and REW FF states (which
belong to different higher-level states) because one cannot independently identify states in
MAIN or SEARCH with it.
Since status makes it possible to identify groups of states without taking any transitions,
when constructing ws for a state s, it is necessary to distinguish it only from members of the
group it belongs to. More precisely, when identifying states, one could rely on statusgr to
identify groups gr of states and then construct ws;gr for states within each group. This leads
to usage of a pair (statusgr ; ws;gr ) instead of a set ws . For example, in the tape recorder
a tester can see whether a head is close to a tape; this is assumed to be unaffected by
the state in the SEARCH statechart, which only controls the speed of tape movement.
The head position permits an introduction of the status headclose boolean status variable,
considered to be true in the PLAY and RECORD states of the MAIN statechart and define
wSTOP = (f: status headcloseg; ?). : means that the output should be negative from the
status. The negation sign is not actually used in the set of test inputs but is shown here
for clarification of the expected output. Note that the proposition in Sect. 4.3 is easily
applicable to status variables. Here the length of test sequences for identification of the
STOP state as well as the length of those in the W set of the first phase is reduced by one.
There could be more than a single status variable; for example, if one can observe
the red ‘recording in progress’ light, the RECORD state can be assumed and wMAIN
PLAY =
(fstatus headclose; : status recordinglightg; ?). Here both STOP and PLAY states are
identified without taking any transitions. WMAIN = (fstatus headclose; status recordinglightg;
fpauseg) can be used for testing of the statechart. The speed of tape movement could also
be used to tell REW FF from the IDLE state. In the example, status information only
reduces the size of the first phase of the Wp method, however in complex systems with
configuration identification sets containing a number of labels, one could expect it to reduce the complexity of testing significantly.
Having constructed statusgr and the corresponding ws;gr state identification set, it is
necessary to integrate them. Since one can check all status variables in a single step, they
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all can be united into a singleton sequence, the only element of it performing all status
reporting. Variables and sequences of transitions used to identify states can be merged
to identify configurations using the rules described in Sect. 4.2–4.4. Semantics of Harel
statecharts makes it possible to observe status variables at the same time as applying the first
element of a sequence from a state identification set. In practice, however, a tester is more
likely to make a separate step devoted to observation of a status report. A configuration
root
conf can be identified by a set fstatusconf gwroot
statusconf ;conf instead of a larger wconf . Here
statusconf is the set of status variables, used in the identification of this configuration; if
a particular value of statusconf does not single out conf , wroot
statusconf ;conf is used to identify it
among configurations satisfying that value of statusconf . The  operator is used instead of
 in order to observe status and take a transition labelled by the first element of sequences
in wroot
statusconf ;conf at the same time.
Certain aspects of consistency of statecharts can be verified by testing. For example, it is possible to ascertain that if a state is entered, its parent state is entered too. For
the tape recorder, one could verify RECORDING 2 (RECORD) by using wRECORDING =
(fstatus recordlightg; fpauseg), since wRECORD = (fstatus recordlightg; ?) and from the
proposition in Sect. 4.3 wRECORDING = (?; fpauseg). Status information provides a ‘free’
way to do this type of checking.

5 Conclusion
The Wp method can be applied to statecharts in a similar way to the W one [6, 5, 8], by
extension of merging rules for identification of a configuration. Due to the complexity
of statecharts, the Wp method can be expected to provide a significant reduction in the
size of the set of test cases, compared to the W method. Further, rules were provided
for different optimisations of such sets, allowing additional reduction in the complexity of
testing. Direct observation of state information can lead to further reduction of the size
of a set of test cases and can be applied together with the other optimisations described.
Usage of status variables also permits verification of state properties of a statechart, such
as whether a parent of an entered state is itself in a configuration.
The most important limitations of the presented extension are lack of handling of interlevel transitions, requirement for labels not to be shared between states and a need to force
sequences of transitions during test execution. For the first of these, one might consider
interlevel transitions to belong to their scope states; shared labels can be overcome either
by partial flattening of the structure of a statechart or by making TCB construction sensitive
to shared labels. The work on these two issues is close to completion. For the last problem,
constraint logic programming [23] could potentially be used to derive sequences of test
inputs without resorting to artificial test inputs. This is a possible direction for future work.
Theoretical foundations of the usage of W and Wp testing methods for statecharts have
been shown to be correct in [5].
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ÍJs£TÓ`¦¬½ÈÁÄ`N¦ ÈÁ¦  cÍ8g¬N¢j+ÂA¯`¦DÍj¥cÓi¢jÎTÓ`¦ È ¥cÓsÍJ¡cÍj¥g¦ ¡T¬ÇÅd¦D£v§:©iÍJ|¬½sÄ`¤C 8¢j¤CTÄ`¤C§+¦ ÓsÍÕ:¬N¢j¤`¡D¯CÍJs£ig¢ <¿ 8¸
gÓsÍJ¯_¬ÑÎgÓs¦Ò§6¦ÓsÍÕ:¬½¢!¤`¡cÅ¢JÎgÓ`¦DÅd¦v¢!§Cô¦¥TÅ$¥ ¢j¬Ns¥¬Ç£C¦ÁÎ¢!¡ÉÍJ:©¬N`Ä`¤`É¬½ TÓ`¦vT¦ÅdÉÅd¦ ¯TÓ`¦ ©¨Ã2¬N½/¥ ¢j¬Ns¥¬Ç£C¦
Î¢j¡ÍJ:©n¬½`Äs¤C¬NÒTÓ`¦t£`¢jÈvÍJ¬NÖ:ÜÓ ¤6Å ¯!gÓ`¦ÏÅdÄ+¦¥ ¬ÑÐ+¥ Í8T¬½¢!iÍJ6£ÁgÓ`¦Ï¬NÈnÄs½¦Èn¦ TÍ8T¬½¢!ÒÃ2¬N½+§6¦Ï®j¤6ÍJ¡cÍJ g¦¦£g¢
ÓsÍÕj¦¬N£`¦  g¬Ç¥ Íj!§+¦ ÓsÍÕ:¬N¢j¤`¡"Ä`¡T¢8Õ:¬N£C¦D£ÏgÓsÍJ_TÓ`¦ ©-§+¦ Ó6ÍÕj¦/¬Ç£C¦!T¬N¥ÍJN½©Ã2Ó`¦Åg¤`Ä`Ä`N¬N¦£$Ã2¬½gÓÉgÓ`¦¬N`Ä`¤CcÅ¬½-TÓ`¦
g¦DÅÅg¦DÖ ó §:Õ:¬½¢!¤sÅdN©j¯JÅg¤s¥cÓvÍJvÍjÄ`Ä`¡T¢!Íj¥cÓnÃ¢j¤`Ç£É¢!`N©É§+¦ÍJÄ`Äs½¬Ç¥ Íj§`½¦T¢$¥¦¡dcÍJ¬NnÅg©CÅT¦ ÈvÅÍJ6£nÅgÄ+¦¥¬½Ð6¥Í8g¬N¢j
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NÍj`®j¤6ÍJ®j¦DÅA¬½_Ã2¬NNj`¢j§6¦ÍJÄ`Ä`N¬Ç¥ ÍJ§s½¦T¢ÍJ-ÍJ¡T§`¬½g¡cÍJ¡T©¥¢!ÈÁÄ`¤Cg¦¡_Åg©CÅT¦ È÷º\ÍJ$Íj¡g§`¬½g¡cÍJ¡T©Ü_¤`¡T¬½`®2ÈvÍ!¥cÓ`¬½s¦ÅcÂA¯
¢JTÓ`¦ ¡TÃ2¬NÅg¦ÏgÓ`¦-Ó6ÍJ½g¬N`®vÄ`¡T¢j§`N¦ È(Î¢!¡Ü¤s¡g¬N`®ÁÈvÍj¥cÓ`¬N`¦Å¯:Î¢j¡2¦ ÿ`ÍJÈÁÄ`N¦j¯CÃ2¬N½§+¦$¥¢! g¡cÍj£C¬Ç¥AT¦£XÖ
ÜÓ`¬ÇÅtÍjÄ`Ä`¡T¢!Íj¥cÓÓ6ÍjÅt§6¦¦ ¦ÈÁÄ`½¢8©!¦£ ¬NPTÓ`¦Íj¡g¦DÍv¢JÎT¦Ådt®!¦ `¦¡TÍJg¬N¢j Î¢j¡tgÓs¦nÅg¢JÎVÃÍJ¡T¦$ÈÁ¢C£C¦ N½¦D£§:©
 ·6¶VÙq¸¹AÙ]³8Ù]¸É²v³j´cµ:¶V·<¸A
¹  vù½Ê JûL¯"ù 8ûq¯_ù½Ê èjûL¯"ù æ`ÊûqÖ+ÜÓ`¦É§6¦DÅü:`¢8Ã2 g¦DÅT¬½`®ÈÁ¦gÓs¢:£sÅ§sÍ!Åd¦D£ ¢j 
ÅdÄ+¦¥ ¬ÑÐ+¥ Í8T¬½¢!sÅÍj¡g¦Ïg¡cÍJ6Åd¬½g¬N¢jCÔLg¢!¤`¡-º4ÜÔÂÈÁ¦gÓs¢:£ù `Ê ûL¯ù JèjûL¯C¤s`¬Nö ¤`¦ ÔL¬N`Ä`¤`dÔq¢j¤CTÄ`¤Cº  ó ÔÂÈn¦ gÓ`¢C£ù JûL¯
ù jèJûq¯!£C¬ÇÅdg¬N`®j¤`¬ÇÅgÓ`¬½s®ÉÅd¦Dö ¤`¦ s¥ ¦Éº4å  ÔÂÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£ùÑÊ ûq¯6ù Jèjû6ÍJs£v¥cÓ6ÍJ¡cÍj¥AT¦ ¡T¬ ¬½s®Åg¦Ïº ?ÔÂÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£PùÑÊ 8ûq¯6ù JèjûLÖ
ÜÓ`¦ Ä`¤`¡TÄ6¢ Åd¦|¢JÎÏÍJ:©¨g¦Ådg¬N`® ÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£ ¬ÇÅÉT¢¥¢jÈÁ¦¤`ÄlÃ2¬½gÓ?Í8ÁN¦ÍjÅdnÃ¢«¡g¦Dö!¤s¬½¡T¦ ÈÁ¦  cÅ áº4Í Â$TÓ`¦|g¦DÅ
Åd¤s¬ÑT¦ÁÅgÓ`¢!¤`N£P§6¦Á¡T¦ ÇÍ8g¬NÕj¦½© ÅgÓ`¢j¡gÍjs£º4§6ÂgÓ`¦ng¦DÅ-Åg¤`¬ÑT¦nÅgÓ`¢!¤`N£«¥¢8Õ!¦ ¡tÍ!ÅÈ¤s¥cÓ«Í!ÅÄ+¢!ÅTÅg¬½§`N¦ÁÍJN_Î4Íj¤`½TÅ
ùÑÊèJûq"Ö !¢!s¥¦¡g`¬N`®ÁÎ4Íj¤`Ñ¥¢8Õ!¦ ¡cÍJ®j¦!¯ gÓ`¦NÍ!ÅÃ¢vÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£`Åt¥ ¢8Õj¦¡ÍJNÎ4ÍJ¤sÑcÅ "Ö :Ó`¢j¡gg¦¡T¦ÅdtÅd¤s¬ÑT¦ÉÓsÍ!Å2§6¦¦ 
¢j§CcÍJ¬N`¦£Î¢j#¡  ó ÔLÈÁ¦ gÓ`¢C£¬NgÓs¦¥ Í!Åd¦É¢J$Î  ó Åg¦ö ¤`¦s¥¦DÅÃ2¬½gÓP¢8Õ!¦ ¡TNÍjÄ`Ä`¬N`®Pù ûq¯s¢!¡¦¬ÑTÓ`¦ ¡tÃ2Ó`¦ TÓ`¦
ÓsÍ!Å¡T¦Åg¦¥ ÍjÄsÍj¥ ¬Ñ©¨ºVTÓ`¦ ¡T¦$¬ÇÅÍJ¬N`Ä`¤`gÓ6Í8cÍJü!¦Å2¦Õj¦ ¡T©ÅdTÍJg¦-T¢vgÓs¦$¬½s¬ÑT¬NÍj_ÅdTÍ8T¦DÂ¢j¡ÓsÍ!ÅN¢:¢jÄsÅ
ºVT¡TÍjsÅd¬½g¬N¢j6ÅÃ2¬ÑTÓ gÓ`¦$ÅTÍJÈÁ¦¬½s¬ÑT¬NÍjÍJs£iÐssÍjÅdTÍ8T¦ÅcÂÏùÑÊ ûL¯`¢!¡Ã2Ó`¦ |gÓs%¦ &' ¥ ¢j TÍj¬½6Å¦ ¬½gÓ`¦¡¬½:Õ!¦ ¡gg¬N§`½¦
g¡cÍJsÅg¬½g¬N¢jsÅvù½ÊúJû¢j¡¬½:Õ!¦ ¡gg¬N§`½¦vÅg¦ö ¤`¦s¥¦DÅ¢JÎ/T¡TÍjsÅg¬ÑT¬½¢!sÅvùÑ)Ê (DûqÖ× Õ8ÍJ¡T¬NÍj!¢J*Î ?ÔqÈn¦ gÓ`¢C£ ¥ Íj½N¦,
£ + ÄsÍJ¡gg¬ÇÍJ
?ÔLÈÁ¦ gÓ`¢C£ +º4¢j*¡  ÄCÔqÈn¦ gÓ`¢C£sÂ©:¬N¦ Ç£`ÅÅdÓ`¢!¡dT¦ ¡g¦DÅ2Åd¤s¬ÑT¦ÅgÓsÍjÒTÓ`¦ ?ÔLÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£ù½Ê èjûLÖC×N+gÓ`¦DÅd¦ÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£`Å
ÍjÅTÅd¤sÈn¦ÁTÓsÍ8-TÓ`¦Ò¥¢! g¡T¢jÍjÅgÄ+¦¥AcÅ-¢JÎgÓs¦ÒÅd¢jÎVÃÍj¡g¦ÁÍJ¡T¦vÅd¦ÄsÍJ¡cÍ8T¦£Î¡g¢!È*gÓ`¦Åd©CÅdg¦ È £`Í8cÍ ÍJs£ ¥ Íj«§+¦
ÈÁ¢:£`¦ N½¦D£i§:©i.Í Ö`Æ¢8Ã¦ Õ!¦ ¡D¯!¬N Åd¢!Èn¦Åg¬ÑT¤sÍ8T¬½¢!sÅ¬Ñ2¬ÇÅÕ!¦ ¡T©Ò£C¬ /v¥ ¤`½T¢vÅd¦ÄsÍJ¡cÍ8T¦gÓs¦Åg©CÅT¦ È ¥ ¢j g¡T¢j
Î¡g¢!È ¬½TÅi£`Í8cÍ ùÑÊ 8ûq¯/Åd¢ Í ÈÁ¢!¡g¦¥¢!ÈÁÄ`½¦ ÿÝÅgÄ6¦D¥¬½Ð6¥ ÍJg¬N¢j?ÈÁ¢C£C¦ gÓsÍJi¬½ T¦ ®j¡cÍ8T¦ÅnTÓ`¦Åg¦ Ã¢ Í!ÅdÄ+¦¥TÅv¬ÇÅ
`¦ ¦D£C¦£Ö
:¤s¥cÓPÍÁÈÁ¢C£C¦ _¬NÅgÓ`¦n°-±]²v³j´cµ:¶V·+¸Éº¢!¡Ï»¶V¼½¸ ·+¾c¸ ¿\À|²Á³!´TµC¶V·+¸TÂA¯XÍÁ§`N¦ s£ ¢j0
Î &'PÅ ¯+£`Í8cÍvÅT¡g¤6¥Ag¤s¡g¦DÅÍJs£
Ä`¡T¢:¥ ¦ÅTÅd¬N`®2¡T¦ ÇÍ8T¬½¢!sÅº¢!¡XÎ¤`s¥g¬N¢jsÅcÂAÖ]-¬ÑcÅX¦ÅTÅd¦s¥¦ÍjØÔqÈÁÍ!¥cÓ`¬N`¦¬NÅ½¬Nüj¦1Í  §s¤CÃ2¬½gÓ-¢js¦¬½ÈÁÄ+¢j¡gTÍJ 
£C¬½þ+¦¡g¦s¥¦!Ö×õ§sÍjÅg¬N¥Á£`ÍJTÍ Åg¦-¯ 2¯X¬NÅ¬Ç£C¦  T¬ÑÐs¦D£«g¢j®!¦TÓ`¦ ¡-Ã2¬½gÓ Í Åd¦ $¢JÎ§6ÍjÅg¬N¥nÄ`¡T¢C¥¦ÅTÅg¬½`®¡g¦NÍJg¬N¢jsÅÁº4¢j¡
Î¤`s¥g¬N¢jsÅcÂA'¯ 3¯ Ã2Ó`¬Ç¥cÓi¢jÄ+¦ ¡cÍ8T¦¢jØÉÖ:ª/Í!¥cÓiÍJ¡T¡g¢8ÃÝ¬NÒgÓs¦Ðs`¬½g¦ÅdTÍ8T¦tÈvÍ!¥cÓ`¬½s¦t£C¬ÇÍJ®!¡TÍjÈx¬ÇÅ/TÓ`¦ NÍj§6¦½N¦£
§:©ÁÍÉ¡g¦NÍJg¬N¢jº4¢j¡/Î¤`s¥AT¬½¢!6Â/Î¡g¢!4
È 3¯ TÓ`¦ÏÅg¦ö ¤`¦s¥¦DÅ¢jÎ_ÅcÍ8T¦g¡cÍJ6Åd¬½g¬N¢jsÅ/¬½igÓ`¦tÈvÍj¥cÓ`¬N`¦t£`¦g¦¡gÈÁ¬N`¦TÓ`¦
Ä`¡T¢:¥ ¦ÅTÅd¬N`®$¢jÎXgÓ`¦Ï£`Í8cÍ$Åg¦Íjs£ÁTÓ ¤6ÅgÓs¦t¡T¦ ÇÍ8T¬½¢!v¢j¡Î¤`6¥Ag¬N¢j|¥¢!ÈnÄs¤Cg¦D£XÖ ÜÓs¦t£`ÍJTÍ$Åg¦5 2 ¥ ÍJ¥¢j cÍJ¬N
¬½`Î¢j¡TÈÁÍJg¬N¢jPÍj§6¢!¤CgÓs¦$¬½ T¦ ¡TsÍJ_Èn¦ÈÁ¢j¡T©i¢JÎÍÒÅg©CÅT¦ È ÍjÅ2Ã¦ N_Í!Å£C¬½þ+¦¡g¦ tÅd¢!¡dcÅ2¢JÎ¢!¤CgÄ`¤`t§+¦ ÓsÍÕ:¬N¢j¤`¡
Åd¢v¬½¬ÇÅ2Ä6¢ ÅgÅg¬N§`½¦ÏT¢vÈn¢C£C¦Õj¦¡g©i®j¦ s¦ ¡cÍJXÅd©CÅdg¦ÈÁÅ¬NPÍg¡cÍJsÅgÄsÍj¡g¦!ÃÍ©jÖC] g¡T¢C£C¤s¥¦D£i§:©|ª¬N½¦ §+¦ ¡T®ùÑÊæû
¬½«Ê6Ë (ès¯8ØÔLÈvÍ!¥cÓ`¬½s¦Å/Íj¡g¦Ä`¡g¢!Ä6¢ Åd¦D£Á§:©nÆ¢jÇ¥¢jÈ§6¦nùÑÊDË8û<ÍjÅ/Í$§sÍjÅg¬NÅÎ¢j¡Í$Ä+¢!ÅTÅd¬N§`N¦ÅdÄ+¦¥ ¬ÑÐ+¥ Í8T¬½¢!ÒÇÍJ`®!¤sÍJ®!¦
ÍJs£¨Åg¬½s¥ ¦ÉTÓ`¦  Í ¤sÈÉ§+¦ ¡-¢JÎ/Î¤`¡dTÓ`¦ ¡-¬N:Õj¦DÅT¬½® Í8g¬N¢j6ÅÓsÍÕ!¦£C¦ÈÁ¢jsÅdg¡cÍ8T¦£TÓsÍ8TÓ`¦ÁÈn¢C£C¦¬NÅ¬N g¤`¬½g¬NÕj¦
ÍJs£|¦DÍjÅg©vg¢Á¤sÅg¦vù æ`Êûq¯ù æJèJûq¯ù æ ûq¯ùÑÊ 8ûqÖ
× :¤`ÈÉ§+¦ ¡2¢jÎ"¥ÇÍjÅTÅg¦Å¢JÎ"ØÔqÈÁÍ!¥cÓ`¬N`¦ÅÓsÍÕ!¦t§+¦ ¦ ¬N£C¦ g¬½Ðs¦£|ÍJs£|Ådg¤s£C¬N¦£ ù æCÊ ûL¯ù 7æ JûLÖCÜ© Äs¬N¥ÍJN½©!¯:gÓ`¦DÅd¦
¥ÇÍjÅTÅd¦DÅ$ÍJ¡T¦i£C¦ Ðs`¦D£ § ©¨¡T¦Ådg¡T¬N¥g¬N¢jsÅ-¢! gÓ`¦¤`s£C¦¡gN©:¬½s®£`Í8cÍÅd¦ 8 2 ÍJ6£¨gÓ`¦|Åd¦ É¢JÎ§sÍ!Åd¬Ç¥ÁÄ`¡T¢C¥¦ÅTÅg¬½`®
¡g¦NÍJg¬N¢jsÅ«º¢!¡ÒÎ¤`s¥g¬N¢jsÅcÂA1¯ 3¯¢JÎ-TÓ`¦ÈvÍj¥cÓs¬½`¦DÅ Ö×ÈÁ¢js®lÍJNTÓ`¦Åg¦j¯gÓs¦«¥ÇÍjÅTÅÒ¢jÎv¹AÙ\¿g¸c³J²ä°$±]²Á³!´TµC¶V·+¸¹
º :9
Ø Â/ÓsÍjÅ/¡g¦D¥¦ ¬NÕj¦D£gÓ`¦tÈn¢ ÅÍ8dT¦  g¬N¢j;Ö :Íj¡dT¬N¥ ¤`NÍj¡©:Ä6¦DÅ¢J<Î C#Ø PÅ¯!Ó6ÍÕ ¬N`®$ÅdTÍ!¥cü:Åù æ!æûq¯j¢j¡Åd¦Dö ¤`¦ s¥ ¦Å
¢JÎ_Åg©:ÈÉ§+¢jÇÅù 8ûXÍjÅ/Èn¦ÈÁ¢j¡T©j¯ ¢j¡/¢!¤CgÄs¤CÅg¦ö ¤`¦s¥¦DÅ¬NsÅdg¦Í!£v¢JÎ"Åd¬N`®jN¦¢!¤CgÄ`¤`Åg©:ÈÉ§+¢jÇÅù æûq¯!ÓsÍÕ!¦ÍJÇÅg¢$§6¦¦ 
¥¢!sÅd¬Ç£C¦¡g¦D£XÖ
ÜÓ:¤s=Å C#Ø PÅ"ÍJ¡T¦®j¦`¦ ¡cÍJN¬ÇÅgÍJg¬N¢jsÅX¢jÎCÐs`¬½g¦ÅcÍ8g¦ÈvÍj¥cÓ`¬N`¦Å¯Åd¬NÈÁ¬½ÇÍJ¡g¢¦ ÿ:g¦ 6£C¦£Ð6`¬ÑT¦ÅdTÍJg¦ÈÁÍ!¥cÓ`¬N`¦Å
º4>ª &'Â ù æjË8ûq¯2ù ËJûLáÓ`¦¡g¦!¯gÓ`¦ Õ8ÍJ¡T¬ÇÍJ§`N¦ÅÁÍJ¡T¦|¡g¦Ä`NÍ!¥¦D£ §:© Í¨Èn¦ÈÁ¢j¡T© ÍJs£gÓ`¦Åg¦cÅÁ¢JÎtÄs¡g¦D£C¬N¥Í8T¦ÅÁÍJs£
ÍjÅTÅd¬N®jsÈn¦ TÅ2ÍJ¡T¦Ï¡g¦Ä`NÍ!¥¦D£i§:©iÍvÅg¦2¢JÎÄ`¡T¢C¥¦ÅTÅg¬½`®n¡T¦ ÇÍ8g¬N¢j6ÅÏº4¢j¡Î¤`6¥Ag¬N¢j6ÅTÂÖ
× T¦Ådg¬N`®tÅdg¡cÍ8T¦ ®!©tÎ¢!¡"Åg©CÅT¦ ÈvÅ"ÅdÄ+¦¥ ¬ÑÐs¦D£-§:©$ÅT¡g¦DÍJÈ ØÔqÈvÍj¥cÓ`¬N`¦Å_ÓsÍ!Å_ÍjNÅg¢§+¦ ¦£C¦Õj¦ N¢jÄ+¦£iù æ 8ûq¯ ù 7æ JûL¯
ù æ`ÊûqÖÆ¦¡g¦!¯Íi:¤`È§6¦¡-¢JÎ/T¡TÍjsÅg¬ÑT¬½¢!¨Íj¡g¦n®j¡T¢j¤`Ä+¦£¬½ T¢|Äs¡g¢C¥¦DÅgÅg¬N`®¡T¦ ÇÍ8T¬½¢!sÅÁº¢!¡tÎ¤ss¥AT¬½¢!sÅTÂÍjs£gÓ`¦DÅd¦
ÍJ¡T¦$ÍjÅTÅd¤sÈn¦D£ÒT¢v§6¦É¬½ÈÁÄ`N¦ ÈÁ¦  T¦£¥¢!¡g¡T¦¥gN©jÖCÜÓ:¤sÅ¯Cg¦DÅT¬½`®ÁTÓ`8¦ :9Ø ä¡g¦D£C¤s¥ ¦Åg¢ÁT¦Ådg¬N`®v¬½TÅ2T¡TÍjsÅg¬ÑT¬½¢!
£C¬ÇÍJ®j¡cÍJÈ ºgÓ`¦vÍ!ÅgÅg¢C¥¬ÇÍ8g¦D£l³ CÙ J²Á³JÙ J·|¢jÎ/TÓ`¦vÅT¡g¦DÍJÈ*ØÔqÈvÍj¥cÓ`¬N`¦ÂAÖÜÓ`¦Á¥¢!¡g¡T¦¥g`¦DÅgÅt¢JÎgÓ`¦ÁÄ`¡T¢C¥¦ÅTÅg¬½`®
¡g¦NÍJg¬N¢jsÅº¢!¡Î¤`s¥g¬N¢jsÅcÂ¬NÅÏ¥cÓ`¦¥cü!¦£|§:©ÍÒÅd¦ÄsÍJ¡cÍ8T¦$Ä`¡T¢C¥¦ÅTÅás£C¦ Ä+¦ 6£C¬½s®¢! gÓ`¦sÍ8T¤`¡g¦¢JÎTÓ`¦É¡T¦ ÇÍ8T¬½¢!
º¢!¡Î¤`6¥Ag¬N¢j+ÂA¯<gÓs¦Åg¦n¥ÍJP§+¦ÉT¦Ådg¦D£P¤sÅg¬½s®ÒgÓs¦nÅTÍJÈÁ¦ÉÈÁ¦ gÓ`¢C£P¢!¡ÏÍjÑT¦ ¡TsÍ8T¬½Õ!¦-Î¤`s¥g¬N¢jsÍjÈn¦ gÓ`¢C£`ÅÁù æCÊ ûL¯
ù æJèJûqÖ s¤`¡dTÓ`¦ ¡TÈÁ¢j¡T¦j¯CTÓ`¦$ÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£P¥ Íj ¢j`N©§+¦ÉÍjÄ`Ä`N¬½¦D£ ¬ÑÎTÓ`¦$Ä`¡T¢C¥¦ÅTÅg¬½`®v¡T¦ ÇÍ8T¬½¢!sÅ$º4¢j¡2Î¤`6¥Ag¬N¢j6ÅTÂÈn¦¦
Åd¢!ÈÁ¦|ý!£C¦Åg¬½®!Î¢j¡nT¦ÅdÁ¥ ¢js£C¬½g¬N¢j6Ågýs¯"¥ ¢jÈÁÄ`N¦g¦`¦ÅTÅnÍJs£¢j¤CTÄ`¤CdÔ]£C¬ÇÅT¬½s®j¤`¬ÇÅdÓ6ÍJ§`¬N½¬½©jÖÜÓ`¦|ÈÁ¦TÓ`¢C£ÃÍjÅ
Ðs¡cÅ$£C¦Õj¦ N¢jÄ+¦£«¬NTÓ`¦v¥¢j T¦ÿ:-¢JÎ£`¦g¦¡gÈÁ¬N`¬ÇÅT¬N¥ÁÅdg¡T¦ÍJÈ*ØÔLÈvÍ!¥cÓ`¬½s¦ÅÁù æ 8ûÍJ6£PTÓ`¦ ¨¦ÿ:g¦s£C¦D£T¢iTÓ`¦
`¢j`Ôq£C¦ g¦¡gÈÁ¬N`¬NÅdg¬Ç¥-¥ Í!Åd¦¥¢!sÅg¬N£C¦¡g¬N`®ng¦DÅ2Î¢!¡2¦ö ¤`¬NÕ8ÍJN¦ s¥ ¦Áù æJúJû¢j¡2¥¢!CÎ¢j¡TÈvÍJs¥ ¦vùÑÊDÌ8ûqÖ
× ¡g¦D¥¦  ÄsÍJÄ+¦ ¡-ù æ (û<®!¦ `¦¡TÍj½¬ÇÅg¦Å/gÓ`¦Ï¦ÿC¬ÇÅT¬½`®vÅdg¡T¦ÍjÈõØÔLÈvÍ!¥cÓ`¬½s¦tT¦Ådg¬N`®gÓ`¦¢j¡T©v¬½|ÈÁ¢j¡T¦TÓsÍJ¢j`¦
ÃÍ©!-Ö _¬N¡cÅT½©!¯X¬Ñ$¥¢!sÅg¬N£C¦¡TÅgÓs¦v®j¦ s¦ ¡cÍJ"ØÔqÈÁÍ!¥cÓ`¬N`¦ÈÁ¢C£C¦ÍJs£¨Åd¦D¥¢!s£CN©j¯+gÓ`¦Á¡T¦Åg¤`½TÅÏÄ`¡T¢8Õj¦£¥ ÍJ¨®j¬NÕj¦
¡g¬ÇÅg¦g¢vÃ¢Ò£C¬ÇÅT¬½s¥g¦DÅT¬½s®iÅT¡TÍJg¦®j¬N¦ÅÖ`ÜÓ`¦Åg¦$¡T¦Åg¤`ÑcÅÍJ6£iTÓ`¦ ¬N¡t¥ ¢j¡T¡g¦DÅdÄ+¢j6£C¬½s®T¦Ådg¬N`®iÅdg¡cÍ8T¦ ®j¬N¦Å2Íj¡g¦
gÓ`¦ ÄsÍj¡dT¬N¥ ¤`NÍj¡g¬ÇÅg¦£«g¢ TÓ`¦Ådg¡T¦ÍjÈ ØÔqÈvÍj¥cÓ`¬N`¦Ò¥ NÍ!ÅgÅÖ ó `¦v¢jÎgÓ`¦DÅd¦iÅdg¡cÍ8T¦ ®!¬½¦DÅ-¬NÅÍÅdN¬N®jÓ gN©¨Ådg¡T¢js®j¦ ¡
Î¢j¡TÈÚ¢jÎgÓs¦-¡g¦DÅd¤`½®j¬NÕj¦i¬Nù æ 8ûqÖ
Æ¢8Ã¦ Õ!¦ ¡D¯XgÓ`¬ÇÅ®j¦ s¦ ¡cÍJN¬ DÍ8g¬N¢j¨¬ÇÅÉ¢!`½© ÍJ¬NÈÁ¦£ ÍJ ?j¸ Ù]¸¿A²n¶V·s¶Ç¹AÙL¶4´ÉØÔLÈvÍ!¥cÓ`¬½s¦ÅÖ ó TÓ`¦i¢jgÓ`¦¡ÉÓsÍjs£X¯
gÓ`¦¡g¦¬NÅÏÍvÄ`¡cÍj¥g¬Ç¥ Íj`¦¦£ Î¢!¡g¦DÅT¬½s®· J·s@± ?!¸Ù]¸¿A²n¶V·s¶Ç¹AÙL¶4´ÈÁ¢C£C¦NÅBÖ A¢jCÔ]£C¦ g¦ ¡TÈÁ¬½s¬NÅgÈ*ÍJs£¥ ¢js¥ ¤`¡g¡T¦ 6¥©
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1

Introduction

This paper describes a unified approach to testing sequential and concurrent systems, which
extends both Chow’s W-method (CHOW) for verifying designs presented as state machines
[Cho78], and Holcombe and Ipate’s SXMT test-generation method [HI98] for the stream Xmachine (SXM) [Lay93]. In addition to covering more classes of specification model, our
methods also allow the coverage of more machines within each of the standard classes. Both
CHOW and SXMT require the system specification to be a minimal completely specified machine,
in which every state is final and precisely one state is initial, and these constraints ensure that
infinitely many specifications are untestable within the method. In contrast, we present a simple
technique, super-minimisation, that allows machines with non-final states to be put into a form
that satisfies the CHOW- and SXMT-style preconditions. Moreover, super-minimisation results in
a machine with up to 50% fewer states than the standard minimised variant of the original semiautomaton. Because the number of tests required to characterise a machine’s behaviour depends
on the size of the underlying state set, our technique can result in significantly smaller test sets.
Although there are differences between CHOW and SXMT, these are essentially imposed by the
different natures of the systems being modelled (automata and stream X-machines,
respectively). We present a unified model for state-machine-style specifications, which we call
the behavioural machine (β−machine). This model includes many standard sequential models as
instances, including automata, stream X-machines and standard X-machines, but also applies to
concurrent models. Moreover, β−machines can be equipped with a general purpose testgeneration method of which CHOW and SXMT are instances. Just as SXMT can be used to
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generate complete functional tests of sequential systems, so the β−machine method (β−method)
can be used to generate complete behavioural tests for β−machines of any sort.

1.1

Structure of the paper

In Section 2, we illustrate our simple super-minimisation technique for including machines with
non-final states within the remit of CHOW and SXMT. In Section 3 we present our unified
behavioural model, the β−machine, for state-machine-style computations. We show that Xmachines [Eil74, Hol89, Sta90], automata, and even some concurrent specifications are all types
of β−machine. In Section 4, we summarise and extend CHOW and SXMT. We demonstrate an
algorithm for generating test-sets for β−machines, and prove that they are behaviourally
complete.

1.2

Notation and conventions

Finite state machines can be defined both with and without outputs. Following [LP84], a finite
state machine (FSM) without output will be called a semi-automaton, and an FSM with output
will be called a automaton. Throughout this paper, F denotes an FSM with input alphabet A
(also denoted In), output alphabet Out (if F is a semi-automaton, we take Out = In and regard
each label a as the input/output pair a/a), state set S, initial state set I ⊆ S and final (aka
terminal) state set T ⊆ S. Given any U⊆S and a∈A*, we write U a to mean that there exists a
path in F, labelled a, starting at some s∈U. Likewise, U a V means there is a path labelled a
from a state in U to a state in V. If a = (a) is a string of length one, we write →a in place of a,
and if U = {s} is a singleton, we write s a in place of {s} a. F is completely specified (or
complete) if, for each s∈S and a∈A, there is at least one transition s→a, and deterministic if
there is at most one such transition. A language L ⊆ A* is a (state) cover for F if, for each state
s, there is some a∈L with I as. Given any language L⊆A*, and any integer n, we define L(n) =

∪{Lk | 1 ≤ k ≤ n}∪{ε}, where ε is the empty string over A. For n≤0, this reduces to L (n) = {ε}.

If F has at least one cover, we say that F is accessible. If, given any states s ≠ t, we can find a
with s a t, then F is said to be (strongly) connected; any connected machine is accessible.
Conversely, if an accessible machine F has only one initial state and is equipped with a ‘reset’
action which returns the system to this state on demand (i.e. if there is a transition s →reset I from
each state s), then F is strongly connected.

2

Testing semi-automata with non-final states

Consider the simple semi-automaton (FSM without output) shown in Figure 1a. We can think of
this as the specification of a system which is allowed to perform any combination of as and bs,
provided the last operation it performs it definitely an a (for example, industrial machinery
might carry the specification “power must be turned off at the end of the shift”). The figure
shows the minimal machine for the relevant language A*a, where A={a,b}. It has two states, of
which the one on the right is final and the one on the left initial (but not final).
a
b

a
b

Figure 1a. Minimal semi-automaton for A*a
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We can regard any semi-automaton as an automaton by interpreting each symbol a as the
input/output pair a/a, so it’s meaningful to consider this machine in relation to CHOW. In fact,
however, neither Chow’s W-method nor its functional extension, the SXM testing method, can
be used to generate tests for systems with this sort of specification, because these test methods
require all states in the minimised specification machine to be final, and here we have a nonfinal state. The minimal versions of infinitely many specifications fail the very stringent
conditions of these methods.
To overcome this problem, we need to re-express the specification as a minimal machine in
which all states are final. We do this by super-minimising the machine. Rather than representing
each symbol a as the pair a/a, we instead append a ‘fake’ output symbol to capture the
termination behaviour of the relevant transition. If the transition ends at a final state we add the
‘output’ T (true), and otherwise F (false). The initial arrow is labelled ε/F (in this example) to
indicate that ε is not deemed a member of the behaviour. The distinction between final and nonfinal states is now superfluous, because all of the relevant information is encoded by the T/F
components of the transition labels (Figure 1b). We can therefore declare all states in this
‘transducer’ representation to be final, without losing any information.
a/T
b/F

a/T
b/F

ε/F

Figure 1b. Generated machine for A*a
Because we have imposed a new state configuration, there is scope for further minimisation.
Minimising this particular machine yields the minimal machine in Figure 1c, with just one state.
b/F

a/T
ε/F

Figure 1c. Super-minimised β−machine for A*a.
Consequently, we have achieved a 50% reduction in the state set, even for a very simple
machine that was already minimal. This is a significant saving, and has the important corollary
that Chow’s W-method can now be applied to a behaviour that was previously untestable by this
method. To see how to use the method, suppose we are given a 2-state implementation to test. In
this case the implementation under test (IUT) has one more state than the (super-minimal)
specification. We use Figure 1c to choose a cover, say C = {ε}, and a characterisation set W =
{a} and construct the CHOW test-set TS = CA(2)W, i.e.
TS = { a, aa, ba, aaa, aba, baa, bba}
Looking at the specification, we see that the accept/reject responses for each of these strings is
a

T

aaa TTT

aa

TT

aba TFT

ba

FT

baa FTT

bba FFT
Have we successfully generated a test set? To find out, suppose Imp is a 2–state semi-automaton
with the accept/reject patterns specified. Call the states L (left) and R (right), with L initial. It is
clear that transitions L →a and L →b must exist, because there are extensions of these 1-
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transition paths that are accepted. Moreover, the first clearly leads to an acceptance state and the
other to a rejection. There are only two layouts that meet these criteria
a

b

b

a

Looking at the length-2 patterns in the test set allows us to complete the diagrams (again we use
the acceptance of length-3 paths to determine that the second b transition must exist)
a

b
a

b

b

a
a

b

The languages accepted by these machines differ only as to whether they include ε. We contend
that “testing ε” is a meaningless activity, because no test based on the empty input string ε can
be assured of generating any observable output. This is why we require the designer to specify
explicitly whether or not ε is to be included in the language. In this case we have the
specification ε/F, so we reject the right-hand machine.
Clearly, the only 2-state semi-automaton that satisfies our test-set requirements is the machine
we started with, so our 2-state-machine test set is indeed working. The reason it works is
straightforward: the super-minimal machine precisely captures the accept/reject behaviour of the
original semi-automaton. Consequently, any machine constructed to match the behaviour of the
super-minimal machine automatically matches that of the specification machine itself.
Moreover, we can obviously extend the method to allow testing of more complex machine
types. So, for example, we can generate tests for automata or stream X-machines with non-final
states by extending Out to include the T/F information, and likewise, by adding T/F information
to the fundamental datatype X, we can generate test sets for X-machines with non-final states
(see below for an explanation of X-machines and stream X-machines).
One word of caution. We have seen how we can regard semi-automata as automata with T/F
outputs, where a transition emits T if and only if it leads to a final state, and emits F otherwise.
Chow’s method applies to this automaton, and hence to the underlying semi-automaton, but we
have to be very careful when applying the method, because the behaviour of the machine F is
different when viewed as an automaton, as compared with its behaviour when viewed as a semiautomaton. As a semi-automaton, all that matters when we supply an input string a is whether or
not it is recognised. But as an automaton, we also have the history of acceptance/rejection
decisions as the string was submitted. This extra information is vital to Chow’s method, so we
need to make it available. We accordingly require of any test set that it be downward closed.
That is, if a is in the test set, so is every prefix of A. To make this unambiguous, we will write
L↓ to denote the downward-closure of the language L. Obviously, if L is finite, so is L↓. The
extent to which the need to use downward closures matters is open to debate. In the example
just considered, for instance, it is clear that the information obtained from the input strings T
and TT is also available in the output recorded for the longer string TTT. So while downward
closure is necessary as a theoretical precaution, it may have little relevance to practical test
generation.
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3

Behavioural frameworks and β−machines

Whenever we draw a state-machine diagram, we implicitly make certain assumptions about the
symbols used to label the transitions. These labels can vary considerably in algebraic
sophistication, but always share certain key properties. To put things in context, let’s review the
difference between automata, semi-automata, X-machines and stream X-machines.
All four machine types are based on the standard finite state machine, but differ as to the labels
they associate with transitions. Rather than deal with large numbers of definitions, we’ll assume
instead that F is a semi-automaton with alphabet A, and that B is some set of behavioural labels
that we’re going to associate with transitions. In other words, each symbol a becomes the name
of a behaviour in B, and we can represent this by supposing the existence of some labelling
function Λ: A→B.
Loosely speaking, the labelling involved in each of the models is as follows. For semi-automata
the labelling is the identity map, Λ(a) = a, and for automata we essentially take B = In×Out. For
an X-machine (XM), the labelling maps A into R(X), the set of all relations of type X↔X. For a
stream X-machine (SXM), we map A into a set of relations of type In×Mem↔Mem×Out, where
Mem is a potentially infinite auxiliary set called the machine’s memory.
The basic operations involved in representing languages by semi-automata are concatenation
and aggregation. Concatenation occurs when one transition follows another. Thus, for example,
when we regard the two transitions →u→v as a single path uv, we are implicitly assuming that
the labels u and v can be concatenated to yield the string uv. Notice that the type of uv differs
from that of u and v themselves. This is unacceptable for our purposes, because we want to
build a model of behaviour which is self-contained. The concatenation of two behaviours should
be another behaviour – it should have the same type. We can overcome the problem easily by
thinking of u and v as the strings (u) and (v) of length one. Now, behaviours are represented as
strings, and the concatenation of the two strings (u) and (v) is again a string. Aggregation occurs
when we combine the various successful paths through a machine and regard them as a single
language. Again, this seems to violate our principle that all behaviours should be of the same
type, because we are operating on strings and generating sets of strings. Fortunately there is
again a simple solution. Wherever we have a string u, we regard it as a language {u} with a
single element. Looked at in this way, aggregation is simple set-theoretic union. Given these
interpretations, we see that semi-automata can be modelled by taking a labelling of the form
Λ(a) = {(a)}, which replaces each symbol a with the singleton language containing the singlecharacter string (a). This is important for our purposes because we now have a model of FSM
computation in which all components are of the same basic type (in this case ℘A*), and this
type is closed under concatenation and aggregation.
More generally, we take B to be any algebraic structure that satisfies the following conditions.
These simply express basic rules that can be established to be necessary by considering FSM
transition diagrams, and asking the question “what must be true for B to be closed in this
situation?”

3.1

Regular sets over monoids

Suppose (B,⊗) is a monoid, i.e. a semigroup with an identity element 1. Given any alphabet A of
the same cardinality as B, we set up a 1-1 correspondence Λ: A → B. This extends to a monoid
homomorphism Λ*: A*→B given by Λ(ε) = 1B, and Λ(b1,…,bn) = b1 ⊗ … ⊗ bn. This in turn
extends to a function Λ**: LANG(A) → ℘B given by Λ**(L) = { Λ*(a) | a∈L}. If L is a regular
language over A, we’ll say that Λ**(L) is a regular subset of B. The set of all regular subsets of
B will be written REG(B). It includes ∅ = Λ**(∅) and all finite subsets of B.
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Notice that ℘B is itself a monoid, with identity element {1B}, where we define U ⊗ V = {u⊗v |
u∈U, v∈V}, so it is meaningful to discuss regular subsets of ℘B. Moreover, REG(B) is also a
monoid with these choices of operation and identity.

3.2

Definition (Behavioural framework)

We will say that a triple B = (B,⊗,Σ) is a (behavioural) framework provided
1. (B,⊗) is a semigroup, with a 2-sided identity element, 1B. We call ⊗ concatenation.
2. Σ: REG(B)→B is a function, called (regular) aggregation, satisfying
a. Σ∅ = 1B
b. Σ{b} ≡ b
c. Σbi ⊗ Σbj ≡ Σ{ bi ⊗ bj }
d. ∀ regular {Vi | i∈I } ⊆ REG(B) : Σ∪{Vi | i∈I} ≡ Σ{ ΣVi | i∈I}
If B is a framework, we can define a commutative binary addition ⊕ by u⊕v = Σ{u,v}.
Frameworks are ubiquitous in theoretical computer science and mathematics. The distributive
laws (2.c) means that frameworks are closely related to algebraic rings, though the concepts are
not identical because ⊕ need not allow inverses. In particular, if X is any datatype, the monoid
R(X) of all relations X↔X is a framework, when we take ⊗ to be relational composition, and ⊕
to be set-theoretic union. Likewise, if we treat Σ as inf and ⊗ as sup, then every frame (hence,
every topology) is a framework, but again the converse is not true, because we don’t require ⊗
to be commutative.

3.3

Definition (β−
β−machine)
β−

A behavioural machine (β−machine) is a pair (F,Λ), written FΛ, where F is a semi-automaton
over some alphabet A, and Λ: A→B is a function, where B is a behavioural framework.
Given a string a recognised by F, the path behaviour computed by a is the behaviour Λ(a),
where we define Λ(ε) = 1B and Λ(a1…an) = Λ(a1) ⊗ … ⊗ Λ(an). The behaviour of FΛ is the
aggregate of its path behaviours, |FΛ| = Σ{ Λ(a) | a ∈ |F| }.

3.4
3.4.1

Examples
LANG(A)

The set LANG(A) of languages over A is a framework, where ⊗ is standard language
concatenation, and Σ is set-theoretic union.
3.4.2

MAZURKIEWICZ TRACE LANGUAGES

(Mazurkiewicz) trace languages were introduced in [Maz77; see also CF69] as a tool for
modelling Petri net behaviours. They have since become one of the most popular models for
concurrent semantics [Gas90, Arn91, KS92, Sta94, DR95, DG98, DG02].
Each trace language can be viewed as a quotient A*/≡, where ≡ is a congruence on A*. That is,
whenever a ≡ b, we also have ac ≡ bc and ca ≡ cb, for all c. This congruence ensures that
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concatenation of traces is well-defined, and we can construct languages (subsets of A*/≡) just as
we could construct LANG(A).
3.4.3

REG(A)

The set REG(A) ⊆ LANG(A) of regular languages over A is a sub-framework of LANG(A). This is
not obvious – indeed, our formulation of behavioural frameworks was originally motivated by
the related question: under what circumstances is a union of regular languages again regular?
Obviously, an arbitrary union of regular sets need not be regular, because any non-empty
language is the union of its (necessarily regular) singleton subsets. The framework concept
embraces one answer to this question: any regular union of regular languages is again regular.
This is what we now prove. We need to do this in any case, to verify that our choice of
aggregation operator Σ is well-defined. In general, aggregation is represented by the operator Σ:
REG(B) → B, and since we are taking B = REG(A), our aggregation operator must have signature
Σ: REG(REG(A)) → REG(A). By hypothesis, we are taking Σ to be set-theoretic union, ∪, so we
need to verify that whenever we are given a regular set of regular languages, their union is again
a regular language.
Theorem. Any regular union of regular languages is regular. Formally, suppose that {Li | i∈I }
is a regular subset of REG(A), and let L = ∪{Li | i∈I }. Then L ∈ REG(A).
Proof. By definition, there is some regular language L0 over some alphabet A0, and some
labelling function Λ0: A0 → REG(A) with Λ0**(L0) = {Li | i∈I }. Because L0 is regular over A0, it
can be generated by a regular expression e0 over just finitely many of the symbols in A0, so
without loss of generality we can assume that A0 is finite. We can also assume that A0 is nonempty, since otherwise L would be finite and we’d have nothing to prove. Without loss of
generality, then, we can write A0 = {a01, …, a0n} for some finite non-zero n. Setting L0i = Λ0(a0i),
we observe that each L0i is a regular language of A, so we can choose regular expressions e1, …,
en, all defined over A, where each ei generates the corresponding L0i. Let e be the expression
over A obtained by simultaneously replacing every occurrence of each symbol a0i in e0 with the
corresponding expression ei. Then e is a regular expression over A. It is now straightforward
(though rather tedious) to show that e generates the required union, L = ∪{Li |i∈I} = ∪Λ0**(L0).
So L is regular.
3.4.4

AUTOMATA

As we saw in the introductory preamble, semi-automata are simply β−machines over B =
REG(A). Automata are slightly more complex, but essentially straightforward. We won’t prove
the details here, because the methods are identical to those used in the more difficult case of
stream X-machines, below.
3.4.5

X-MACHINES

The X-machine is a computational model introduced by Eilenberg [Eil74], that forms the basis
for many subsequent models of computation [Sta90, Sta91, Lay93, LS93, BeH96, BCG+99,
Sta01]. At its heart, an X-machine is essentially a semi-automaton whose transitions are labelled
by operations of type X↔X. Each successful path through the machine corresponds to an
operation obtained by composing the relations on the various transitions, and the behaviour of
the entire machine is defined to be the union of the path behaviours. Clearly, this is just a special
case of the β−machine construction, where we take B to be the relational monoid R(X) of all
relations on X, with ⊗ equal to relational composition and Σ equal to set-theoretic union.
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3.4.6

STREAM X-MACHINES

Stream X-machines were introduced by Laycock [Lay93] as a version of the X-machine
equipped with the stream handling capabilities of an automaton. The SXM captures the idea that
a system handles inputs by changing its internal memory states; an SXM is given by a semiautomaton whose transitions are labelled by operations of type Mem×In ↔ Out×Mem. If the
system memory is currently mem, and the input in is received, then crossing a transition labelled
φ causes the machine to change memory state to new_mem and to generate some output out,
where (out, new_mem) ∈ φ(mem, in). Clearly, all automata (hence all semi-automata) can be
modelled as SXMs with unchanging memory. In fact, all SXMs can be modelled as standard Xmachines.
Given an SXM with operations of type Mem×In ↔ Out×Mem, we represent it as an X-machine
with type X = Out* × Mem × In*. Each relational label φ: Mem×In ↔ Out×Mem is represented
as the associated relation φ*: X↔X given by
φ*( out, mem, in::in) = { (out::out, new_mem, in) | (out, new_mem) ∈ φ(mem, in) }
In this form it’s easy to see where the name comes from. The behaviour of an SXM causes input
streams to be converted into output streams, with the exact conversions being mediated by an
embedded X-machine of type Mem. Since all X-machines are β−machines, the same is true of
SXMs and automata.

4

A general test method for β−machines

A key motivation behind Laycock’s introduction of the SXM was the existence of a general testgeneration technique for automata. Chow’s W-method is based on the idea that states in an
automaton can be characterised by input-output behaviours.

4.1

Chow’s W-method

We presuppose that a system is specified as an automaton, Spec, and that a second automaton,
Imp, has been generated as an implementation. We have complete knowledge of Spec, and can
therefore assume that it is minimal (if not we minimise it). For technical reasons, we need to
assume that Spec and Imp are defined on the same alphabet A, and that we can reliably estimate
the number of extra states in Imp. Our goal is to determine whether or not |Imp| exactly matches
|Spec|, and our lack of knowledge of Imp’s internal structure forces us to make this
determination by supplying various input streams, and observing the corresponding outputs. The
basic strategy of Chow’s method is as straightforward as it is elegant. We supply a set of input
sequences that take us to each state of the machine in turn, and check, once we get there, that it
admits precisely the right set of ‘next-state’ transitions. In this respect it has much in common
with other early test techniques [Moo56, Koh78].
4.1.1

DEFINITION (CHARACTERISATION SET FOR AUTOMATA)

Recall that S is the state set of the machine F. Given any W ⊆ In*, we can define a function fW: S
→ [W↔Out*] by
fW(s)(w) =

(w,out)

out

if s

undefined

if no such path exists



T
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If the function fW is 1-1 and each of the relations fW(s) is actually a function fW(s): W → Out* (so
that each input stream w generates a single well-defined output stream out), then W is a
characterisation set.
Remark. For F to have a characterisation set, it must be minimal. For if F is not minimal, there
will be states s ≠ s’ which cannot be distinguished by their contributions to input-output
behaviour, and under such circumstances we must have fW(s) = fW(s’): so W would fail to be a
characterisation set.
Characterisation sets allow us to decide what state the machine must have been in, and can be
used to check that test sequences have caused the machine to migrate to a required home state.
To construct a test set, we first choose a cover C for F (this requires F to be accessible and
deterministic), and then a characterisation set, W (requires F to be minimal). To test an
implementation we use C repeatedly to visit each state in turn (this typically requires F to be
connected, i.e. to have a reset mechanism); then we supply each symbol in A (requires F to be
complete), so as to exercise every transition; then we check that the transition took us to the
appropriate next-state using W.
4.1.2

THEOREM (CHOW)

Suppose that Spec and Imp are automata over the same alphabet A. Suppose, moreover, that
Spec is minimal, complete, connected and deterministic (so it has precisely one initial state), and
that all states are final. Let C be a cover, and W a characterisation set, for Spec. Suppose Imp has
no more than n more states than Spec. Then Spec and Imp are equivalent if and only if they
generate the same output string for every input string in CA(n+1)W.
Remarks. (1) In its original form Chow’s theorem takes the test set to be of the form TA(n)W,
where T is a ‘transition cover’ for F. In order to keep things simple, our statement of the
theorem uses the fact, for complete machines, that CA(1) is a transition cover whenever C is a
state cover, so that a suitable test set is CA(1)A(n)W = CA(n+1)W. (2) Recalling our method for
machines with non-final states, it is clear that Chow’s method can be extended to infinitely
many more specifications than currently included.

4.2

SXM Testing

The strong similarity between SXMs and automata was the original motivation for their
introduction; Laycock [Lay93] recognised that Chow’s method could be extended to cover
systems specified by SXM. The technique was largely perfected in [Ipa95, IH97, HI98] and has
been extended more recently to include non-deterministic specifications [HH01a, HH01b]. It
has been applied both theoretically and in practical system testing [FHI+95, BH01, Van01], and
support tools are becoming available [EK00, KEK00a, KEK00b].
As with Chow’s method, we assume the existence of a minimal, complete, connected and
deterministic SXM specification Spec, and an SXM implementation Imp, and need to decide
whether or not they have the same behaviour. The basic strategy involves constraining Spec so
that the equivalence of Spec and Imp follows from that of their underlying automata.
Recall our basic requirement that Spec and Imp should be defined over the same alphabet. In the
present context, this means that they should use the same transition relations, or equivalently,
that they use the same labelling, Λ.
In Chow’s method, characterisation is used to identify machine states, and relies on the fact that
individual letters can easily be distinguished (the output streams out1 and out2 are distinct if and
only if they differ in one or more letters, so we only need to be able to distinguish the
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latter).This principle no longer applies for SXMs, because it is impossible to guarantee a priori
that distinct label relations can be distinguished. For example, suppose two relations differ only
at one particular (mem, in) pair. Unless we know a priori that we need to test the relations with
this particular (mem, in) combination, we could wrongly conclude that the correct relation is
implemented when in fact it is not. This is a particular problem because Mem may well be
infinite and even uncountable, so we cannot exhaustively test all (mem, in) pairs. Consequently,
we strengthen characterisation by requiring output distinguishability; there should be a priori
known (mem, in) pairs that can be used to distinguish between the relations used to label the
transitions of the machine.
The concept of cover now needs to be strengthened as well, because it is not enough to ensure
that we reach every state in turn. When we reach a given state s, we need to be certain that mem
has taken on a value suitable for characterisation to be possible – we have to arrive at s with
mem appropriately set for firing transitions with the key (mem,in) input pairs. This is typically
established by imposing the (somewhat stronger) requirement that for each mem, there is some a
priori known input in for which (mem, in) can be processed and at the same time contribute to
the characterisation process. This can be regarded as the SXM version of completeness, though
it is not quite the published Holcombe/Ipate “test completeness” property [HI98, p. 181], which
omits the contribution-to-characterisation requirement.
Finally, of course, it is not enough just to know that Imp is giving the correct responses, because
this could occur by accident. If the implementation is written in a programming language whose
compiler is faulty, we could well be generating the correct responses for each of the key (mem,
in) test inputs, and yet still not have a correct system. We therefore impose the requirement that
the relation labels themselves must be a priori correct.
4.2.1

THEOREM (HI98, P.185)

Suppose that Spec and Imp start with the same initial memory value, use the same set of relation
labels Φ, and that Φ is output distinguishable and complete [in our sense, above]. Assume that
the associated automaton of Spec is minimal, complete, connected and deterministic (so it has
precisely one initial state), and that all states are final. Suppose also that the associated
automaton of Imp has no more than n more states than that of Spec. Then TS is a test set for
|Spec| where TS is Chow’s test set.
It is normally stated that the correctness of labels can be determined recursively, by applying
this same technique to the labels themselves (see e.g. HI98, chapter 8). This is only partially
true, however, because we have assumed extra properties for these relations as part of the price
for using them during testing. It is not enough simply to prove that the label relations are correct
in their own terms, because they also have to satisfy the consequences of our completeness and
output distinguishability criteria. This means we have to prove properties that hold for all values
of Mem, and this may not be a tractable, or even a possible, problem. For example, the function
test: N → BOOL given by the program {while(n>1){ if (even(n)) n=n/2; else n = 3*n+1;} return
true;} is clearly computable, and we can even prove that it correctly calculates a particular
specification of interest to number theorists, Consequently, we can (by traditional arguments)
use test as a valid label in an SXM, because it is correct in its own terms. But this is not valid,
because no-one currently knows whether test is a partial or a total function – we can prove its
correctness in its own terms, but we may not necessarily be able to prove the extra requirement,
totality, entailed by our completeness criteria.
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4.3

General behavioural testing

It is clear that the SXM test method relies on properties that can be expressed entirely in
framework-theoretic language. It is not surprising, therefore, that the method can be extended at
a stroke to include all behavioural frameworks.
Henceforth, suppose that B = (B, ⊗, Σ) is a framework, and that FΛ is a β−machine with
alphabet A. Write Φ = Λ(A) ⊆ B. We call the members of Φ behavioural labels. Recall also that
theoretical caution requires us to regard test sets as downward closed; this is reflected in our
statement of Theorem 4.3.3 below.
The first step is to define what we mean by a characterisation set for a β−machine, because we
can no longer rely on the output language Out* for characterisation purposes (it isn’t part of the
general framework definition).
4.3.1

DEFINITION (CHARACTERISATION SET FOR SEMI-AUTOMATON)

Given any W ⊆ A*, we can define a function fW: S → W→BOOL⊥ by
fW(s)(a) =

a

T

if s

F

if no such path exists

T

If the function fW is 1-1, we call the language W a characterisation set for F. If, in addition, for
each s there is at least one a∈W for which fW(s)(a) = T, we call W a positive characterisation set.
If F, G are semi-automata over A, we say that two states s∈F and t∈G are W-equivalent if fW(s)
= fW(t), where fW(s) is evaluated in F and fW(t) in G.


It is worth recalling that characterisation sets can only be constructed for minimal machines,
because non-minimal machines contain indistinguishable states. We can generally construct a
positive characterisation set piecewise. That is, we first find languages that distinguish s1 from
s2, for each pair (s1,s2), and then take the union of all of these component languages. In general
this is less efficient than constructing a global characterisation set, but may be simpler in
practice.
4.3.2

DEFINITION (DISTINGUISHABLE BEHAVIOUR LABELS)

Let ∂: Φ → [B → BOOL] be the function which maps each φ∈Φ to the predicate
∂(φ)(b) ≡ (b = φ)
We call ∂ the distinguishing function for Φ. If ∂(φ) is decidable for all φ∈Φ, we say that Φ is
distinguishable.


In general, this is the best we can do, because the actual proof that ∂ generates decidable
predicates will depend on the exact nature of B. For SXMs, for example, we avoid the
requirement that ∂(φ) be decidable by imposing the stronger requirement of outputdistinguishability instead.
4.3.3

THEOREM (COMPLETE BEHAVIOURAL TEST SETS)

Suppose that SpecΛ and ImpΛ are β−machines over the same framework with the same Φ, and
that Φ is distinguishable. Suppose that Spec is minimal, complete, connected and deterministic
(so it has precisely one initial state), and that all states are final. Let C be a cover and W a
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positive characterisation set for Spec. Suppose Imp has no more than n more states than Spec.
Suppose also that the initial termination behaviours of Spec and Imp are identical (i.e. the
unique initial states of the two machines are W-equivalent). Then SpecΛ and ImpΛ have the same
behaviour if and only if they generate the same behaviour for every input string in (CA(n+1)W)↓.
Proof. We will show that Chow’s theorem can be applied to the F/T automaton representing
Spec. To this end, we have to choose some a ∈ CA(n+1)W and consider the stream translation
function f* defined as follows, where f = fA*(ι) and ι is the initial state of Spec.
f*(a1, …, an)

( f(a1), f(a1a2), …, f(a1, …,an) )

In other words, the sequence on the right simply gives the acceptance/rejection history of the
string, as it evolves one symbol at a time. This is the automata-style behaviour of Spec, and we
need to show that it is the same as the automata style behaviour of Imp. It will then follow
immediately that |Spec| = |Imp|, and that, therefore, |SpecΛ| = |ImpΛ|.
By hypothesis, SpecΛ and ImpΛ behave identically on all prefixes of a. In particular,
|Spec | is defined for the prefix u if and only if |ImpΛ| is also defined for u, and this occurs if and
only if u∈|Imp|. Consequently, the corresponding stream translation function for Imp
Λ

g*(a1, …, an)

( g(a1), g(a1a2), …, g(a1, …,an) )

satisfies f*(u) = T ⇔ g*(u) = T as required, and f*(u) = g*(u).

5



Summary

We have provided two extensions to state-machine testing theory. The first allows us to extend
Chow’s W-method and the SXM testing method to include specifications given by machines
with non-final states, by first encoding semi-automata as automata with output alphabet BOOL.
The second part of the paper demonstrates a general extension to these test methods, that applies
to any system that can be specified by a behavioural framework. Although a novel concept, the
frameworks in question occur ubiquitously in computer science, with examples occurring in
both sequential and concurrent machine theory. We show that Eilenberg’s X-machine concept
can be extended to give behavioural machines, which are essentially semi-automata whose
transitions are labelled by elements of a behavioural framework. The SXM test method extends
automatically to behavioural machines, provided we recognise the different natures of semiautomaton and automaton behaviours. Accordingly, we need to use the downward closure of
Chow’s test set to generate the test-set for a semi-automaton-based β−machine.
There is clear scope for future work in this field. In particular, we are studying the feasibility of
modelling object oriented systems using β−machines, by incorporating both the sequential and
concurrent representational capabilities into a single framework. Given that tools are becoming
available for SXM testing, we are hopeful that tools can likewise be developed for β−machine
testing, though any such tools will require considerable built-in user support.
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Abstract
A new method for formal testing of reactive and distributed systems
is presented. The method is based on having a joint-action speci cation
of the implementation under test. A testing hypothesis is made to allow
assigning formal meanings to correct and incorrect implementations. Utilizing these we formulate meaning of nding errors in implementations in
a strict way.

1 Introduction
Traditionally testing and formal methods have had little to do in common.
However, recently it has been realized that these two need not be exclusive but
they can complement each other. Rigorous speci cations give an excellent basis
for testing: notions like correct and erroneous implementations can be assigned
an exact meaning and descriptions of test cases become more precise.
One diÆcult eld for testing are reactive and distributed systems. Reactive
systems obtain stimuli from the environment and react to them. The behaviour
of a distributed system is not very predictable. Little changes in timings of their
complex interactions with the environment and between components make the
system behave in non-deterministic manners. Therefore testing them thoroughly
is extremely diÆcult. Formal speci cations allow us to deal with this nondeterminism in an exact way.
In this paper we attack problems of testing reactive and distributed systems
by utilizing joint-action speci cations which are introduced in Section 2. Systems are rst modelled with them and then they are implemented. We make
 This work was supported by Academi of Finland under project 510005.
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a testing hypothesis which claims that there exists a joint-action model for every implementation. If an implementation is correct then this model can be
achieved from the speci cation as a legal re nement. Testing is searching for
a counterexample to this re nement relation. These aspects are discussed in
Section 3. In Section 4 an example of utilizing the proposed testing method is
given. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Joint-Action Speci cations
Joint actions were introduced by Ralph Back and Reino Kurki-Suonio in [4,
5]. The intention with them was to describe the behaviour s of reactive and
distributed systems at a high level of abstraction. By abstracting the details
of communication, a joint action models what several parties of the system do
together, not how the desired behaviour is achieved.
Basic building blocks of our joint-action speci cations are class and action
declarations. Formally a class is a set of similar objects sharing the same structure. Classes can be inherited in an object-oriented fashion. Then an inherited
class forms a subset of the base class. Besides class de nitions, record types can
be declared. Unlike objects of classes, values of record types have no identity.
The state of an object means evaluation of its attributes. The states of
objects can be changed only by executing multi-object joint actions. A joint
action consists of a name, a set of roles (in which the objects can participate ), a
boolean-valued guard (which must evaluate to true for the participating object
combination) and a body (which is a parallel assignment clause assigning new
values to the attributes of the participating objects). When such a combination
of objects exists that the guard of an action is satis ed, an action is said to be
enabled (for the satisfying object combination). Selection of the next action to
be executed is non-deterministic among the enabled ones. Actions are atomic
units of execution which are executed in an interleaving manner. This is an
abstraction of parallel executions of operations.
States of all objects constitute the global state of the system. A new global
state is obtained form the current one by executing an action which is enabled
in the current state. A sequence of global states starting from an initial state
s0 is called a behaviour :  =< s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; ::: > where s0 is an initial state of the
system and each state sk+1 is obtained from state sk by executing an action
enabled in state sk . The method is not sensitive to stuttering in behaviours. In
other words a behaviour is considered the same even if its states are arbitrarily
repeated. A joint-action speci cation induces potentially an in nite set of behaviours whose initial states are legal initial states of the speci cation and new
states are obtained by executing the actions of the speci cation.
As an example we give a speci cation of counters. Objects belonging to class
Counter hold the value they count in attribute val, which can be incremented
by executing action inc. The action can be executed for objects having value
less than two in val; the body of the action increments val by one. It is assumed
that all counters are initialized to zero:
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specification Cntrs = {
class Counter = {val: integer}
action inc(c: Counter): c.val < 2 ->
c.val0 = c.val + 1;
}

From the in nite set of behaviours the speci cation induces we show two. In
the rst one just one counter has been instantiated, the value of attribute val
is given in parenthesis:
 <(0); (1)
; (2)
 ;(2);   >. The
 second behaviour consists
0
1
2
2
2
2
of two counters:
;
;
;
;
;
; .
0
0
0
1
2
2
Formal properties of behaviours are often divided into two categories: safety
and liveness properties. The former are such their violation can be detected
in a nite pre x of a behaviour. In terms of temporal logic[10, 13] an example
of safety property is p, which states that proposition p holds in every state.
For example, (8c : Counter :: c:val < 3) holds for speci cation Cntrs, if
counters are initialized to zero. On the other hand liveness properties are those
whose violence cannot be detected in a nite pre x. An example of such is q
which states that eventually q will hold. In this paper we concentrate on safety
properties.

<

>

2.1 Re nement
Joint-action speci cations are re ned towards implementations by superimposing new layers onto an old speci cation. A superposition step maps the old
speci cation to a new one, which is a re nement of the old one. Our variant of
superposition allows adding new attributes to existing classes, introducing new
classes, strengthening the guards of old actions, adding new assignments to old
actions, introducing new actions, but the new assignments are allowed only to
newly introduced attributes.
In terms de ned in [8] our variant of superposition is regulative. I.e., the
safety properties of the speci cation being re ned are preserved by construction,
but liveness properties can be violated. This means that if we have an abstract
speci cation s and its re nement s then all behaviours induced by s (denoted
beh(s )) are also behaviours of s with respect to variables of s: beh(s ) vars(s)
beh(s).
As an example, speci cation Cntrs can be re ned by adding running bit to
each counter and introducing actions to set and reset the bit. The guard of
action inc is strengthened with a conjunct stating that running must be true
for the participating counter; the body of the action remains unchanged:
0

0

0

0

specification Ena refines Cntrs = {
Counter = Counter + {running: boolean}
;
action enable(c: Counter): not c.running -> c.running0 =
;
action disable(c: Counter): c.running -> c.running0 =
action inc(c: Counter) refines Cntrs.inc(c): c.running -> ...;
}

true
false

In a re nement the values of abstract variables can be represented by several
variables distributed in the system. In these cases quanti ed expressions called
shadow assertions state formally the relationship between the abstract and the
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concrete variables. To ensure that shadow assertions are not violated they must
be formally veri ed. When a variable has become abstract then it is not needed
in an implementation.
Several joint-action speci cations can be composed into one compound speci cation. Applying re nement and composition lead to abstraction hierarchies,
which are directed acyclic graphs.

2.2 Abstraction Function
Remember that our re nement mechanism allows only adding new variables
to the speci cation and strengthening guards of existing actions and making
such augmentations to the bodies of existing action that assign only to newly
introduced variables. Therefore, if speci cation s is a re nement of s then each
behaviour induced by s has an image in behaviours induced by s in terms of s.
To be able to deal with behaviours of one speci cation in an abstraction
hierarchy at the level of another, we de ne abstraction function : afss : B 7! B ,
where s and s are speci cations and B is the universe of behaviours. The
function is de ned if vars(s)  vars(s ), where vars(s) are the variables (attributes of objects) of speci cation s. The function maps behaviours induced by
speci cation s (more concrete) to behaviours of s (more abstract) by ltering
variables vars(s ) \ vars(s) from the behaviour and by computing the values of
shadow variables of s.
For example, behaviours induced by Ena can be mapped to behaviours of
Cntrs simply by ltering the values of attribute running from the behaviour.
More formally
Cntrs  f(bEna ; bCntrs ) j
afEna
(8i 2 N : (8c 2 Counter : c:val(bEna (i)) = c:val(bCntrs (i))))g
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

where N is the set of natural numbers and c:val(b(i)) is the value of attribute
val in the ith state of behaviour b.

3 Testing with Joint-Action Speci cation
In this paper implementations are created according to the most concrete speci cation (denoted c) in the speci cation hierarchy. The objective is to produce
an implementation that is a legal re nement of c. Our re nement mechanism is
superposition, thus the implementation should be obtainable by some superposition step on c. Then the implementation can only restrict (not liberate) the
behaviour induced by c. In our approach conformance means that an implementation exhibits only such behaviours that are induced by the speci cation.

3.1 Testing Hypothesis
A diÆculty in this approach is that an implementation is not a formal entity
but lies in the physical reality, consisting of a compiled program written in some
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programming language, pieces of hardware in which the program slices are run,
an environment with which the actual system interacts etc. No concepts exist
on which the described correctness can be formally based on; we are not able
to validate whether the implementation actually is a re nement of its speci cation. This dilemma is solved by making a testing hypothesis, which states that
every implementation under test (iut) has such a formal model (m ) that if
it and iut are both put in a black box which transmits behaviours only at the
abstraction level xed by m then we cannot distinguish iut and m . Model
m is a joint-action speci cation. More formally the hypothesis states that
m (beh (iut)) = beh(m )
8 iut 2 Imps 9 m
2 Specs : af '
(1)
iut

iut

iut

iut

0

iut

iut

iut

iut

where Imps is the universe of implementations, Specs is a universe of joint action
speci cations, beh : Imps 7! 2Behaviours maps an implementation to the set
of real world behaviours it induces (Behaviours is the universe of real world
behaviours), af 'm : Behaviours of iut 7! Behaviours of m projects the
real world behaviours of iut to the behaviours of model m and function beh :
Specs 7! 2Behaviours maps a joint action speci cation to the set of behaviours
it induces. Behaviours is the universe of behaviours induced by joint-action
speci cations.
Believing that m exists is a leap of faith which cannot be formally justi ed.
However, it is easy to believe that all real systems can be modelled with joint
action speci cations, because their expressive power is reasonably high. For
example, a speci cation which contains images of all the variables of iut and
an action for each atomically executed piece of software works as the required
model.
The testing hypothesis does not require m to be actually created, it just
assumes that such a model exists. For testing purposes we only need to be able
to produce such behaviours that m would produce. To be correct, model m
should be a re nement of c. Therefore, behaviours of m can be mapped to
the behaviours of c by applying abstraction function af cm .
0

0

0

0

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut
iut

3.2 De nitions for Correct and Incorrect Implementation
Correctness of iut can now be de ned formally:

iut is correct

def (8b 2 beh(m ) : af cm (b) 2 beh(c))

,

iut

iut

(2)

In an ideal case we could produce a perfect model m and formally verify
that it is a legal re nement of c. Unfortunately, for reasonably sized systems
producing model m is not an option and, moreover, utilizing it would not be
testing but veri cation. Instead, we investigate a subset of behaviours induced
by m and try to catch errors with them. An attempt is to produce behaviour
bce to satisfy the right hand side of Equation (3) below, which is achieved by
negating both sides of Equation (2):
iut is not correct , (9 bce 2 beh(m ) : af cm (bce) 2= beh(c)) (3)
iut

iut

iut

iut
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iut

Behaviour bce is a counterexample for the subset relation which should hold for
behaviours beh(m ) vars(c) beh(c).
iut

3.3 Setting

Figure 1 illustrates the setting for testing. Implementation iut in the bottom
left-hand corner is created based on speci cation c in the top left-hand corner.
According to the testing hypothesis m exists and iut is correct if and only if
m is a legal re nement of c. Each speci cation induces a set of behaviours
depicted as ellipses. Arrows from beh (iut) to beh(m ) model function af 'm
which projects real world behaviours to behaviours of m , and arrows from
beh(m ) to beh(c) model mapping afcm . Our re nement mechanism enforces
the set of behaviour images of the re ned speci cation to be in a subset relation with the set of behaviours of the speci cation being re ned. Testing is
an attempt to produce a behaviour bce which is a counterexample to this subset relation: bce 2 beh(m ) ^ af cm (bce ) 2= beh(c). Behaviour bm
5 is such a
counterexample in the gure.
iut

iut

0

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

iut

induces

c

bC
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iut
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1
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3
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b1
0

iut

b2
0

b3
0

induces

b4
0

b5
0

Figure 1: The setting for testing.

3.4 Observation Objectives
So far we have discussed what are correct and incorrect implementations and
how errors are detected if some behaviours of m are observed. If iut does
nothing then it de nitely does not violate the safety properties of speci cation c.
Therefore, a set of behaviours must be enforced. Similarly to [16] we de ne some
iut
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set of behaviours that we whish to observe during testing. These observation
objective s are given in terms of c.
An observation objective is a set of behaviours that intersects the set induced
by c. Objective o is said to be satis ed if at least one behaviour bo 2 o is
observed. An objective describes behaviours we whish to observe, but it is not
directly related to the correctness of iut. An example objective for speci cation
Ena given Section 2 could be the set of behaviours where the value of some
counter has rst been one and later it has been incremented; more formally
objective o = fb j P (b)g where
P (b) = 9i1 ; i2 2 N j i1 < i2 : (9c 2 Counter : c:val(b(i1 )) = 1 ^ c:val(b(i2 )) > 1)
where c:val(b(i)) is the value of attribute val in ith state of behaviour b.
The Venn diagram in Figure 2 depicts di erent sets of behaviours. The
large square is an in nite universe of behaviours. The horizontal large ellipse
in the middle models the behaviours induced by speci cation c (these are legal
behaviours); the horizontal small ellipse is an observation objective (these are
the behaviours we wish to observe) and the vertical large ellipse models the
behaviours afcm (beh(m )) (these are the behaviours iut induces). All the
sets are in nite in the general case.
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Figure 2: Venn diagram of behaviours.

4 Example: Distributed List
We have applied the proposed testing method for testing an implementation of
Distributed List[12]. Our version of the protocol speci cation consist of two
layers atomic list and messages.

4.1 Speci cation atomic list

Distributed List is a protocol for maintaining a circular, singly-linked list

of cells. The protocol is an abstraction of a part of a multiprocessor cache
coherence protocol for linked list of processors sharing a cache line. A more
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comprehensive description of the protocol can be found in [12]. In the list there
is a special cell, called the head cell, which coordinates the addition of cells.
In abstract speci cation atomic list of the protocol cells can join and
leave the list in synchronous actions. First a base class Cell with two derived
classes HeadCell and NormalCell are given. Objects of class Cell have attribute
next a (a for abstract), which is a reference to the next cell in the list or a self
reference if the cell is not in the list. In the initial state there are no cells in
the list. Actions atomicAdd and atomicDelete model joining and leaving the
list, respectively.
Action atomicAdd has two roles: nc, in which the cell willing to join the
list participates, and h, in which the head cell participates. The guard of the
action requires that the object participating in role h is not yet in the list. In
the body of the action reference next a of the head cell is assigned the reference
to nc and next a of nc get the previous value of h.next a:
action atomicAdd(nc: NormalCell; h: HeadCell) is
when nc.next_a = nc do
nc.next_a0 = h.next_a ^ h.next_a0 = nc;
end;

Detailed description of atomicDelete is omitted for brevity.

4.2 Speci cation messages
Synchronous speci cation atomic list is re ned to speci cation messages, which
is an asynchronous implementation of the atomic speci cation. In the re ned
version a cell not in the list may request to be added to the list and successively
to be removed from the list. Communication is message-based over a reliable
but not order-preserving medium. Every cell has a speci cation variable next c
(c for concrete), which holds the identity of the successor cell, or its own identity
if the cell is not on the list.
Cells other than the head cell can perform two types of transactions, add
and delete. Addition consists of sending a request message to the head cell,
which results in the cell being added to the list in front of the next cell of head
cell and a reply containing the identity of the new next cell of the requesting
cell.
To delete a cell from the list, knowledge of the predecessor cell is required, so
a message called pred carrying the identity of a cell's predecessor is circulated.
A cell initiates deletion by sending a message to its predecessor and waits for
acknowledgment. Handling of the deletion message depends on intricate details
about the scenario, but basically the actual predecessor of the requesting cell
updates its next c variable and acknowledges.
The abstract atomic speci cation atomic list is superimposed by layer messages, in which abstract atomic actions are implemented by more concrete ones,
and abstract variable next a is distributed to several concrete variables. The
transmission medium is represented with singleton class Net holding a set of
Messages. Class Cell is extended with a state machine for message-based implementation of the protocol and variable next c, which together with elds in
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atomicAdd
transaction

initiateAdd

processAdd

add

processHead

Figure 3: Actions of transaction add.
transmitted messages implement the abstract speci cation variable next a. A
set of shadow assertions state their respective relationships.
Distributed implementation of the add transaction consists of three actions
depicted in Figure 3. The transaction begins when a cell is in normal operating
state and wishes to join the list. Action initiateAdd results in an AddMessage
sent to the head cell and the cell entering state waiting for a HeadMessage in
reply. Set manipulations of Net correspond to message send and reception:
action initiateAdd(nc: NormalCell; net: Net) is
when nc.state’normal ^ nc.next_c = nc do
net.mess0 = net.mess + {AddMessage(src0 = nc, dst0 = nc.theHeadCell)}
nc.state0 = w_head();
end;

^

Action processAdd is re ned from atomicAdd and locally processed by the head
cell upon delivery of the AddMessage. The action guard ties the sender of the
message to the shadow role 1 nc. Action body consists of sending a reply message carrying the new value for the concrete variable next c of the requesting
cell. The concrete variable in the head cell is updated correspondingly with the
abstract variable. Three dots in the guard refer to the guard of the action being
re ned, and in the body they refer to the original body:
refined processAdd(nc: NormalCell; hc: HeadCell; net: Net; am: AddMessage)
of atomicAdd(nc, hc) is
when ... am 2 net.mess ^ am.dst = hc ^ am.src = nc do
...
net.mess0 = net.mess - {am} + {HeadMessage(src0 = hc,
dst0 = am.src,
new0 = hc.next_c)} ^
hc.next_c0 = am.src;
end;

Transaction add is nished when the initiating cell executes processHead action.
The cell updates its concrete variable next c with the value received in the
HeadMessage and returns to normal state:
action processHead(nc: NormalCell; net: Net; hm: HeadMessage) is
when hm 2 net.mess ^ hm.dst = nc do
net.mess0 = net.mess - {hm} ^ nc.next_c0 = hm.new ^ nc.state0 = normal();
end;

Implementation of the delete transaction, which is more complicated, is not
described here.
1 Shadow role means that only shadow attributes of the role are accessed in the action,
therefore, it can be left out in implementation.
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4.3 Implementation and Testing

Implementation (dli) of Distributed List was written in Erlang[1]. As explained in Section 3, we are not able to really create the model m but iut
is instrumented to demonstrate its behaviour according the the most concrete
speci cation messages. In other words, we observe such behaviours that could
have been produced by m and abstracted to behaviours of messages. More
formally:
messages (af 'mdli (beh (dli)))
8b 2 observed behaviours : b 2 afm
dli
dli
The testing was carried out oine { behaviours were rst produced and their
correctness were validated afterwards. The actual validation was done with
DisCo Animator [3], a special tool for animating joint-action speci cations.
To be able to exploit Animator observing just states is not enough but we
must be noti ed of the executed actions as well.
Execution of the add transaction of the protocol is safe-guarded by a precondition that the next reference of the node in question must point to itself and
the node must be in normal operation state. However, should an implementation inadvertantly leave the second requirement unenforced, simply relying on
checking the next reference, an error would have been introduced. In that case,
initiating a new add transaction in the midst of the previous add transaction,
before the next reference is updated, would become possible. A scenario depicting this situation is given in Figure 4, which contains four states and the
three actions responsible for state changes. In the initial state the network (net
in the scenario) contains pred message and the head cell (hc) and both normal
cells (nc1 and nc2 ) refer to themselves and operate in normal state. First nc1
wishes to joint the list and, therefore, action initiateAdd is executed; then the
head cell handles its part of the transaction add (action processAdd), but before completing the transaction by executing action processHead nc1 attempts
to initiate joining again. However, action initiateAdd is not enabled in the
third state in the speci cation and the error is detected.
iut

iut

0

initiateAdd(nc1, net)

net(fPredg)
hc(hc, normal)
nc1(nc1, normal)
nc2(nc2, normal)

processAdd(nc1,hc,net,Add) initiateAdd(nc1, net)

net(fPred, Addg)
hc(hc, normal)
nc1(nc1, w head)
nc2(nc2, normal)

net(fPred, Headg)
hc(c1, normal)
nc1(nc1, w head)
nc2(nc2, normal)

net(fPred, Head, Addg)
hc(c1, normal)
nc1(nc1, w head)
nc2(nc2, normal)

Figure 4: Erroneous scenario.
An actual error in our implementation of the protocol was found during
development when the guard of an action was erroneously enabled. This was a
result of a reference to an incorrect state in the implementation of the guard.
Another error resulted in the consumption of the pred message by a cell in the
midst of add transaction, never to be put to circulation again. Even though this
was a violation of a liveness property, the deadlock was detected by the testing
engineer, because no cell was able to commit the delete transaction.
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5 Discussion
We have presented a new technique for formal testing of reactive and distributed
systems. The technique is based on joint-action speci cations, which model
behaviours of systems at a high level of abstraction. Testing hypothesis asserts
that each iut has a model m which is indistinguishable from iut. Now, iut
is correct i m is obtainable as a legal re nement of the speci cation for iut.
Correctness is de ned so that iut is correct i each behaviour induced by m
belongs to behaviours induced by its speci cation. Testing is searching for a
counterexample to this relation.
This paper is focused on the ideas behind testing, not how testing is carried
out in practise. Thus, this paper re ects virtually no methodological aspects
of testing. The next step will be on developing a comprehensive method incorporating these ideas in actual testing. The main contribution of the paper is
in giving a formal basis for testing with joint-action speci cations. Up to our
knowledge joint-action speci cations have not been researched from this point
of view.
A signi cant amount of research has been carried out on formal testing
methodologies for reactive and distributed systems[9, 15, 11]. A well-known
formal approach for conformance testing of concurrent systems is presented
by Tretmans in [15]. First a formal framework for testing is developed and
then instantiated for labelled transition systems (lts). Similarly to our approach
formal testing is justi ed by a test hypothesis, which enables the consideration
of implementations as formal objects where an implementation relation is used
to link a model of an implementation to its speci cation.
Compared to our method Tretmans emphasizes the input-output relation
(where internal state changes are abstracted away) in testing, whereas, our
stress is laid on more abstract communication where no distinction is made
between input and output. Therefore, our de nition for conformance is somewhat di erent. In [2] Aaltonen et al. have presented a mapping of joint-action
speci cation instances to timed automata, which is an lts-like formalism. This
mapping can be utilized for clarifying the di erences of the two methods. This
is left as future work.
Automatic generation of test suites containing stimulus to iut with the expected response is a considerably researched topic [6, 15, 14]. For the time being
we do not have any algorithms or methods for generating tests. However, we
believe that by utilizing observation objectives it is possible to create suitable
suites { at least with some guidance by the testing engineer. Presently we are
developing a method for producing tests based on observation objectives.
The method for checking that iut behaves correctly is often called test oracle.
We have developed a toolset for simulating joint-action speci cations [3], which
includes Compiler and Animator. The compiler produces an engine which
maintains the state of a joint-action speci cation instance and is utilized by the
animator. This engine can be considered as the test oracle since it veri es the
validity of reached states and execution scenarios. In [7] Dillon and Ramakrishna
develop a generic tableau algorithm for generating oracles from temporal logic
iut

iut

iut
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speci cations.
The abstraction hierarchy of joint-action speci cations was not exploited in
this paper. In specifying it is considered as the most essential contribution by
our method. Therefore, utilizing the hierarchy also in testing is one branch for
future work.
To date, research on formalizing testing has been concentrated on nite state
formalisms. We are making an important contribution by taking testing to areas
where theorem proving has been the dominant mean of ascertaining correctness.
However, di erent approaches have their respective strengths and selection of
an approach should be based on the nature of the problem.
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Abstract The paper studies testing based on input/output transition systems, also known as
input/output automata. It is assumed that a tester can never prevent a system
under test from producing outputs, while the system does not block inputs from
the tester either. Thus, input from the tester and output from the system may
occur simultaneously and should be queued in finite buffers between the tester
and system. A framework for a so-called queued-quiescence testing is
developed, based on the idea that the tester should consist of two test processes,
one process is applying inputs via a queue to a system under test and another one
is reading outputs from a queue until it detects no more outputs from the system,
i.e., the tester detects quiescence in the system. The testing framework is then
generalized with a so-called queued-suspension testing by considering a tester
that has several pairs of input and output processes. It is demonstrated that such
a tester can check finer implementation relations than a queued-quiescence
tester. Procedures for test derivation are proposed for a given fault model
comprising possible implementations.

1. Introduction
The problem of deriving tests from state-oriented models that distinguish between input and
output actions is usually addressed with one of the two basic assumptions about the
relationships between inputs and outputs. Assuming that a pair of input and output
constitutes an atomic system’s action, in other words, that a system cannot accept next input
before producing output as a reaction to a previous input, one relies on the input/output
Finite State Machine (FSM) model. There is a large body of work on test generation from
FSM with various fault models and test architectures, for references see, e.g., [Petr01],
[BoPe94]. A system, where next input can arrive even before output is produced in response
to a previous input, is usually modeled by the input/output automaton model [LyTu89], also
known as the input/output transition system (IOTS) model (the difference between them is
marginal, at least from the testing perspective). Compared to the FSM model, this model has
received a far less attention in the testing community, see, e.g., [BrTr01], [Phal93],
[Sega93]. In this paper, we consider the IOTS model and take a close look on some basic
assumptions underlying the existing IOTS testing frameworks.
One of the most important works on test generation from labeled transition systems with
inputs and outputs is [Tret96]. In this paper, it is assumed that a tester (implementing a given
test case) and an IOTS interact as two labeled transition systems and not as IOTS.
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Accordingly, the LTS composition operator used to formalize this interaction does not
distinguish between inputs and outputs, so the tester need not be input-enabled to satisfy
compatibility conditions for composing IOTS [LyTu89]. The tester seems to be able to
preempt output from the system any time it decides to send input to the system. This allows
the tester to avoid choosing between inputs and outputs, keeping the test process
deterministic. On the other hand, such a tester appears to be able to override the principle
that “output actions can never be blocked by the environment” [Tret96, p.106].
Another assumption about the tester is taken by Tan and Petrenko [TaPe98]. In this work,
it is recognized that the tester cannot block the system’s outputs, it is only assumed that the
tester can detect the situation when it offers input to the system, but the latter, instead of
consuming it, issues an output (a so-called “exception”). An exception halts a current test
run avoiding thus any further non-deterministic behavior and results in the verdict
inconclusive. Notice that the tester of [Tret96] has only two verdicts, pass and fail.
Either approach relies on an assumption that is not always justified in a real testing
environment. As an example, consider the situation when the tester cannot directly interact
with the IUT, because of a context, such as queue or interface, between them. As pointed out
in [dVBF02], to apply the test derivation algorithm of [Tret96], one has to take into account
the presence of a queue context. It also states “the assumption that we can synthesize every
stimulus and analyze every observation is strong”, so that some problems in observing
quiescence occur.
The case when IOTS is tested via infinite queues is investigated by Verhaard et al
[VTKB92]. The proposed approach relies on an explicit combined specification of a given
IOTS and queue context, so it is not clear how this approach could be implemented in
practice. This context is also considered in [JJTV99], where a stamping mechanism is
proposed to order the outputs with respect to inputs, while quiescence is ignored. A
stamping process has to be synchronously composed with the IUT as the tester in [Tret96].
We also notice that we are aware of the only work [TaPe98] that uses fault models in test
derivation from IOTS. In [Tret96] and [VTKB92], a test case is derived from a trace
provided by the user.
The above discussion indicates a need for another approach that does not rely on such
strong assumptions about the testing environment and incorporates a fault model to derive
tests that can be characterized in terms of fault detection. In this paper, we report on our
preliminary findings in attempts to elaborate such an approach. In particular, we introduce a
framework for testing IOTS, assuming that a tester can never prevent a system under test
from producing outputs, while the system does not block inputs from the tester either and,
thus, input and output actions may occur simultaneously and should be queued in finite
buffers between the tester and system.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some basic definitions and
define a composition operator for IOTS based on a refined notion of compatibility of IOTS
first defined in [LyTu89]. Section 3 presents our framework for a so-called queuedquiescence testing, based on the idea that the tester should consist of two test processes, one
process is applying inputs to a system under test via a finite input queue and another one is
reading outputs that the system puts into a finite output queue until it detects no more
outputs from the system, i.e., the tester detects quiescence in the system. We elaborate such
a tester and formulate several implementation relations that can be tested with a queuedquiescence tester. In Section 4, we discuss how queued-quiescence tests can be derived for a
given specification and fault model that comprises a finite set of implementations. In Section
5, we generalize our testing framework with a so-called queued-suspension testing by
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allowing a tester to have several pairs of input and output processes and demonstrate that a
queued-suspension tester can check finer implementation relations than a queued-quiescence
tester. We conclude by comparing our contributions with previous work and discussing
further work.

2. Preliminaries
A labeled transition system, or simply a labeled transition system (LTS), is a 4-tuple L = <S,
Σ, λ, s0>, where S is a finite non-empty set of states with the initial state s0; Σ is a finite set
of actions; λ ∈ S × Σ × S is a transition relation. In this paper, we consider only LTS such
that (s, a, s′), (s, a, s′′) ∈ λ implies s′ = s′′. These are deterministic LTS.
Let L1 = <S, Σ1, λ1, s0> and L2 = <T, Σ2, λ2, t0>, the parallel composition L1 || L2 is defined
as the LTS <R, Σ1 ∪ Σ2, λ, s0t0>, where the set of states R ⊆ S × T and the transition relation
λ are smallest sets obtained by application of the following inference rules:
• if a ∈ Σ1 ∩ Σ2, (s, a, s′) ∈ λ1, and (t, a, t′) ∈ λ2 then (st, a, s′t′) ∈ λ;
• if a ∈ Σ1\Σ2, (s, a, s′) ∈ λ1, then (st, a, s′t) ∈ λ;
• if a ∈ Σ2\Σ1, (t, a, t′) ∈ λ1, then (st, a, st′) ∈ λ.
We use the LTS model to define a transition system with inputs and outputs. The
difference between these two types of actions is that no system can deny an input action
from its environment, while this is completely up to the system when to produce an output,
so the environment cannot block the output. Formally, an input/output transition system
(IOTS) L is a LTS in which the set of actions Σ is partitioned into two sets, the set of input
actions I and the set of output actions O. Given state s of L, we further denote init(s) the set
of actions defined at s, i.e. init(s) = {a ∈ Σ | ∃s′ ∈ S ((s, a, s′) ∈ λ)}. The IOTS is inputenabled if each input action is enabled at any state, i.e., I ⊆ init(s) for each s. State s of the
IOTS is called unstable if there exists o ∈ O such that o ∈ init(s). Otherwise, state is stable.
A sequence a1…ak over the set Σ is called a trace of L in state s if there exist states s1, …,
sk+1 such that (si, ai, si+1) ∈ λ for all i =1, …, k and s1 = s. We use traces(s) to denote the set
of traces of L in state s. Following [Vaan91] and [Tret96], we refer to a trace that takes the
IOTS from a given state to a stable state as to a quiescent trace.
To define a composition of IOTS, we first state compatibility conditions that define when
two IOTS can be composed by relaxing the original conditions of [LyTu89]. Note that L1 ||
L2 for IOTS L1 and L2 means the synchronous parallel composition of LTS that are obtained
from IOTS by neglecting the difference between inputs and outputs, so these IOTS are
treated as LTS.
Definition 1. Let L1 = <S, Σ1, λ1, s0>, Σ1 = I1 ∪ O1, and L2 = <T, Σ2, λ2, t0>, Σ2 = I2 ∪ O2, be
two IOTS such that the sets I1 ∩ I2 and O1 ∩ O2 are empty. Let st be a state of the
composition L1 || L2. The L1 and L2 are compatible in state st if
• a ∈ init(s) implies a ∈ init(t) for any a ∈ I2 ∩ O1 and
• a ∈ init(t) implies a ∈ init(s) for any a ∈ I1 ∩ O2.
The L1 and L2 are said to be compatible if they are compatible in the state s0t0; otherwise
they are incompatible. L1 and L2 are fully compatible if they are compatible in all the states
of the composition L1 || L2.
Clearly, two input-enabled IOTS with I1 = O2 and I2 = O1 are fully compatible, but the
converse is not true. Based on the notion of compatibility we define what we mean by a
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parallel composition of two IOTS. Let IOTS(I, O) denote the set of all possible IOTS over
the input set I and output set O.
Definition 2. The composition operator ][ : IOTS(I1, O1) × IOTS(I2, O2) → IOTS((I1 ∪
I2)\(O1 ∪ O2), O1 ∪ O2), where the sets I1 ∩ I2 and O1 ∩ O2 are empty, is defined as follows.
Let L1 = <S, Σ1, λ1, s0>, Σ1 = I1 ∪ O1, and L2 = <T, Σ2, λ2, t0>, Σ2 = I2 ∪ O2 be compatible
IOTS. If L1 and L2 are compatible in state st of the composition L1 || L2, then st –a→ s′t′ in L1
|| L2 implies the same transition in L1 ][ L2. If L1 and L2 are incompatible in state st, then
there are no outgoing transitions from the state in L1 ][ L2, i.e., st is a deadlock.
The IOTS L1 ][ L2 can be obtained from the LTS L1 || L2 by pruning outgoing transitions
from states where the IOTS L1 and L2 are not compatible. For fully compatible IOTS, the
results of both operators, || and ][, coincide.

3. Framework for Queued-Quiescence Testing of IOTS
In a typical testing framework, it is usually assumed that the two systems, an implementation
under test (IUT) and tester, form a closed system. This means that if L1 is a tester, while L2 is
an IOTS modeling the IUT, then Σ1 = Σ2, I1 = O2, and I2 = O1. To be compatible with any
IOTS over the given alphabet Σ2 = I2 ∪ O2 the tester should be input-enabled. However, the
input-enableness has two implications on a behavior of the tester. Its behavior becomes
infinite since inputs enabled in each state create cycles and non-deterministic since the tester
has to choose non-deterministically between input and output. Both features are usually
considered undesirable. Testers should be deterministic and have no cycles. The two
requirements are contradicting.
It turns out that a tester processing outputs of an IUT separately from inputs could meet
both requirements. To achieve this, it is sufficient to decompose the tester into two
processes, one for inputs and another for outputs. Intuitively, this could be done as follows.
The input test process only sends to the IUT via input buffer a given (finite) number of
consecutive test stimuli. In response to the submitted input sequence, the IUT produces
outputs that are stored in another (output) buffer. The output test process, that is simply an
observer, only accepts outputs of the IUT by reading the output buffer. All the output
sequences the specification IOTS can produce in response to the submitted input sequence,
should take the output test process into terminal states labeled with the verdict pass, while
any other output sequence produced by an IUT should take the output test process to a
terminal state labeled with the verdict fail. Since the notion of a tester is based on the
definition of a set of output sequences that the specification IOTS can produce in response to
a submitted input sequence, we formalize both notions as follows.
Let L be an IOTS defined over the action set Σ = I ∪ O and pref(α) denote the set of all
the prefixes of a sequence α over the set Σ. The set pref(α) has the empty sequence ε. Also
given a set P ⊆ Σ*, let {β ∈ pref(γ) | γ ∈ P} = pref(P).
Definition 3. Given an input word α ∈ I*, the input test process with α is a tuple α =
<pref(α), ∅, I, λα, ε>, where the set of inputs is empty, while the set of outputs is I, λα =
{(β, a, βa) | βa ∈ pref(α)}, and the initial state is ε.
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We slightly abuse α to denote both, the input sequence and the input test process that
executes this sequence. It is easy to see that each input test process is fully compatible with
any IOTS L that is input-enabled and defined over the set of inputs I. Notice that in this
paper, we consider only input-enabled IOTS specifications, while an implementation IOTS
(that models an IUT) is always assumed to be input-enabled.
To define an output test process that complements an input test process α, we have first to
determine all the output sequences, valid and invalid, the output test process has to expect
from IUT. The number of valid output sequences becomes infinite when the specification
oscillates, in other words, when it has cycles that involve only outputs. Further, we always
assume that the specification IOTS Spec = <S, I ∪ O, λ, s0> does not possess this property.
Thus, in response to α, the IOTS Spec can execute any trace that is a completed trace
[Glab90] of the IOTS α ][ Spec leading into a terminal state, i.e., into state g, where init(g) =
∅. Let ctraces(α ][ Spec) be the set of all such traces. It turns out that the set ctraces(α ][
Spec) is closely related to the set of quiescent traces of the specification qtraces(Spec), viz. it
includes each quiescent trace β whose input projection, denoted β↓I , is the sequence α.
Proposition 4. ctraces(α ][ Spec) = {β ∈ qtraces(Spec) | β↓I = α}.
Thus, the set ctraces(α ][ Spec)↓O = {β↓O | β ∈ qtraces(Spec) & β↓I = α} contains all the
output sequences that can be produced by the Spec in response to the input sequence α.
Let qtraces(s) be the set of quiescent traces of Spec in state s. Given a quiescent trace β ∈
qtraces(s), the sequence β↓Iβ↓Oδ is said to be a queued-quiescent trace of Spec in state s,
where δ ∉ Σ is a designated symbol that denotes the absence of outputs, i.e., quiescence. We
use Qqtraces(s) to denote the set of queued-quiescence traces of s {(β↓Iβ↓Oδ) | β ∈
qtraces(s)} and Qqtraceso(s, α) to denote the set {β↓Oδ | β ∈ qtraces(s) & β↓I = α}. Next, we
define the output test process itself.
Given the input test process α and the set Qqtraceso(s0, α), we define a set of output
sequences out(α) the output test process can receive from an IUT. Intuitively, it is sufficient
to consider all the shortest invalid output sequences along with all valid ones. Any valid
sequence should not be followed by any further output action, as the specification becomes
quiescent, while any premature quiescence indicates that the observed sequence is not a
valid output sequence. The set out(α) is defined as follows. For each β ∈ pref(Qqtraceso(s0,
α)) the sequence β ∈ out(α) if β ∈ Qqtraceso(s0, α), otherwise βa ∈ out(α) for all a ∈ O ∪
{δ} such that βa ∉ pref(Qqtraceso(s0, α)).
Definition 5. The output test process for the IOTS Spec and the input test process α is a
tuple <pref(out(α)), O ∪ {δ}, ∅, λα, ε>, where pref(out(α)) is the state set, O ∪ {δ} is the
input set, the output set is empty, λα = {(β, a, βa) | βa ∈ pref(out(α))} and ε is the initial
state. State β ∈ pref(out(α)) is labeled with the verdict pass if β ∈ Qqtraceso(s0, α) or with
the verdict fail if β ∈ out(α)\Qqtraceso(s0, α).
We reuse out(α) to denote the output test process that complements the input test process
α. For a given input sequence α ∈ I* the pair (α, out(α)) is called a queued-quiescence
tester or test case.
To describe the way the output tester interacts with an IOTS Imp ∈ IOTS(I, O) after the
input test process α has terminated its execution against Imp, we denote (α ][ Imp)↓O,δ the
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IOTS that is obtained from (α ][ Imp) by first projecting it onto the output alphabet O and
subsequent augmenting all the stable states of the resulting projection by self-looping
transitions labeled with δ. In doing so, we treat the symbol δ as an input of the output test
process, assuming that the tester synchronizing on δ just detects the fact that its buffer has no
more symbols to read. Strictly speaking, treated as an output, a repeated δ violates the
compatibility of a system in a stable state and a tester that reaches its terminal state. With
this in mind, the correctness of the construction of the output test process (the soundness of
the tester) can be stated as follows.
Proposition 6. For any Imp ∈ IOTS(I, O) if the IOTS (α ][ Imp)↓O,δ ][ out(α) reaches a state
where (α ][ Imp)↓O,δ and out(α) are incompatible, then the output tester out(α) is in a
terminal state. For the Spec a state, where (α ][ Spec)↓O,δ and out(α) are incompatible is
reached only after quiescence, while the output tester is in a terminal state labeled with the
verdict pass.
Thus, the tester composed of two independent processes meets both requirements,
namely, it is compatible in all the states, save for the terminal ones, with any IOTS, it has no
cycles and never need choosing between input and output, thus the tester possesses the
required properties.
The composition (α ][ Imp)↓O,δ ][ out(α) of a queued-quiescence tester for a given
specification with an implementation IOTS Imp over the same action set as the specification
has one or several terminal states. In a particular test run, one of these states with the verdict
pass or fail is reached. Considering the distribution of verdicts in the terminal states of the
composition, the three following cases are possible:
Case 1. All the states have fail.
Case 2. States have pass as well as fail.
Case 3. All the states have pass.
These cases lead us to various relations between an implementation and the specification
that can be established by the queued-quiescence testing.
In the first case, the implementation is distinguished from the specification in a single test
run.
Definition 7. Given IOTS Spec and Imp, Imp is queued-quiescence separable from Spec, if
there exists a test case (α, out(α)) for Spec such that the terminal states of the IOTS (α ][
Imp)↓O,δ ][ out(α) are labeled with the verdict fail.
In the second case, the implementation can also be distinguished from the specification
provided that a proper run is taken by the implementation during the test execution.
Definition 8. Given IOTS Spec and Imp, Imp is queued-quiescence distinguishable from
Spec, if there exists a test case (α, out(α)) for Spec such that the terminal states of (α ][
Imp)↓O,δ ][ out(α) are labeled with the verdicts pass and fail.
Consider now case 3, when for a given test case (α, out(α)) all the states have pass. In
this case, the implementation does nothing illegal when the test case is executed, as it
produces only valid output sequences. Two situations can yet be distinguished here. Either
there exists a pass state of the output test process that is not included in any terminal state of
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(α ][ Imp)↓O,δ ][ out(α) or there is no such a state. The difference is that with the given test
case in the former situation, the implementation could still be distinguished from its
specification, while in the latter, it could not. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 9. Given IOTS Spec and Imp,
• Imp is said to be queued-quiescence trace-included in the Spec if for all α ∈ I* no
terminal state of the IOTS (α ][ Imp)↓O,δ ][ out(α) is labeled with the verdict fail.
• Imp and Spec are queued-quiescence trace-equivalent if for all α ∈ I* all the terminal
states of the IOTS (α ][ Imp)↓O,δ ][ out(α) include all the pass states of out(α) and only
them.
• Imp that is queued-quiescence trace-included in the Spec but not queued-quiescence
trace-equivalent to the Spec is said to be queued-quiescence weakly-distinguishable from
Spec.
We characterize the above relations in terms of queued-quiescent traces.
Proposition 10. Given IOTS Spec with the initial state s0 and Imp with the initial state t0,
• Imp is queued-quiescence separable from Spec iff there exists an input sequence α such
that Qqtraceso(t0, α) ∩ Qqtraceso(s0, α) = ∅.
• Imp that is not queued-quiescence separable from Spec is queued-quiescence

•
•
•

distinguishable from it iff there exists an input sequence α such that Qqtraceso(t0, α)
Qqtraceso(s0, α).
Imp that is not queued-quiescence distinguishable from Spec is queued-quiescence
weakly-distinguishable from it iff there exists an input sequence α such that
Qqtraceso(t0, α) ⊂ Qqtraceso(s0, α).
Imp is queued-quiescence trace-included into Spec, iff Qqtraces(t0) ⊆ Qqtraces(s0).
Imp and Spec are queued-quiescence trace-equivalent iff Qqtraces(t0) = Qqtraces(s0).

Figure 1 provides an example of IOTS that are not quiescent trace equivalent, but are
queued-quiescence trace-equivalent. Indeed, the quiescent trace aa1δ of the IOTS L2 is not a
trace of the IOTS L1. In both, the input sequence a yields the queued-quiescent trace a1δ, aa
yields the queued-quiescent traces aa1δ and aa2δ, any longer input sequence results in the
same output sequences as aa.

?a
!1

?a

?a

!1

!1, !2

?a

?a
?a
?a
!2
L1
L2
Figure 1: Two IOTS that have the different sets of quiescent traces, but are queuedquiescence trace-equivalent; inputs are decorated with “?”, outputs with “!”;
stable states are depicted in bold.
?a
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The IOTS L1 and L2 are considered indistinguishable in our framework, while according
to the ioco relation [Tret96], they are distinguishable. The IOTS L2 has the quiescent trace
aa1 that is not a trace of L1, therefore, to distinguish the two system, the tester has to apply
two consecutive inputs a. The output 1 appearing only after the second input a indicates that
the system being tested is, in fact, L2 and not L1. However, to make such a conclusion, the
tester should be able to prevent the appearance of the output 1 after the first input a. Under
our assumption, it is not possible. The tester interacts with the system via queues and has no
way of knowing when the output is produced. The presence of a testing context that is a pair
of finite queues in our case, makes implementation relations that could be tested via the
context coarser, as is usually the case [PYBD96].

4. Deriving Queued-Quiescence Test Cases
Proposition 10 indicates the way test derivation could be performed for the IOTS Spec and
an explicit fault model when we are given a finite set of implementations. Namely, for each
Imp in the fault model, we may first attempt to determine an input sequence α such that
Qqtraceso(t0, α) ∩ Qqtraceso(s0, α) = ∅. If fail we could next try to find α such that
Qqtraceso(s0, α). If Qqtraceso(t0, α) ⊆ Qqtraceso(s0, α) for each α the
Qqtraceso(t0, α)
question is about an input sequence α such that Qqtraceso(t0, α) ≠ Qqtraceso(s0, α), thus
Qqtraceso(t0, α) ⊂ Qqtraceso(s0, α). Based on the found input sequence, a queuedquiescence test case for the Imp in hand can be constructed, as explained in the previous
section. If no input sequence with this property can be determined we conclude that the
IOTS Spec and Imp are queued-quiescence trace-equivalent, they cannot be distinguished by
the queued-quiescence testing.
Search for an appropriate input sequence could be performed in a straightforward way by
considering input sequences of increasing length. To do so, we just parameterize Definitions
7, 8 and 9 and accordingly Proposition 10 with the length of input sequences. Given a length
of input sequences k, let Qqtracesk(s0) = {(β↓Iβ↓Oδ) | β ∈ qtraces(s0) & |β↓I| ≤ k}. The set
Qqtracesk(s0) is finite for the IOTS L with a finite set of quiescence traces. Then, e.g., Imp
and Spec are queued-quiescence k-trace-equivalent iff Qqtracesk(t0) = Qqtracesk(s0). If
length of α such that Qqtraceso(t0, α) Qqtraceso(s0, α) is k then Imp is said to be queuedquiescence k-distinguishable from Spec. With these parameterized definitions, we examine
all the input sequences starting from an empty input action. The procedure terminates when
the two IOTS are distinguished or when the value of k reaches a predefined maximum
defined by the input buffer of the IUT available for queued testing.
?a
?a
?a
?a

!1
?a

?a

?a

!1
?a

!2
!2
Spec
Imp
Figure 2: The IOTS that are queued-quiescence 2-distinguishable,
but not queued-quiescence 1-distinguishable.
Consider the example in Figure 2. By direct inspection, one can assure Imp is not queuedquiescence 1-distinguishable from Spec, for both produce the output 1 in response to the
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input a. However, it is queued-quiescence 2-distinguishable from Spec. Indeed, in response
to the sequence ?a?a the Spec can produce the output 1 or 12. While the Imp - 2 or 12.
It is interesting to notice that the notion of k-distinguishability applied to the IOTS and FSM
models exhibits different properties. In particular, two k-distinguishable FSM are also k+1distinguishable. This does not always hold for IOTS. The system Imp in Figure 3 is queuedquiescence 1-distinguished from Spec; however, it is not queued-quiescence k-distinguished
from Spec for any k > 1.

?a

?a

?a

?a

!1
?a
!2
?a

!1
?a

?a

?a
!1

?a

!2 !1

!1

?a

Spec
Imp
Figure 3: The IOTS that are queued-quiescence 1-distinguishable,
but not queued-quiescence k-distinguishable for k > 1.
This indicates that a special care has to be taken when one attempts to adapt FSM-based
methods to the queued testing of IOTS.
There is at least one special case when distinguishability can be decided without
determining the sets of queued-quiescence k-traces for various k.
Let Imp↓O denote the set of output projections of all traces of Imp.
Proposition 11. Given two IOTS Spec and Imp, if the set Imp↓O is not a subset of Spec↓O
then Imp is queued-quiescence distinguishable from Spec, moreover, any quiescence trace β
∈ qtraces(Spec) such that β↓O ∈ Imp↓O\Spec↓O yields a queued-quiescence test case (β↓I,
out(β↓I)) that when executed against the Imp produces the verdict fail.
The statement suggests a procedure for deriving test cases.
Procedure for deriving a test case that distinguishes the IOTS Imp from Spec.
Input: IOTS Spec and Imp such that the set Imp↓O is not a subset of Spec↓O.
Output: A queued-quiescence test case (α, out(α)) such that Qqtraceso(t0, α)
Qqtraceso(s0, α).
Step 1. By use of a subset construction, project Imp and Spec onto the output set O.
Step 2. Using the direct product of the obtained projections, determine a trace ρ that is
a trace of the output projection of Imp while not being a trace of that of Spec.
Step 3. Compose LTS <pref(ρ), O, λρ, ε> with the Imp and obtain the LTS, where
each trace is a trace of the Imp with the output projection ρ. Determine the input
projection α of any trace of the obtained LTS and the queued-quiescence test case (α,
out(α)).
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Proposition 12. Given two IOTS Spec and Imp, let (α, out(α)) be the queued-quiescence
test case derived by the above procedure. Then the queued-quiescence test case executed
against the Imp produces the verdict fail. Moreover, if no pass verdict can be produced then
Imp is queued-quiescence separable from Spec.

5. Queued-Suspension Testing of IOTS
In the previous sections, we explored the possibilities for distinguishing IOTS based on their
queued-quiescent traces. The latter are pairs of input and output projections of quiescent
traces. If systems with different quiescent traces have the same set of queued-quiescent
traces, no queued-quiescence test case can differentiate them. However, sometimes such
IOTS can still be distinguished by a queued testing, as we demonstrate below.
Consider the example in Figure 4. Here the two IOTS have different sets of quiescent
traces, however, the have the same set of queued-quiescent traces {a1δ, aa1δ, aa12δ, aaa1δ,
aaa12δ, … }. In the testing framework presented in Section 3, they are not distinguishable.
Indeed, we cannot tell them apart when a single input is applied to their initial states.
Moreover, in response to the input sequence aa and to any longer sequence, they produce
the same output sequence 12. The difference is that IOTS Imp, while producing the output
sequence 12, becomes quiescent just before the output 2 and the IOTS Spec does not. The
problem is that this quiescence is not visible through the output queue by the output test
process that expects either 1 or 12 in response to aa. The queued-quiescence tester can
detect the quiescence after reading the output sequence 12 as an empty queue, but it cannot
detect an “intermediate” quiescence of the system. It has no way of knowing whether the
system becomes quiescent before a subsequent input is applied. Both inputs are in the input
buffer and it is completely up to the system when to read the second input.

?a

?a
?a

!1
?a

?a
!2

!1

?a
?a

!1
?a

?a

!2

?a

Spec
Imp
Figure 4: The queued-quiescence equivalent IOTS.
Intuitively, further decomposing the tester for the Spec into two input and two output test
processes could solve the problem. In this case, testing is performed as follows. The first
input test process issues the input a. The first output test process expects the output 1
followed by a quiescence δ, when the quiescence is detected, the control is transferred to the
second input test process that does the final a. Then the second output test process expects
quiescence. If, instead, it detects the output 2 it produces the verdict fail which indicates that
the IUT is Imp and not Spec. Opposed to a queued-quiescence tester, such a tester can detect
an intermediate quiescence of the system. The example motivates the following definitions.
Let α1 … αp be a finite sequence of input words such that αi ∈ I*, i = 1, …, p, and αi ≠ ε
for i ≠ 1. Each word αi defines the input test process αi (see Definition 3). To define output
test processes that complement input test processes α1 … αp, we first notice that the first
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output test process is designed based on the fact that the Spec starts in the only state that is
its initial state. This is no longer true for any subsequent output test process; the Spec can
start in one of several stable states, depending on an output sequence it has produced in
response to the stimuli from the previous input test processes. Let αβδ ∈ Qqtraces(s0), then
we use Spec-after-(α, β) to denote the set of stable states that are reached by Spec when it
executes all possible quiescent traces with the input projection α and output projection β.
Consider the input test process α2, before it starts, the Spec has produced one of
|Qqtraceso(s0, α1)| output sequences, each of which defines the set of stable states Specafter-(α1, β), where β ∈ Qqtraceso(s0, α1), these are the starting states for the second input
test process α2. Thus, we have to define |Qqtraceso(s0, α1)| output test processes that
complement the input test process α2. Each valid output sequence produced by the IUT so
far is used to decide which pair of input and output test processes should execute next, while
each invalid sequence terminates the test execution. Thus, testing becomes adaptive. For an
output sequence β ∈ Qqtraceso(s0, α1), the Spec can produce in response to α2 any output
sequence in the set Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1, β), α2). Generalizing this to αi+1, we have the
following. The set of output sequences the Spec can produce in response to αi+1 is
Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi, β1…βi), αi+1), where for the output projection β1…βi it holds
that β1 ∈ Qqtraceso(s0, α1) and βj ∈ Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αj-1, β1…βj-1), αj) for each j
= 2, …, i. A sequence of output words β1…βi with such a property is said to be consistent
(with the corresponding sequence of input words α1…αi).
Each output projection β1…βi defines, therefore, a distinct test output process for the
(i+1)-th input test process. The set of output sequences out(αi+1, β1…βi) the output test
process for the given sequence β1…βi can receive from an IUT is defined as follows. For
each γ ∈ pref(Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi, β1…βi), αi+1) the sequence γ ∈ out(αi+1,
β1…βi) if γ ∈ Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi, β1…βi), αi+1), otherwise γa ∈ out(αi+1, β1…βi)
for all a ∈ O ∪ {δ} such that γa ∉ pref(Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi, β1…βi), αi+1).
Let β1…βi⋅pref(out(αi+1, β1…βi)) denote the set {β1…βiα | α ∈ pref(out(αi+1, β1…βi))}.
Now we are ready to generalize the definition of output test processes (Definition 5), taking
into account a valid output sequence produced by an IUT with the preceding test processes.
Definition 13. Let α1 … αi+1 be a sequence of input words and β1…βi be a consistent
sequence of output words. An output test process for the IOTS Spec, sequence β1…βi and
the input test process αi+1 is a tuple <β1…βi⋅pref(out(αi+1, β1…βi)), O ∪ {δ}, ∅, λαi+1, β1…βi,
β1…βi>, where β1…βi⋅pref(out(αi+1, β1…βi)) is the state set, O ∪ {δ} is the input set, the
output set is empty, λαi+1, β1…βi = {(β1…βiγ, a, β1…βiγa) | γa ∈ pref(out(αi+1, β1…βi))} and
β1…βi is the initial state. Each state β1…βiγ is labeled with the verdict pass if γ ∈
Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi, β1…βi), αi+1) or with the verdict fail if γ ∈ out(αi+1,
β1…βi)\Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi, β1…βi), αi+1).
We use out(αi+1, β1…βi) to denote an output test process that complements the input test
process αi+1 and the output sequence β1…βi. For a given sequence of input words α1…αp,
the set of the tuples of pairs (α1, out(α1)), …, (αp, out(αp, β1…βp−1)) for all consistent output
sequences β1…βp−1 is called a queued-suspension tester or a queued-suspension test case
and is denoted (α1…αp, Out(α1…αp)).
It is clear that for a single input test process, a queued-suspension tester reduces to a
queued-quiescence tester. The queued-suspension testing is more discriminative than
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queued-quiescence testing, as Figure 4 illustrates. In fact, consider a queued-quiescence
tester derived from a single sequence α1…αp and a queued-suspension tester derived from
the sequence of p words α1, …, αp, the former uses just the output projection of quiescent
traces that have the input projection α1…αp while the latter additionally partitions the
quiescent traces into p quiescent sub-traces. Then the two systems that cannot be
distinguished by the queued-suspension testing have to produce the same output projection,
moreover, the output projections have to coincide up to the partition defined by the partition
of the input sequence. This leads us to the notion of queued-suspension traces.
Given a finite sequence of finite input words α1…αp, a sequence of queued-quiescence
traces (α1β1δ)…(αpβpδ) is called a queued-suspension trace of Spec if α1β1δ ∈ Qqtraces(s0)
and for each i = 2, …, p it holds that βiδ ∈ Qqtraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi-1, β1…βi-1), αi). We
use Qstraces(s) to denote the set of queued-suspension traces of Spec in state s.
We define the relations that can be characterized with queued-suspension testing by
adapting Definitions 7, 8, and 9.
Definition 14. Given IOTS Spec and Imp,
• Imp is queued-suspension separable from Spec, if there exist a test case (α1…αp,
Out(α1…αp)) for Spec such that for any consistent output sequence β1…βp−1 the terminal
states of the IOTS (αp ][ Imp after(α1…αp-1, β1…βp−1))↓O,δ ][ out(αp, β1…βp−1) are
labeled with the verdict fail.
• Imp is queued-suspension distinguishable from Spec, if there exist test case (α1…αp,
Out(α1…αp)) for Spec and consistent output sequence β1…βp−1 such that the terminal
states of the IOTS (αp ][ Imp after(α1…αp-1, β1…βp−1))↓O,δ ][ out(αp, β1…βp−1) are
labeled with the verdicts pass and fail.
• Imp is said to be queued-suspension trace-included in the Spec if for all α ∈ I* and all
possible partitions of α into words α1, …, αp, no terminal state of IOTS (αp ][ (αp ][ Imp
after(α1…αp-1, β1…βp−1))↓O,δ ][ out(αp, β1…βp−1) is labeled with the verdict fail.
• Imp and Spec are queued-suspension trace-equivalent if for all α ∈ I*, all possible
partitions of α into words α1, …, αp, and all consistent output sequence β1…βp−1, all the
terminal states of the IOTS (αp ][ Imp after(α1…αp-1, β1…βp−1))↓O,δ ][ out(αp, β1…βp−1)
include all the pass states of out(αi) and only them.
• Imp that is queued-suspension trace-included in the Spec but not queued-suspension
trace-equivalent to the Spec is said to be queued-suspension weakly-distinguishable from
Spec.
Accordingly, the following is a generalization of Proposition 10.
Proposition 15. Given IOTS Spec and Imp,
• Imp is queued-suspension separable from Spec iff there exists a finite sequence of input
words α1…αi such that Qstraceso(Imp-after-(α1…αi-1, γ1…γi-1), αi) ∩ Qstraceso(Specafter-(α1…αi-1, γ1…γi-1), αi) = ∅ for any consistent γ1…γi-1.
• Imp that is not queued-suspension separable from Spec is queued-suspension
distinguishable from it iff there exist a finite sequence of input words α1…αi and
consistent γ1…γi-1 such that Qstraceso(Imp-after-(α1…αi-1,
Qstraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi-1, γ1…γi-1), αi).
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γ1…γi-1),

αi)

•

•
•

Imp that is not queued-suspension distinguishable from Spec is queued-suspension
weakly-distinguishable from it iff there exist a finite sequence of input words α1…αi and
consistent γ1…γi-1 such that Qstraceso(Imp-after-(α1…αi-1, γ1…γi-1), αi) ⊂
Qstraceso(Spec-after-(α1…αi-1, γ1…γi-1), αi).
Imp is queued-suspension trace-included into Spec, iff Qstraces(t0) ⊆ Qstraces(s0).
Imp and Spec are queued-suspension trace-equivalent iff Qstraces(t0) = Qstraces(s0).

The queued-suspension testing also needs input and output buffers as the queuedquiescence testing. The size of the input buffer is defined by the longest input word in a
chosen test case (α1…αp, Out(α1…αp)), while that of the output buffer by the longest output
sequence produced in response to any input word. We assume the size of the input buffer k
is given and use it to define queued-suspension k-traces and accordingly, to parameterize
Definition 14 obtaining appropriate notions of k-distinguishability. In particular, a queuedsuspension trace of Spec α1β1δ…αpβpδ ∈ Qstraces(s0) is called a queued-suspension k-trace
of Spec if |αi| ≤ k for all i = 1, …, p. The set of all these traces Qstracesk(s0) has a finite
representation.
Definition 16. Let Sstable be the set of all stable states of an IOTS Spec = <S, I ∪ O, λ, s0>
and Ik denote the set of all words of at most k inputs. A queued-suspension k-machine for
Spec is a tuple <R, IkO*δ, λkstable, s0>, denoted Specksusp, where the set of states R ⊆ P(Sstable)
∪ {s0}, (P(Sstable) is a powerset of Sstable), and the transition relation λkstable are the smallest
sets obtained by application of the following rules:
• (r, αβ, r′) ∈ λkstable if αβ ∈ IkO*δ and r′ is the union of sets s-after-(α, β) for all s ∈ r.
• In case the initial state s0 is unstable (s0, αβ, r′) ∈ λkstable if αβ ∈ IkO*δ, α = ε and r′ = s0after-(ε, β).
Notice that each system that does not oscillate has at least one stable state.
Proposition 17. The set of traces of Specksusp coincides with the set of queued-suspension ktraces of Spec.
Corollary 18. Imp is queued-suspension k-distinguishable from Spec iff the Impkstable has a
trace that is not a trace of Specksusp.
Figure 1 gives the example of IOTS that are queued-suspension trace equivalent, recall
that they are also queued-quiescent trace-equivalent, but not quiescent trace equivalent.
We notice that a queued-suspension k-machine can be viewed as an FSM with the input
set Ik and output set Om for an appropriate integer m, so that FSM-based methods could be
adapted to derive queued-suspension test cases.

6. Conclusion
We addressed the problem of testing from transition systems with inputs and outputs and
elaborated a testing framework based on the idea of decomposing a tester into input and
output processes. Input test process is applying inputs to a system under test via a finite
input queue and output test process is reading outputs that the system puts into a finite
output queue until it detects no more outputs from the system, i.e., the tester detects
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quiescence in the system. In such a testing architecture, input from the tester and output
from the system under test may occur simultaneously. We call such a testing scenario a
queued testing. We analyzed two types of queued testers, the first consisting of single input
and single output test processes, a so-called queued-quiescence tester, and the second
consisting of several such pairs of processes, a so-called queued-suspension tester. We
defined implementation relations that can be checked in the queued testing with both types
of testers and proposed test derivation procedures.
Our work differs from the previous work in several important aspects. First of all, we
make a liberal assumption on the way the tester interacts with a system under test, namely
that the system can issue output at any time and the tester cannot determine exactly its
stimulus after which an output occurs. We believe this assumption is less restrictive than any
other assumption known in the testing literature [BrTr01], [Petr01]. Testing with this
assumption requires buffers between the system and tester. These buffers are finite, opposed
to the case of infinite queues considered in a previous work [VTKB92]. We demonstrated
that in a queued testing, the implementation relations that can be verified are coarser than
those previously considered. Appropriate implementation relations were defined and test
derivation procedures were elaborated with a fault model in mind. Thus, the resulting test
suite becomes finite and related to the assumptions about potential faults, opposed to the
approach of [Tret96], where the number of test cases is, in fact, uncontrollable and not
driven by any assumption about faults. The finiteness of test cases allows us, in addition, to
check equivalence relations and not only preorder relations as in, e.g., [Tret96].
Concerning future work, we believe that this paper may trigger research in various
directions. One possible extension could be to consider non-rigid transition systems,
allowing non-observable actions. Procedures for test derivation proposed in this paper could
be improved, as our purpose here was just to demonstrate that the new testing problem with
finite queues could be solved in a straightforward way. It is also interesting to see to which
extent one could adapt FSM-based test derivation methods driven by fault models, as it is
done in [TaPe98] with a more restrictive assumption about a tester in mind.
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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the transfer sequence and diagnosis sequence for
testing a probabilistic finite-state machine whose transitions have weights. These
sequences are adaptive and are measured by their average length. We discuss the problem
of optimal strategies for selecting input and thus for generating these sequences. In
particular, we show that, if the probabilistic machine is observable (i.e., the next-state of
each transition can be uniquely determined by its output), then, polynomial-time
algorithms can be obtained for the following problems: (1) Find the shortest transfer
sequence from a start state to a target state, or prove that no such a sequence exists. (2)
Find the shortest pair-wise distinguishing sequences for a given pair of states, or prove
that no such sequence exists.
Keywords: Average weight, Diagnosis tree, Probabilistic finite-state machine, Software
testing, Transfer tree.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nondeterminism is common in testing systems that have concurrent processes and
internal actions. Recently, research interest in testing has been extended from
deterministic finite-state machines (DFSM) [1,4,8,13] to nondeterministic finite-state
machines (NFSM) [2,3,5,7,9,12] and probabilistic finite-state machines (PM)
[2,3,14,15]. A PM is an NFSM with transition probabilities that represent the chance of a
transition to be triggered by the input.
In the state-based approach of testing, the system under test is specified as an finitestate machine M and a test sequence is designed based on M. During testing, the input
portion of the sequence is applied to the implementation under test (IUT) and the actual
outputs are compared with the expected ones to uncover any possible output or statetransition errors. Two major test activities must be carried out in this approach: statetransfer and state-identification. For state-transfer, the problem is to find a sequence of
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inputs that drives the IUT from its initial state s to a targeted state t. For a DFSM, the
inputs along any directed path connecting s to t will serve this purpose. For an NFSM,
however, this problem becomes much more complex because the same input sequence
may bring the IUT sometimes to t and sometimes elsewhere. Therefore, instead of a
single path, we have to find a transfer-tree (TT) of which every path terminates at t, so as
to always bring the IUT to the expected targeted state.
State-identification is to verify the identification of a state. During testing, the current
state of the IUT cannot be observed directly but it can only be inferred from the output
observed. After the IUT is brought to a state t' that is expected to be t, the identification
of t' need to be checked to make sure the reached state t' is t indeed. For DFSM, a
diagnosis sequence of input/output pairs for t is derived. The following three kinds of
diagnosis sequences have been used most frequently: A distinguishing sequence can
identify the current state among all possible states. That is, the same distinguishing
sequence can be used for every state. A UIO sequence can differentiate a specific state r
from all other states. Different UIO sequences may be needed for different specified
states [11]. A pair-wise distinguishing sequence can identify the current state between
two given states. For an NFSM, similar to generalizing a transfer sequence to a TT, a
diagnosis sequence is generalized to a diagnosis tree (DT). For a general NFSM or PM,
most of the problems are computationally difficult. For example, deciding the existence
of a TT or DT is Exptime-complete; also, the algorithms for finding TTs and DTs require
exponential time [2].
For testing purpose, we believe that the PM is a better model than the NFSM. The
main reason is that the test sequence for a PM can be measured but cannot be (at least not
fairly) for an NFSM. Another reason is that the PM can reflect the stochastic behavior
pattern of the system under test but the NFSM cannot.
This paper reports our recent investigation on TTs and DTs for an observable PM
(OPM), a special but important class of PM [10]. In such a machine, the next-state of
each transition can be uniquely determined by its output. The transitions of the PM have
weight representing cost or time. The test sequences can be measured by their average
length. We discuss the problem of optimal strategies for selecting input and thus for
generating test sequences. In particular, we show that for an OPM, polynomial-time
algorithms can be obtained for the following problems: (1) Find the shortest transfer
sequence from a start state to a target state, or prove that no such a sequence exists
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(Section III). (2) Find the shortest pair-wise distinguishing sequences for a given pair of
states, or prove that no such sequence exists (Section IV).
II. DEFINITIONS
This section gives definitions. Most of them can be found in [15].
Definition 2.1 A nondeterministic finite-state machine M is a quintuple (S, I, O, D, λ),
where S is a finite set of states, I is a finite set of inputs, O is a finite set of outputs, D ⊆ S
× I is the domain of the state-input pairs, and λ is a mapping from D to O × S. A
transition (i,j;a/y) starts at state i, ends at state j and is associated with an input/output
pair a/y. The symbol ε denotes “no input” or “no output”.
•

M is called a probabilistic machine (PM) if it is associated with a probability function
ρ: S × S × I × O → [0,1] such that ρ(i,j;a/y) > 0 if and only if (i,j;a/y) is a transition
and that ∑y,j ρ(i,j;a/y) = 1 for every (i,a) ∈ D.

•

M is further said to be an observable PM (OPM) if, for any two transitions (i,j1; a/y1)
and (i,j2; a/y2) with the same (i,a), y1 = y2 implies j1 = j2.

•

For the rest of the paper, M always represents an OPM with a weight function ω: S ×
S × I × O → [0,∞) such that ω(i,j;a/y) > 0 for every transition (i,j;a/y).

Example 1. Figure 1 shows an OPM N represented by a directed graph. In this OPM,
every transition has weight 1 and probability either 1 or 0.5 (not shown), depending on
whether there are one or two outgoing transitions with the same input. N is strongly
connected, i.e., for any two states s and s', there is a (directed) path from s to s'.
a/y
c/y
a/x

1

2

c/y

a/y
a/z

a/y
c/x
3

a/x
c/y

Figure 1. An OPM N.
Definition 2.2 A single-input tree T for M is formed by all possible execution paths
under an input-select strategy g. It is defined as follows: (1) T contains the starting state s
as its root. (2) At any node v of T whose corresponding state is i, there are two cases:
Case 1. No input is selected (as a testing goal has been achieved), v is a terminal node
and has label (i, ε). Case 2. An input a is selected by g, and the node in T has label (i, a);
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also, for every outgoing transition (i,j;a/y) from i, an arc with label y and ending node j
will be attached to the node in T. (Note that a single-input tree may be infinite.)
Definition 2.3 Let T be a single-input tree for M and P be a path of T.
•

ρ(P), the probability of P, is the product of the probabilities of its arcs (transitions).

•

ω(P), the weight of P, is the sum of the weights of its arcs.

•

P is called a full path if it starts from the root and ends at a terminal node of T.

•

ρ(T), the probability of reaching a terminal node of T is defined as limitm → ∞ ∑(ρ(P):
for all full paths P of T with length ≤ m) and is denoted by ∑P⊆ T ρ(P).

•

T is said to be almost sure if ρ(T) = 1.

•

When T is almost sure, its average weight ω(T) is defined as ∑P⊆T ρ(P)ω(P). ω(T)
measures the efficiency of reaching a terminal node of T from its root.

•

T is said to be a t-targeted transfer tree (TT) at state s if it is an almost sure singleinput tree whose root is s and terminal nodes all have label (t,ε).

•

A policy f of M selects an input for each state, that is, f: S → I ∪ {ε}.

•

Tsf denotes the single-input tree at s determined by f, whose labels are (i,f(i)).

Example 2. Figure 2 shows the top part of a t-targeted TT (t = 1) at state 3 for OPM N
(Figure 1): T3 is determined by policy f: f(1) = ε, f(2) = c and f(3) = c. The probability
and weight of every arc of T2 are 1/2 and 1, respectively. T3 is almost sure, as ρ(T3) = 1/2
+ (1/2)2 +...+ (1/2)k + ... = 1. It average weight is ω(T3) = 1(1/2) + 2(1/2)2 + 3(1/2)3 +...+
k(1/2)k + ... = 2.
(3,c)
y

(3,c)
y

(3,c)

x
(1, ε)

x
(1, ε)

y

x
(1, ε)

Figure 2. A t-targeted TT T3 for OPM N.
Definition 2.4 Let M be an OPM with target t and f be a policy for M.
•

Mf denotes the submachine induced on M by f. That is, Mf = (S, I, O, Df, λ), where Df
is the domain {(i,f(i)): i ∈ S}.

•

M is said to be t-targeted if for every state v of M there is a directed path from v to t.

•

f is a t-policy if Mf is t-targeted.
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We mention two useful facts about t-policies [15]: (a) If f is a t-policy, then Tif is a ttargeted TT for every i ∈ S. (b) If M is t-targeted, then there is a polynomial-time
algorithm for finding a t-policy f for M.
III. OPTIMAL TRANSFER-TREES
Now we consider the problem of finding an optimal policy for M that generates TTs
having minimum average weight. We first consider the case where M has a t-policy.
Definition 3.1 Let f be a policy for M = (S, I, O, D, λ), n = |S|, i, j ∈ S and a ∈ I ∪{ε}.
•

µ(i,a,j) denotes the total probability of all the transitions which start at state i, have
input a and end at state j, i.e., µ(i,a,j) = ∑y ρ(i,j;a/y) and µ(i,ε,j) = 0.

•

Af denotes the n × n matrix (aij), where aij = µ(i,f(i),j).

•

E denotes the n × n identity matrix.

•

bia denotes the average weight of those transitions outgoing from i and activated by
input a, i.e., bia = ∑ y,j ρ(i,j;a/y)ω(i,j;a/y) and biε = 0.

•

bf denotes the vector (bi: i ∈ S), where bi = bif(i).

Optimality Condition of a t-policy f [15]: f is optimal if and only if z = (E − Af)−1bf
satisfies the following inequalities:
zi ≤ bia + ∑j∈S µ(i,a,j)zj,

for every (i,a) ∈ D and i ≠ t.

Algorithm Optimal-Policy
Given: A t-targeted OPM M = (S, I, O, D, λ).
Result: An optimal policy h for generating the shortest transfer trees.
Step 1: Find an optimal solution z* to the following linear program (LP):
LP:

maximize

∑(zj: j ∈ S)

Subject to: zi − ∑j∈S µ(i,a,j)zj ≤ bia, for every (i,a) ∈ D
zt = 0
Step 2: Let M* be the OPM induced by D* = {(i,a) ∈ D: z*i − ∑ j µ(i,a,j)z*j = bia }. Find
a t-policy h of M*.
Theorem 1: Algorithm Optimal-Policy is correct and has polynomial-time complexity.
Sketch Proof: Consider the dual linear program of the LP:
DLP: minimize

∑( biaxia: (i,a) ∈ D)

Subject to ∑a∈I xja − ∑(i,a)∈D xiaµ(i,a,j) = 1, j ∈ S\{t}
xia ≥ 0,

(i,a) ∈ D
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As M has a t-policy, say f, we construct x* based on this f as follows: For all (i,a) ∈ D,
x*ia = x* if(i) if a = f(i); x*ia = 0 if a ≠ f(i); and x*iε = 0. x* satisfies the equations of the
DLP and especially,
xjf(j) − ∑i µ(i,f(i),j)xif(i) = 1, for all j ∈ S\{t}, and xtf(t) = 1,
which is, in matrix form,
(xif(i): i ∈ S)(E − Af) = (1,1, …,1).
Furthermore, as (E − Af)−1 exists and is non-negative, (x*if(i): i∈ S) = (1,1,…,1)(E − Af)−1
is non-negative. Hence, x* is a feasible solution to the DLP, and the LP has a finite
solution z*.
It can be easily shown that M* has a t-policy h. As all (i, h(i)) ∈ D*, z* satisfies
z*i − ∑j µ(i,h(i),j)z*j = bih(i), and hence z* = (E − Ah)−1bh. Because z* satisfies the
Optimality Condition, h is an optimal t-policy.
The LP can be solved in polynomial time [6], yielding a finite optimal solution z*. As
mentioned in Section II, a t-policy for M can be obtained in polynomial-time. !
For an arbitrary OPM M, one can reduce M into an OPM M' that has a t-policy [15]
and then apply the algorithm presented here.
IV.

DIAGNOSIS TREES

This section investigates the problem of finding a pair-wise distinguishing tree that
has a minimum average weight for an OPM, and also discusses UIO trees and
distinguishing trees.
Definition 4.1 For two states t and r of an OPM M, a pair-wise distinguishing tree (PDT) T
is an almost-sure single-input tree rooted at (t, r) that can decide the state under test to be
either t or r whenever the input/output sequence of any full path of T is executed.
An example of such a PDT for OPM N (Figure 3a) is given in Figure 3b. The symbol
“~” stands for “state does not exist”.
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((1, 2), a)
a/y
c/y
1

a/x

x
2

c/y

y

((1, ~), ε )

a/y

((~, 3), ε)

3
a/x
c/y

((~, 3), ε)

((2, 1), a)
x

y

a/z

a/y
c/x

z

x

((1, 2), a)

z

z

((1, ~), ε)

y

Figure 3a. An OPM N

Figure 3b. A PDT for (1, 2).

The problem of creating a general PDT was first investigated by Alur et al [2]. We
shall find the minimum-length PDT by a similar approach, that is, to transform the
problem of finding a PDT to a problem of finding a TT. It can be briefly described as
follows: First, construct an auxiliary ONFSM M' from M. The state set of M' is a subset
of (S×S) ∪{θ}, where S is the state set of M and θ is the target state representing the
cases where an inference of the state identification can be drawn. Next, find an optimal
TT for M' from the start state (t, r) to the targeted state θ. One can show that an optimal
TT for M' with weight and probability assigned according to the algorithm below is
essentially an optimal PDT for M. For the following algorithm, we assume that M is
completely specified, that is, D = S × I.
Algorithm Optimal-PDT
Given: An OPM M = (S, I, O, D, λ) and two states t, r ∈ S, where the probability of the
state being t is p and the probability being r is q = 1 – p.
Result: An OPM M' = (S', I', O', D', λ') and an optimal θ-policy f for M'. If f(t, r) ≠ ε,
then an Optimal PDT can be obtained by applying f on M'. Otherwise, PDT for (t, r)
does not exist.
Method:
Step 1. Construct M' from M as follows, where ρ' and ω' are the probability and
weight functions of M', respectively:
S' ← (S × S) ∪ {θ}, I' ← I, O' ← O, D' ← (S' \{(v,v): v ∈ S}) × I;
for (every (i,j) ∈ S'\{θ} such that i ≠ j and every input a)
for every transition e1 = (i, i'; a/y), construct a transition e of M' as follows:
If there exists j' such that e2 = (j, j'; a/y) is a transition of M,
e = ((i,j), (i',j'); a/y);
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/* add ((i',j'), y) to λ'((i,j), a) */

ρ'(e) = pρ(e1) + qρ(e2), ω'(e) = pω(e1) + qω( e2)
else (no such j' exists)
e = ((i,j), θ; a/y).

/* add (θ, y) to λ'((i,j), a) */

ρ'(e) = pρ(i, i'; a/y), ω'(e) = pω(e1);
end for
for every transition e2 = (j, j'; a/y) such that no transition (i, i'; a/y) exists,
construct a transition e of M' as follows:
e = ((i,j), θ; a/y).

/* add (θ, y) to λ'((i,j), a) */

ρ'(e) = qρ(e2), ω'(e) = qω(e2);
end for
end for
Step 2. Find an optimal policy f for M' with targeted state θ by applying Algorithm
Optimal-Policy of Section III.
Theorem 2 Algorithm Optimal-PDT finds a policy f for generating a PDT with minimum
average weight (when f(t, r) ≠ ε) or concludes that no PDT exists for the pair (t, r) (when
f(t, r) = ε).
Remark on the Algorithm Optimal-PDT:
(a) If p = 1 and q = 0, then the policy f is to verify the current state is t but not r.
(b) If p = 0 and q = 1, then the policy f can be used to verify the current state is r but
not t.
(c) If both p and q are not 0, then the policy f can identify the state as either t or r.
(d) The way of assigning the transition probability and weight of M' ensures that M' is
an OPM and that the PDT is optimal.
Definition 4.2: For a given state s of M, a unique input output tree (UIOT) is an almost
sure single-input tree T of M rooted at s such that, when the input sequence of any full
path P of T is applied to a different state, the output sequence is always different from
that of P.
One of the approaches for obtaining the shortest UIOT for a state s is to look into the
state space Sn, using ideas similar to the PDT. A UIOT for state 1 of OPM N is shown in
Figure 4a in the space Sn, where T1 is a PDT (p = 1, q = 0) for the pair (1, 3) and T2 is a
PDT (p = 1, q = 0) for the pair (2, 1). For the arc from ((1,2,3), a) to ((1,∼,3), a) of the
UIOT, its probability and weight are respectively assigned 0.5 and 1, same as those of the
transition (1, 1; a/x) of N. For the arc from ((1,2,3), a) to ((2,1,1), a), its probability and
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weight are respectively assigned those of the transition (1, 2; a/y). In general, the
probabilities and weights of a UIOT for state s are the same as those of the corresponding
single-input tree starting at s.
((1,2,3), c)
x

y

((~,2,1), a)

((2,1,3), c)

((1,2,3), a)
x
((1,~,3), c)

y

x

T3

((2,~,1), a)

((2,1,1), a)

y
((1,2,3), c)
x

T1

y

T3

T2

Figure 4a. A UIOT for state 1

Figure 4b. A distinguishing tree for OPM N

Definition 4.3: A distinguishing tree for M is an almost sure single-input tree T such that,
whenever the end of a full path of T is reached, the initial state is uniquely identified.
As an example, Figure 4b shows a distinguishing tree for OPM N (Figure 3a), where
T3 is a PDT for the pair (2, 1). As for a PDT, the average weight of a distinguishing tree
is related to the probabilities p1, …, pn, where pi represents the probability of the state
under test being state i.
V

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we described a polynomial-time algorithm for finding the shortest
transfer tree for an observable probabilistic finite-state machine. We also reduced the
problem of finding the shortest pair-wise distinguishing tree into the shortest transfer-tree
problem.
Many problems remain unsolved and require further research. For example, for state
transfer, a direct combinatorial and polynomial-time algorithm for finding an optimal
policy is desirable. For state identification, algorithms for generating the optimal UIOT
and DT need to be investigated.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present an environment for boundary-value test generation
from Z and B speci cations. The test generation method is original and was
designed on the basis of several industrial case-studies in the domain of critical
software (Smart Card and transport areas). It is fully supported by a tool-set:
the BZ-Testing-Tools environment. The method and tools are based on a novel,
set-oriented, constraint logic programming technology. This paper focusses on
how this technology is used within the BZ-TT environment, how Z and B
speci cations are translated into constraints, and how the constraint solver is
used to calculate boundary values and to search for sequences of operations
during test generation.

Key words: Computer-Aided Software Testing Tool, Speci cation-based test generation, boundary value testing, B notation, Z notation
1

Introduction

From the end of the 1980's, speci cation-based test generation has been a very
active and productive research area. In particular, formal speci cation has been
clearly recognized as a very powerful input for generating test data [BGM91, DF93,
Tre96, FJJV96], as well as for oracle synthesis [RO92].
In [LPU02b], we presented a new approach for test generation from set-oriented,
model-based speci cations: the BZ-TT method. This method is based on constraint
logic programming (CLP) techniques. The goal is to test every operation of the
system at every boundary state using all input boundary values of that operation.
The unique features of the BZ-TT method are that it:
takes both B [Abr96] and Z [Spi92] speci cations as input;
avoids the construction of a complete nite state automaton (FSA) for the
system;
produces boundary-value test cases (both boundary states and boundary input
values);
produces both negative and positive test cases;
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is fully supported by tools;
has been validated in several industry case studies (GSM 11-11 smart card
software [LP01, BLLP02], Java Card Virtual Machine Transaction mechanism [BJLP02], and a ticket validation algorithm in the transport industry
[CGLP01]). The method is currently being used in another industrial project
to generate tests for an automobile windscreen wiper controller.
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Figure 1: Overall Architecture of the BZ-TT Environment
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the BZ-TT environment. The key component
in this environment is the CLPS-BZ solver, which is used to calculate boundaries
and simulate the execution of operations. It is this solver which enables the test
generation process to be e ectively automated. Furthermore, since it is a general
reasoning engine, whose input is a pre/post speci cation format, it could potentially be used with notations other than Z or B, and for purposes other than test
generation.
This paper describes how the CLPS-BZ solver is used to support the BZ-TT
method of test generation and how it enables both Z and B speci cations to be
represented as constraint systems. Section 2 gives an overview of the BZ-TT test
generation method. Section 3 describes how Z and B speci cations are mapped
into a common format: the BZP intermediate form. Section 4 describes the CLPSBZ constraint solver, and how BZP predicates are represented as sets of constraints.
Section 5 describes how the test generation modules use the CLPS-BZ solver. Section
6 discusses related work; Section 7 gives conclusions and outlines future work.
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2

Overview of the BZ-TT test generation method

Our goal is to test some implementation, which is not derived via re nement from
the formal model. The implementation is usually a state machine with hidden state.
We specify this state machine by a B or Z formal speci cation, which has a state
space (consisting of several state variables) and a number of operations that modify
this state.
A behavior of such a system can be described in terms of a sequence of operations
(a trace) where the rst is activated from the initial state of the machine. However,
if the precondition of an operation is false, the e ect of the operation is unknown,
and any subsequent operations are of no interest, since it is impossible to determine
the state of the machine. Thus, we de ne a positive test case to be any legal trace,
i.e. any trace where all preconditions are true. A positive test case corresponds to a
sequence of system states presenting the value of each state variable after each operation invocation. The submission of a legal trace is a success if all the output values
returned by the concrete implementation during the trace are equivalent (through
a function of abstraction) to the output values returned by its speci cation during
the simulation of the same trace (or included in the set of possible values if the
speci cation is non-deterministic). A negative test case is de ned as a legal trace
plus a nal operation whose precondition is false. The generation of negative test
cases is useful for robustness testing.
The BZ-TT method consists of testing the system when it is in a boundary state,
which is a state where at least one state variable has a value at an extremum {
minimum or maximum { of its sub-domains. At this boundary state, we want to
test all the possible behaviors of the speci cation. That is, the goal is to invoke each
update operation with extremum values of the sub-domains of the input parameters.
The test engineer partitions the operations into update operations, which may modify
the system state, and observation operations, which may not.
We divide the trace constituting the test case into four subsequences:1
Preamble: this takes the system from its initial state to a boundary state.
Body: this invokes one update operation with input boundary values.
Identi cation: this is a sequence of observation operations to enable a pass/fail
verdict to be assigned.
Postamble: this takes the system back to the boundary state, or to an initial state.
This enables test cases to be concatenated.
The body part is the critical test invocation of the test case. Update operations
are used in the preamble, body and postamble, and observation operations in the
identi cation part.
The BZ-TT generation method is de ned by the following algorithm, where
bound1 ; bound2 ; :::; boundn and op1 ; op2 ; :::; opm respectively de ne the set of all
boundary states and the set of all the update operations of the speci cation:
f

g

1 The

f

g

vocabulary follows the ISO9646 standard [ISO].
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for i 1 to n
preamble(boundi );
for j 1 to m
body(opj );
identification;
postamble(boundi );
endfor
postamble(init);
endfor

% for each boundary state
% reach the boundary state
% for each update operation
% test opj
% observe the state
% return to the boundary state
% return to the initial state

This algorithm computes positive test cases with valid boundary input values at
body invocations. A set of one or more test cases, concatenated together, de nes a
test sequence. For negative test cases, the body part is generated with invalid input
boundary values, and no identi cation or postamble parts are generated, because
the system arrives at an indeterminate state from the formal model point of view.
Instead, the test engineer must manually de ne an oracle for negative test cases
(typically something like the system terminates without crashing ).
After positive and negative test cases are generated by this procedure, they are
automatically translated into executable test scripts, using a test script pattern and
a rei cation relation between the abstract and concrete operation names, inputs and
outputs.
3

The BZP intermediate form

B and Z have many similarities. They both support model-oriented speci cation and
they have similar operator toolkits and type systems. The main di erence between
them is that in Z the schema calculus is used to structure speci cations and specify
states and operations in a exible way, whereas B provides an abstract programming
notation (the generalized substitution language ) for specifying operations, plus a
specialized machine construct for specifying hierarchies of state machines.
The BZ-TT environment supports both B and Z speci cations by translating
them into a common notation, called BZP (B/Z Prolog format). Since the underlying
CLPS-BZ solver manipulates constraints, which are restricted kinds of predicates,
operations are speci ed in BZP using pre/post predicates.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the translation process. The generation and discharge of well-formedness proofs for B is done using standard B tools (typically
before test generation begins). The B to BZP translator is written in Java, and uses
the rules from the B book [Abr96, Chap. 6] to translate the generalized substitution
language into pre/post predicates. The rst stage of the Z to BZP translator uses
standard Z tools, while the second stage is a speci c translator.
For simplicity, and to improve the scalability of the test generation process, we
impose three restrictions on the input speci cation. Firstly, it must specify a single
machine. For B, this means that we allow only one abstract machine, without
layering etc. For Z, we must identify the state, initialization and operation schemas
of the machine. Secondly, operations must have explicit preconditions. For Z this
means preconditions must be calculated (either manually, or using a theorem prover)
before translation. This is good engineering practice anyway. In B, operations
usually have explicit preconditions, but it is possible for the precondition to be
distributed throughout the operation. We require the entire precondition to appear
at the beginning of the operation, and also require this precondition to be strong
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enough to ensure that the operation is feasible. Third, all the data structures must
be nite, which means that the given sets are either enumerated or of a known nite
cardinality. If everything is nite, then all speci cations are executable (by labelling
if necessary).
B Specification

Z specification

Typechecking;

Typechecking;

Translation to
pre/post format;

Precondition calculation

Translation to
BZP syntax

Well−formedness
and feasibility proofs

Z + explicit preconds
Schema expansion;
Translation to
BZP syntax

BZP File

Figure 2: Translation of B and Z speci cations into common BZP format.
The BZP format is a Prolog-readable syntax which supports the union of the
B and Z toolkits and provides special constructs for de ning state machines and
operations. The syntax of expressions and predicates is similar to the Atelier-B
ASCII notation for B (*.mch syntax). A BZP speci cation contains an unordered
set of facts, each of which has one of the following forms:
speci cation (Spec Name ):
predicat (Spec Name ; PREDICAT KIND ; ID ; Pred ):
declaration (Spec Name ; DECL KIND ; Name ; Type ):
operation (Spec Name ; Operation Name ):
The ID terms are used only for reporting errors, and are typically the line number
where that predicate appeared in the original speci cation source.
The PREDICAT KIND and DECL KIND terms relate each fact to some section
of the original B machine (and similar constructs in Z), and are de ned as follows.
PREDICATE KIND indicates the role of the predicate, and must be one of the
constants: constraint, property, invariant, initialisation, assertion or one
of the terms pre(OpName ) or post(OpName ).
Similarly, DECL KIND indicates what kind of name is being declared, and must
be one of the constants: parameter, set, constant, variable, definition or one
of the terms input(OpName ) or output(OpName ). For definition, the type is a
singleton set containing the right-hand-side of the de nition.
Invariants have di erent roles in B and Z. This di erence is visible in the resulting
BZP le, since when we translate a Z operation, we include the (primed) invariant
in its postcondition because it often contributes to the e ect of the operation, but
when we translate a B operation we do not include the invariant. However, the wellformedness proofs for a B machine check that every operation preserves the invariant,
so discharging these proofs ensures that the B and Z approaches are equivalent.
To illustrate how Z speci cations are translated to BZP format, we translate the
following fragment of a simple process scheduler [DF93]
PID ::= p 1 p 2 p 3 p 4
j

j

j
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Scheduler
active ; ready ; waiting : F PID

#active 1


ready \ waiting = ;
active \ waiting = ;
active \ ready = ;
(active = ;) ) (ready

= )
;

New
Scheduler
pp ? : PID

pp ? 2= active [ ready [ waiting
waiting 0 = waiting [ fpp ?g
ready 0 = ready
active 0 = active

The declaration of PID and the state schema produce:
machine(scheduler).
declaration(scheduler,
declaration(scheduler,
declaration(scheduler,
declaration(scheduler,
predicat(scheduler,
predicat(scheduler,
predicat(scheduler,
predicat(scheduler,
predicat(scheduler,

set, pid,
variable,
variable,
variable,

invariant,
invariant,
invariant,
invariant,
invariant,

The New operation produces:

3
4
5
6
7

{p1, p2, p3, p4}).
ready, power(pid)).
active, power(pid)).
waiting, power(pid)).
,
,
,
,
,

card(active) =< 1).
ready /\ waiting = {}).
active /\ waiting = {}).
active /\ ready = {}).
(active = {}) => (ready ={})).

operation(scheduler, new).
declaration(scheduler,input(new), pp, pid).
predicat(scheduler, pre(new), 10 , pp /: active \/ ready \/ waiting).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 11 , prime(waiting) = waiting \/ {pp} ).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 12 , prime(ready) = ready).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 13 , prime(active) = active).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 3 , card(prime(active)) =< 1).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 4 , prime(ready) /\ prime(waiting) = {}).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 5 , prime(active) /\ prime(waiting) = {}).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 6 , prime(active) /\ prime(ready) = {}).
predicat(scheduler, post(new), 7 , (prime(active) = {}) => (prime(ready) ={})).

4

The CLPS-BZ solver

The CLPS-BZ solver is implemented in SICStus Prolog, and is comprised of three
subsystems:
The Executer: which manages the execution of the speci ed machine. The Executer obtains predicates from the BZP speci cation, and passes them to the
other modules to achieve the e ect of executing the desired operation.
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which translates BZP predicates into lower-level constraints.
The Constraint Store: which records the current state of the speci ed machine
after some sequence of operations. In fact, we use symbolic execution, so a
single constraint store typically corresponds to many possible concrete states
of the speci ed machine.
We now describe these three subsystems, in a bottom-up fashion.
The Reducer:

4.1

The Constraint Store

The CLPS-BZ solver manages a constraint store, which encodes a predicate (or a
set of states) over the variables of the formal model. The constraint store contains
both set-oriented constraints and nite domain (integer) constraints. The former
are managed by a customized set-constraint solver called CLPS, while the latter are
managed by the SICStus Prolog CLP(FD) solver. In this section we focus only on
the set part of the store (CLPS).
The CLPS solver was originally developed for solving combinatorial problems,
and is designed to work on homogeneous hereditary nite sets [ALL96]. It provides
ve primitive constraint relations, which are the classical set relations, ; ; ; =; =,
and three operators ( ; ; ). It also provides the cardinality operator, which is
important because it links the set constraints to the numerical constraints. Cardinality constraints are one way that information propagates between the CLPS and
CLP(FD) solvers. The API of the solver includes procedures for adding each kind
of primitive constraint, query procedures for nding information about the domains
of variables, and labelling procedures for iterating through all possible values of a
given variable.
Internally, the CLPS solver represents the domain of each variable using one or
more of the following representations: unde ned, min-max (bounded) and enumerated. Initially, the domain of a new domain variable (say X ) is set to unde ned.
When a membership constraint (e.g., X PID ) is added, an enumerated domain
is used to record all the possible values that X can take. When a subset constraint
(e.g., X Expr or Expr X ) , a min-max domain is used to record the lower
bound and upper bound of X .
Usually in Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP), solvers allow only valued
domains, where domains are sets of values. CLPS extends this by introducing the
notion of V-CSP [BLP02], which allows variables to appear in the domains of other
variables. This means that more complex rules are needed to manipulate these
symbolic domains, but the advantage is that a higher level of abstraction can be
achieved. CLPS allows variables within min-max domains and within enumerated
domains under the condition that all elements are di erent in a variable domain.
When two variables are uni ed, the intersection of their valued domains can be
calculated immediately. However, for the variable domains representation, it is not
always possible to combine the two symbolic domains, so the variable domain stores
a set of domains and the true domain of the variable is the intersection of these
domains.
The execution model of CLPS can be viewed as a transition system, where transitions represent reduction, inference and consistency rules [JM94]. The consistency
algorithm used by CLPS ensures partial consistency, using on one hand the domain
representations, and on the other hand the constraints store. To maintain domain
consistency, CLPS combines arc-consistency techniques derived from AC3 [Mac77]
and interval-narrowing over valued domains. So it is possible to have some elements
2 62 
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in domains not removed by these techniques, because only couple of variables are
checked. The solver uses similar methods to reduce variable domains except that
instead of manipulating one domain per variable, it manipulates a conjunction of
domains (enumerated and min-max).
The constraint store is used for two purposes. Firstly, it allows the propagation
of domain reductions, which enables consequences of constraints to be deduced. Secondly, it allows the solver to detect some semantic inconsistencies, which is crucial for
pruning the search space. The following example shows how propagation works when
constraints are acquired by the solver. In this example, B ; C ; D ; G ; X ; Y are variables, Val DomX represents values included in the valued domain and Var DomX
represents the conjunction of variable domains.
Acquired constraints Val DomX Var DomX
1 X B; C ; D; Y
undef
ffB C D Y gg
2 X B; C ; D; 2
undef
ffB C D Y g fB C D 2gg
3 X 3; 4; G
undef
ffB C D Y g fB C D 2g f3 4 G gg
4 X 1; 2; 3; 4
1; 2; 3; 4 ffB C D Y g fB C D 2g f3 4 G gg
5 Y =X
1; 3; 4
ffB C D g f3 4 G gg
6 G =5
3; 4
ffB C D gg
Constraints from line 1 to line 4 build up variable domains and the valued domain
for X . On line 5, one of the variable domains is reduced from B ; C ; D ; Y to
B ; C ; D . When a domain is included in another domain, the solver uses the
following rule: V Dom1; V Dom2 ; Dom1 Dom2 ; T = Dom2 Dom1 V T .
In this case, due to the fact that all elements are di erent in a variable domain, it
infers X 2 , which is equivalent to X = 2. On line 6, one of the variable domains
becomes valued, which causes the valued domain to be recalculated by intersection:
3 ; 4; 5 .
Dom ValX = 1; 2; 3; 4
After all 6 constraints have been added, we can conclude that X = 3 or X = 4,
and that at least one of B , C or D must also equal 3 or 4. If a unique solution
is not obtained after all constraints have been added, a user of CLPS-BZ typically
uses the labelling procedures to explore the possible solutions, one at a time.
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The Reducer

The Reducer reduces BZP predicates into the basic constraints of the solver CLPS.
The most important procedure in the reducer API is add(P ), which conjoins the
predicate P with the current constraint store, by reducing P into primitive constraints which are added into the constraint store. The reducer API also includes
procedures for adding and deleting variables, so that the association between each
speci cation variable and the corresponding Prolog constraint variable can be maintained.
The reduction of predicates to constraints is speci ed by a function , which
takes a predicate as input, and returns a constraint as output. Generally, we have:
(Expression1 Operator Expression2) =
(Expression1) Constraint Operator (Expression2)
In the Process Scheduler example, the precondition of the New operation is
pp /: active / ready / waiting. This can be translated into constraints as follows
( Active, Ready, Waiting, PP are Prolog variables that represent the constrained
values of the speci cation variables active, ready, waiting and pp).
n

n
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( pp /: active / ready / waiting)
= ( pp) nin (active / ready / waiting))
= PP nin (active) union (ready / waiting)
= PP nin Active union (ready) union (waiting)
= PP nin Active union Ready union Waiting
where \nin" and \union" are operators of the solver CLPS. They respectively
represent non membership and the union of two constrained values.
n

n

n

n

n

4.3

The Executer

The Executer is used to animate a machine speci ed in a BZP le. The executer
API provides commands for loading a particular BZP le, initializing the machine
speci ed in that le, and executing the operations of that machine.
To initialize a machine, it simply declares all the state variables of the machine
then sends all the initialization predicates to the reducer.
The execution of an operation takes place in two stages:
validation of preconditions, then
execution of postconditions.
First, all the precondition predicates are added. If no inconsistencies are found,
all the postcondition predicates are added, and the primed state variables become
the new machine state. If inconsistencies are found, the operation is not executed.



5

The Test Generation Modules

The generation of boundary Goal is performed in two main stages. The rst is
computed a set of boundary goals from the Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) of
the speci cation, The secound is instantiated each boundary goal into a reachable
boundary state. Finally, the boundary states of the speci cation are used as a basis
to generate test cases.
5.1

Generation of Boundary Goals

For test generation
purposes, the postcondition of each operation is transformed into
DNF, obtaining Wj Postj (op ). The DNF transformation is not in general purpose,
but only computes one by one operation and the conditions described in it. Then
we project each of these disjuncts onto the input state, using the formula [LPU02b]:
( inputs ; state ; outputs Pre Postj )
We call these state subsets precondition sub-domains. The aim of boundary goal
generation is to nd boundaries within each of these precondition sub-domains.
In practice, the CLPS-BZ solver reduces each sub-domain to a set of constraints.
For example, when the New operation of the Process Scheduler example is translated
to BZP format, and each of its precondition and postcondition is transformed into
DNF, we get the following predicates:
pre (new )1 == pp waiting ready active
post (new )1 == prime (waiting ) = waiting
pp
prime (ready ) = ready prime (active ) = active ::
prime (active ) =
prime (ready ) =
0

9
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^

which is reduced by the BZ-TT solver to the predicate PS such that:
PS == Inv #(waiting ready active ) < #PID
We compute boundary goals on the basis of the partition analysis by minimization and maximization using a suitable metric function chosen by the test engineer.
(e.g., minimize or maximize the sum of the cardinalities of the sets). According
to the optimization function, this results in one or several minimal and maximal
boundary goals for each predicate.
Given the invariant properties Inv , a precondition subdomain predicate PSi , a
vector of variables Vi which comprises all the free state variables within PSi , and f
an optimization function, the boundary goals are computed as follows:
BGimin = minimize (f (Vi ); Inv PSi )
BGimax = maximize (f (Vi ); Inv PSi )
The optimization function f (Vi ), where Vi is a vector of variables v1 : : : vm , is
de ned as g1 (v1)+ g2(v2)+ : : : + gm (vm ), where each function gi is chosen according
to the type of the variable vi .
For example,
from the predicate PS of the process scheduler example, boundmin and BG max are computed with the optimization function f (Vi ) =
ary
goals
BG
Pv V #v 2. The result of constraint solving is a set of constraints on the cardinalities of the set variables waiting , ready and
active such that: BG min = waiting =
max
ready =
active =
, and BG = waiting = X1 ready = X2
active = X3 where ( i Xi
p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 ) and ( i i = j
Xi = Xj ).
ItP should be noted that other optimization functions could be used (Pv V #v ,
v V v ,...).
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Test Construction

This section describes the generation process of each test case, which is comprised
of a preamble, a body, an identi cation and a postamble part [LP01].
5.2.1 Preamble Computation

Each boundary goal is instantiated to one or more reachable boundary states by
exploring the reachable states of the system, starting from the initial state. The
CLPS-BZ solver is used to simulate the execution of the system, recording the set of
possible solutions after each operation. A best- rst search [Pre01] is used to try to
reach a boundary state that satis es a given boundary goal. Preamble computation
can thus be viewed as a traversal of the reachability graph, whose nodes represent
the constrained states built during the simulation, and whose transitions represent
an operation invocation. A consequence of this path computation is that state
variables which are not already assigned a value by the boundary goal, are assigned
a reachable value of their domain.
Some boundary goals may not be reachable via the available operations (this happens when the invariant is weaker than it could be). By construction, every boundary
goal satis es the invariant, which is a partial reachability check. In addition to this,
we bind the search for the boundary state during the preamble computation, so
that unreachable boundary goals (and perhaps some reachable goals) are reported
to the test engineer as being unreachable. If all boundary goals in a precondition
sub-domain PS are unreachable, we relax our boundary testing criterion and search
for any preamble that reaches a state satisfying PS . Finally, the test engineer can
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add and delete boundary goals, to customize the test generation, or to satisfy other
test objectives.
5.2.2 Input Variable Boundary Analysis and Body Computation

The purpose of the body computation, or critical test invocation, is to test, for a given
boundary state (a preamble), all the update operations, with all boundary values
of their input variables. For the boundary values which satisfy the precondition,
we get a positive test case, otherwise we get a negative test case. Note that, from
the same preamble and boundary state, several bodies are usually obtained for each
operation, with di ering input values.
The process of boundary analysis for input variables is similar to that for state
variables, except that invalid input values are kept, which is not the case for unreachable boundary states. Given an operation Op with a set of input variables Ii and a
precondition Pre , let BGi be a boundary goal. Note that BGi is a set of constraints
over the state variables, typically giving a value to each state variable. Then, given f
an optimization function chosen by the test engineer, the input variable boundaries
are computed as follows:
{ for positive test cases:
minimize (f (Ii ); Pre BGi )
maximize (f (Ii ); Pre BGi )
{ for negative test cases:
minimize (f (Ii ); Pre BGi )
maximize (f (Ii ); Pre BGi )
^

^

:

^

:

^

5.2.3 Identi cation and Postamble

The identi cation part of a test case is simply a sequence of all observation operations whose preconditions are true after the body. The postamble part is computed
similarly to the preamble, using best- rst search.
6

Related work

The BZ-TT proposal follows an important stream of work in test generation from
formal speci cation, particularly from model-based speci cation. But despite the
enormous popularity of boundary-value testing strategy for black-box testing in
the software practitioner guides, this approach has not been widely investigated
for automatic speci cation-based test generation. But boundary-value analysis is
related to partition analysis which has been the subject of systematic research since
the early testing literature [Mye79] [WO80] [OB88].
Dick and Faivre [DF93] present an approach for partition analysis by computing
a Disjunctive Normal Form - DNF - both for input variables and system states.
The idea of automatic partition analysis was already present in the work of Gaudel
et. al. [BGM91, DGM93] by unfolding axioms from an algebraic speci cation. In
TTF [Sto93, CS94], and extensions of it [PA01], partition analysis and DNF transformation are used as heuristics for manually de ning test templates. In [LPU02a],
we present a precise comparison between BZ-TT and TTF on the basis of the GSM
11-11 Standard case-study.
Various works [DF93, HP95, vABlM97, Hie97], use the partition analysis to build
a Finite State Automaton - FSA - corresponding to an abstraction of the reachability
graph denoted by the speci cation. Test cases are then generated by nding a
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path (or several) \which traverses every transition with the minimum number of
repetitions " [DF93]. Unfortunately, this method is not easily automated, because it
is diÆcult to choose an appropriate abstraction of the state space to generate the
FSA. In the BZ-TT approach, due to the transformation of the B or Z speci cation
into a constraint system, the FSA is never explicitly computed.
During the last few years, the use of constraint logic programming for test generation has seen growing interest [Pre01]. For code-based test generation, Gotlieb
et. al. [GBR00] present a framework where a system of constraints is built from a
Static Single Assignment form of the source code (for C programs). The resolution
of the constraint system allows nding a path in the control ow graph to sensitize
a given point (statement or decision) in the source code. Meudec [Meu01] uses CLP
for symbolic execution of Ada code in order to generate tests. In speci cation-based
test generation, Marre et. al. [MA00] interpret LUSTRE speci cations in terms of
constraints over boolean and integer variables and solve them to generate test sequences. Pretschner et. al. [PL01] translate System Structure Diagrams and State
Transition Diagrams into Prolog rules and constraints to allow symbolic execution
of the speci cations and thus test generation. Van Aertryck et. al. [vABlM97] use
DNF and constraint solving to generate an FSA and test sequences from a B-like
speci cation, but this is not fully automated. Mostly, these techniques use existing
constraint solvers (Boolean and nite domains in general). In BZ-TT, due to the
speci city of set oriented notations of Z and B, we developed an original solver able
to treat constraints over sets, relations and mappings. This solver co-operates with
the integer nite domain solver.
7

Conclusions and future work

We have presented an environment for automatic boundary-value testing from setoriented formal speci cation notation. This environment is strongly based on a
constraint technology which o ers specialized support for the B and Z toolkits (sets,
relations, functions and sequences).
The major advantage of using this constraint technology is that it dramatically
reduces the size of the search spaces during test generation, which allows the method
to scale to larger applications.
Firstly, the constraint technology enables boundary goals to be found more efciently, due to the constraint representation, which is based on min/max interval
domain representation (both for sets and numeric variables). This means that some
max/min limits can be obtained directly from the constraint store, without search.
Even when labelling is used, the search space is reduced because the constraint
system prunes the search tree.
Secondly, the boundary goals that we obtain are also a set of constraints, rather
than a speci c value for each variable. Typically, some key variables will have
extremum values, but others will just be constrained. This allows the boundary
goals to be more abstract, which makes it easier to nd a preamble that reaches
the goal. In other words, the constraint approach avoids premature commitment to
precise values for every state variable, which could result in choosing unreachable
states.
Thirdly, the search for a preamble is reduced in complexity. At each point during
the best- rst search, we must still consider every operation, but with constraints it
is not necessary to consider every input value to each operation, because the entire
set of allowable inputs can be represented as a set of constraints.
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These three reductions in search space give this boundary-value test generation
method good scalability, and allow us to handle applications that would not be
possible without the constraint technology.
Typically, the number of boundary goals (and thus preambles) generated is proportional to the number of operations, while the number of tests generated is proportional to the square of the number of operations (because we try to test each
operation at every preamble). The time taken to produce each test is more diÆcult to predict, because it depends upon the complexity of the constraints and the
average length of each preamble. The rst2factor is bounded by the worst case complexity of the CLPS-BZ solver, which is n nd d [BLP02], where n is the number
of variables, nd is the highest number of sub-domains and d is the size of the largest
domain. The second factor depends upon how easily each boundary goal can be
reached, which is highly speci cation dependent.
In the realistic industry case studies that we have completed, the speci cations
were quite complex, but the test generation time was acceptable on a typical personal computer. For example, in a recent case study on the Java Card transaction
mechanism [BJLP02], the 15 page B speci cation contained 20 operations and 15
state variables, where some state variables had sizable domains, such as the backup
memory variable, which was a total function from addresses (0 : : 255) to bytes.
In this case study, 60 boundary goals were computed, producing around 4500 test
sequences, taking around 15 hours of computation time on a 1GHz Pentium.
We have also used this technology to generate tests for other smart card applications. In the GSM 11-11 standard case study [LP01, BLLP02], the ve page
speci cation contained 11 operations and 12 variables, and produced 38 boundary
goals and around 1000 tests, with a computation time of 50 minutes. In the transport ticket validation algorithm [CGLP01], there was only one operation, but it was
complex (5 pages) with 15 variables, and generated around 100 test cases in 20 minutes. The number of test are huge but one human test must be 5 to 10 automatic
tests.
Until now, the BZ-TT environment has been usable only by the development
team, because it lacked user interfaces and integration between components. However, we are currently developing Java interfaces for animation and test generation
and consolidating the CLPS-BZ solver and the overall environment. The objective
is to produce a beta release for Windows and Linux by the end of 2002, under a
free license for academic use. See the BZ-TT website [BZT02] for updated release
information.
In the future, we will be focusing on several areas:
Supporting the full B and Z notation, such as parts of the toolkits that are
currently missing (sequences, trees etc.) and layered machines in B.
Extending the CLPS-BZ solver for continuous domains to be able to address
problems with real or oating variables.
Extending the solver and the BZP notation to support other speci cation
notations, such as state charts and the UML object constraint language (OCL).
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Abstract
The creation of test specifications that can be used for automated testing requires considerable skill in the field of formal methods. This article proposes
a method that enables the development of test specifications by interaction
with a virtual reality representation of the system under test. From these
interactions, a formal test specification is generated. Its goal is to reduce the
need for formal methods expertise and therefore concentrates on the knowledge of the application to be tested. It addresses domain experts who are not
familiar with formal methods.
In this article, the character of the virtual reality model as well as its creation are discussed. Further, the generation of test specifications is explained.
Statecharts are used as formal specification language for the result of the
generation step.

1

Introduction

Testing embedded real-time systems is a complex and time-consuming task and thus
a high level of automation is advisory. Ideally, the test team receives a complete
and consistent system specification in a formal specification language. By use of a
test tool, the automatic generation of test cases, the automatic execution of the test
and the automatic evaluation can be supported based on this specification. This
idea relies on two main preconditions: On the one hand, the existence of a formal
system specification developed by the domain experts and, on the other hand, on
the availability of an appropriate test tool.
However, most system specifications are informal, natural language descriptions of
the system’s behaviour and the test experts have to develop the necessary test specifications manually based on these system specifications. Since the formal specifications require considerable skills in the field of formal methods, the domain experts
can usually not generate the test specifications themselves. Nevertheless, approriate
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test tools can be found. For example, RT Tester1 supports automatic test generation, execution and evaluation based on formal test specifications in Timed CSP.
These Timed CSP specifications are then translated into labelled transition systems
(LTS). RT Tester has been applied in many application areas – from avionics to
railway controllers.
Thus, the process of automatic test execution and evaluation is sufficiently supported by existing test tools. To fill the gap, we want to introduce a new approach
of generating formal test specifications by interacting with a virtual reality representation of the system under test (SUT) called the Virtual Periphery. The Virtual
Periphery represents the functional interface of the SUT embedded into its environment. For example, consider as a SUT the fasten-seatbelt signs in an airplane
that can be switched on or off automatically depending on the status of specific
sensors or manually by a dedicated switch in the cockpit. The functional interface
consists of interface objects like signs, switches or sensors which are represented
as interactive objects in the Virtual Periphery. The additional non-interactive objects constitute the geometry that is not of functional relevance to the SUT but
serve to model the SUT’s environment. To specify that the fasten-seatbelt signs
are switched on by toggling the switch, one has to interact with the corresponding
interface objects. Thus, the approach assists the domain experts intuitively during
the specification process because the interaction’s semantics can easily be learned.
Interactions with VR components are mapped to specification fragments of a formal
specification language that can be composed into the complete test specification.
Nevertheless, this basic Virtual Periphery is not sufficient to specify specific concepts, e. g., parallelism, or alternative interactions. For example, it is not possible
to express by these interactions that all fasten-seatbelt signs have to be switched
on in parallel because it is not possible to perform several simultaneous actions in
the Virtual Periphery. To reduce this drawback, it is necessary to enhance the Virtual Periphery with visual representations of commands, graphical menues, gesture
interactions, or voice commands. Furthermore, the Virtual Periphery only reflects
the ”present point in time” while it is not possible to investigate the history of past
interactions or the potential future events. In order to overcome this, we have chosen statecharts as a formal but as well graphical specification technique. Statecharts
provide an alternative view on the test specification fragments and facilitate their
understanding. This choice has essential impact on our specification approach because, on the one hand, it affects the semantics of the VR interactions and, on the
other hand, it defines the maximum expressive power of the resulting specifications.
In the next section, we give a detailed overview about the Virtual Periphery and
some possible enhancements. The representation of the test specification fragments
as statecharts is described in section 3. Section 4 refers to the integration of the
generated statechart specifications with RT Tester. In section 5, we discuss ways to
automatically generate the Virtual Periphery.
1
RT Tester has been developed by Verified Systems
(http://www.verified.de) in cooperation with University of Bremen.
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Virtual Periphery

The Virtual Periphery is an incomplete simulation model of the SUT, i. e., it is a
model of the real world that only contains those objects that are relevant for the
SUT’s interface. Additional non-functional geometry enriches the Virtual Periphery
and serves to model the SUT’s environment such that it resembles the real world.
The interface objects consume inputs (e. g., switches, buttons, sensors), yield output
(e. g., signs, loudspeakers) or process input as well as generate output (e. g., touch
screens, buttons with back light). Each interface object can be in a number of
different states, and only specific state changes are possible. For example, a specific
two-state toggle’s states are on and off, and a specific indicator can yield the
states red, yellow and green. Each interface object is associated with specific
attributes which include the interface object’s type. Returning to our previous
example, the fasten-seatbelt signs in an airplane denote a specific type of sign which
has the attributes seat row and aisle. Thus, specific objects of the same type can
be identified. Furthermore, similar interface objects can be grouped, e. g., applying
the condition type = "Fasten-Seatbelt Sign" and seat row > 20 and aisle
= left identifies all interface objects of type Fasten-Seatbelt Sign in the left aisle of
an aircraft at seat row 21 or higher.
As interface objects of the same type share geometry, possible states and attributes,
interface object templates can be provided by interface object libraries. General
purpose libraries contain general switches, indicators, etc. while domain specific
interface objects (e. g., the fasten-seatbelt signs) are defined in domain specific libraries. The interface object templates and thus the libraries are modelled manually
and are utilised within the Virtual Periphery creation process (see section 5).
The use of our Virtual Periphery exceeds simple simulation. By interacting with
interface objects the user generates test specification fragments. This means that
specific state changes in one input interface object are reflected in state changes of
other output (or input/output) objects. More precisely, the state changes in the
input interfaces are initiated by interactions and are used as stimuli for the SUT.
The expected reaction is represented by the correct output.
Interaction with interface objects takes place by navigating a 3D cursor that looks
like a human hand. By touching an interface object (i. e., more exactly by colliding
the 3D cursor with it), it gets selected for further interactions. Moving or rotating
the 3D cursor generates a basic test specification element.2 What movement or
rotation is appropriate depends on the type of the selected interface object, but
it should conform to the direct manipulation metaphor. This direct manipulation
changes the interface object’s state and its visual representation. For example, a
toggle switch changes its state according to the rotation direction: the movement of
the 3D cursor’s fingertips chooses which part of the toggle switch is pressed down.
Figure 1 shows a 3D cursor and three-state toggle switches in the cockpit of an
airplane. For an introduction to 3D interaction see [BKLP01] and for a general
discussion on direct manipulation see [Shn83] and [HHN86].
2
If a conventional mouse is used for interactions, there are two dimensional mouse interactions
that correspond to these three dimensional ones.
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Figure 1: 3D cursor interaction with toggle switch
However, the direct manipulation metaphor is not appropriate for all interface objects. Consider interface objects that are not targets of tactile interaction in the real
world (e. g., a sign or a sensor). Their state changes are selected using a graphical
3D menu within the Virtual Periphery that is triggered by a 3D metaphor of a mouse
click, i. e., by a short movement of the 3D cursor’s fingertips towards the interface
object. An example of a 3D menu to select the state change of a sensor is given in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Selection of a sensor’s state change using graphical 3D menu
Besides the central direct manipulation metaphor, we make use of a technique that
integrates naturally within virtual reality: voice commands. While direct manipulation is used for interaction within the Virtual Periphery, speech input is used for
system control and therefore for interaction with the Virtual Periphery itself.
In order to realize different semantics of direct manipulation interaction, the Virtual
Periphery must provide different interaction modes. For example, a causality mode
would enable specification fragments like
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if switch SW changes to state on, then sign SI will be lighted,

and a parallel mode would enable
all signs SI1 ...

SIn change to state lighted in arbitrary order

Note that speech based system control is superior to graphical system control because it does not interrupt the interaction within the Virtual Periphery. Simple
navigation is also controlled by speech: predefined viewpoints can be activated such
that the viewer3 is immediately transported to the corresponding location within
the virtual world.
Another feature supported by speech input is the selection of interface objects: in
order to use several similar interface objects within a specification fragment, one
selects them before interacting with one of them that then acts as a placeholder for
all these objects.
While speech selection provides selection of currently visible interface objects, alternatives are mouse based selection on the one hand and attribute based selection on
the other hand.

Figure 3: Reference gesture (left) and time gesture (right)
In order to switch specific interaction modes, gestures can be used. For example, the
so-called reference gesture is a rotation of the 3D cursor so that it looks like an open
hand, palm up. In combination with a subsequent direct manipulation interaction as
described above, it references the complete interface object and defines the current
specification context. The so-called time gesture will switch the specification mode
so that further interactions are time dependant. Thereby, the 3D cursor which is
equipped with a watch is rotated as if the user is taking a look on it. Both gestures
are shown in figure 3.
3

That is the person interacting with the Virtual Periphery.
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3

Incremental Development of Statecharts by
Interaction

Behaviour Template With each interface object a pre-defined behaviour template is associated: a statechart consisting of its possible states and appropriate
transitions. The behaviour template of an interface object is created manually based
on its interface and stored as an additional attribute of its template in the interface object library (see section 2). Note that the states in the behaviour template
correspond to the informally described states of the interface object. Additionally,
the behaviour template contains transitions between the states based on the interface description of the interface object. Considering a simple two-state switch as an
example, the corresponding statechart contains two states on and off. The state
changes would be switching from on to off and vice versa, therefore the statechart
contains two transitions triggered by the events Switch.off and Switch.on, respectively. Figure 4a shows the behaviour template of the two-state switch.
Switch.on

Lamp.light

off

on

dark

Switch.off

light

Lamp.dark

(a) Switch template

[in(dark)]

dark_pending

(b) Lamp template

dark_checked

light_not_yet

dark_not_yet

light_pending

light_checked
[in(light)]

(c) Lamp checker template

Figure 4: Behaviour template of switch and lamp
Additionally, the behaviour template can contain a checker component that is typically needed for our test purposes. As an example, consider a simple lamp or sign
that provides outputs to the SUT’s environment: while on the one hand the real
lamp is in one of its states dark or light (see figure 4b), we want to check if its
state changes occur appropriately depending on certain events or conditions within
the SUT. While these events and conditions are subject to the specification process,
the checker component generally distinguishes valid and pending situations. Figure 4 shows the behaviour template of a lamp consisting of a statechart for the real
lamp and the checker statechart. The latter is denoted in figure 4c and contains
different states: The states dark checked and light checked represent the correct (and checked) states and thus correspond conceptually to the states dark and
light in figure 4b. The states dark pending and light pending represent the
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situation when the event (or condition) to change the state has already occured but
the correct reaction of the SUT has not been checked yet. Finally, dark not yet
and light not yet denote that after the occurence of the change event the SUT
is not expected to react yet.
Interaction Scenario Let us now consider the interaction scenario for the following requirement:
The lamp must be dark, if the switch is off
and it must be lighted, if the switch is on.

The interface objects are a two-state switch and a lamp whereby the former is
initially in state off and the latter is initially dark. On template base, the application specific dependencies between switch, lamp and checker component are
not yet defined. The following steps describe in a step-by-step manner how these
dependencies are introduced to the templates of figure 4 for the concrete application
context. Since only correct behaviour should be specified, the system state has to
be consistent with respect to the current specification context.
1. The process is started by choosing the specification context, i. e., this is the
lamp in the example. Therefore, we navigate to the lamp within the Virtual Periphery by issuing the voice command view lamp. By applying the
reference gesture and touching the lamp, we reference the lamp’s behaviour
template (i. e., the corresponding statechart).
2. To define the trigger for the state change of the context object, we navigate
to the trigger object, i. e., in this example to the switch, by voice command
view switch. The following manipulation of the switch – a rotation of the 3D
cursor – changes the state of the switch to on. This state change is represented
by a transition in the switch’s statechart.
3. To define the effect of the trigger on the context object, the current state of
the context object is considered as the source state for a transition. Since
the lamp cannot be manipulated directly, the target state (i. e., the state
light) has to be selected using a 3D menu. Although the corresponding 3D
menu provides the states light and dark (i. e., states defined in the lamp’s
statechart), the checker statechart is affected. The transition with source state
dark checked and target state light not yet is labelled with the guard
in(Switch.on).
4. The same steps have to be applied for specifying the second part of our specification, respectively. Thereby, the transition from state light to target state
dark not yet is labelled with in(Switch.off).
In the above specification scenario, the resulting specification fragment is only
causally coherent but does not contain any timing constraints. Moreover, the checker
might stay in state light pending without detecting any errors. Since the system
specifications usually imply specific requirements to react in a certain time interval,
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it is necessary to apply as well the time gesture (see section 2). Thus, before starting the above described specification process, the time gesture is applied to indicate
that the following specification mode is time dependant. The effect of the timed
specification mode is that when the trigger of a state change is defined, additional
transitions and labels are inserted in the checker statechart that check the lower and
upper bounds of the time interval.
In the above example, in order to check the upper bound two transitions are
added – one at state light pending and the other one at state dark pending.
The transitions are labelled with a timeout event tm(en(light pending),t2 ) and
tm(en(dark pending),t4 ), respectively, and a resulting ERROR action.4 The
events are triggered tn time units after the last entry to state light pending or
dark pending, respectively. The lower bound check of the state change to light
is realised by the timeout event tm(en(light not yet),t1 ) in combination with a
new transition between light not yet and light checked. The latter can only
be taken before t1 time units elapse and therefore results in an ERROR action.
The lower bound check of the state change to dark is specified in a similar way.
The concrete timer values tn cannot be set directly, therefore default values are
used that have to be further adjusted (e. g., by the use of a 3D menu in the Virtual
Periphery). Note that the lower bound check as well as the upper bound check of
the time interval can be omitted.
The resulting statecharts are shown in figure 5. In addition to the above mentioned
statecharts for interface objects, another statechart is generated during the specification process. While interacting with the Virtual Periphery, the user triggers
certain input interface objects (e. g., a switch) to change state. These user statecharts cannot be defined as behaviour templates in a library, since their states and
transitions depend entirely on the test specification for the SUT.
Switch.on

Lamp.light

off

on

dark

Switch.off

light

Lamp.dark

(a) Switch

tm(en(light_pending),t2) / ERROR

(b) Lamp

[in(dark)]

dark_checked

[in(Switch.on)]

[in(dark)] / ERROR

dark_pending

tm(en(light_not_yet),t1)

light_pending

[in(light)] / ERROR

dark_not_yet
tm(en(dark_not_yet),t3)

light_not_yet

light_checked
[in(Switch.off)]

[in(light)]

tm(en(dark_pending),t4) / ERROR

(c) Lamp checker

Figure 5: Instantiated and extended statecharts
4

A more detailed error handling is necessary but is not discussed in this paper.
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Testing with Statecharts
Test specification session
VR model

Virtual Periphery
generation

Test specification
(Statecharts)

Test execution
Input

is read by

Input
and
output
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system

Test
log

System
under test
(SUT)

Output

Figure 6: Test process overview
An overview about the complete test process is given in figure 6. While, on the one
hand, the statecharts (as discussed in Section 3) are the result of a test specification
session, they are, on the other hand, the input to the test system. We focus in
our work on RT Tester. RT Tester generates and executes tests automatically by
sending inputs to the SUT. The tests are evaluated on the fly based on the given
inputs and the outputs coming from the SUT. See [Pel02] and [PT02] for application
examples and [Pel98] for the theoretical background.
Since the RT Tester tool accepts test specifications as labelled transition systems
(LTS) to allow the use of arbitrary formal test specification languages that can be
translated into an LTS, we have to provide such a translation relation.
This translation depends on the statechart semantics used during the specification
process. Different semantics are available for statecharts: Harel introduced statecharts in 1987 (see [Har87]) and gave a formal semantics in [HPSS87]. A variant
described in [HN96] has been implemented in the STATEMATE tool5 . Statecharts
have as well been integrated in UML (see [Obj]) with a slightly different semantics.
Other semantics have been discussed as well, and a comparision of different statechart semantics is given in [vdB94]. As well, different approaches for the translation
of statecharts into LTS have been discussed, see e. g. [US94], [Lev96] and [Joh99].
Most variants are tailored to meet specific needs. We need a semantics that can at
least deal with our timing constraints and which has a step semantics with a greedy
approach. Nevertheless, we are currently investigating the specific needs of our approach with respect to the statechart semantics. Thus, we can yet neither provide
5

STATEMATE is a commercial tool by i-logix (http://www.ilogix.com) and is actually applied
to industrial projects.
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a complete algorithm for the translation nor a precise semantics for the statecharts
used in our approach.

5

Virtual Periphery Generation and Reuse

One crucial point within our approach is the creation of the Virtual Periphery itself.
Since the manual generation of the Virtual Periphery is a very time consuming and
thus expensive task and moreover highly SUT dependant, it is desirable to minimise
any manual effort to create the Virtual Periphery. Hence, we want to discuss in the
following an approach to support the generation of the Virtual Periphery. Figure 7
gives a first overview.
CAD document

VR specification environment

Virtual
periphery
generation

VR model (interactive):

Virtual Periphery

Parameter
specification

Test specification template

Test
specification
session

Test specification
instantiation

Test
execution

Test specification

Figure 7: Virtual Periphery generation and test process
In most application areas, there are static geometry models of the SUT’s environment and/or the SUT itself. This collection of documents – typically CAD documents – can be converted straight-forward into an appropriate virtual reality model.
Additionally, some SUTs are equipped with some kind of parameterisation module in order to configure system features. Consider the Cabin Intercommunication
Data System that is used within Airbus airplanes. It contains the so-called Cabin
Assignment Module that parameterises for example, how many attendant handsets
are available in the cabin and to which controllers they are connected. A similar
example is the number and mapping of passenger service units6 to seat rows and
aisles. Although the parameterisation modules are typically domain specific, once an
evaluation is realised it can be used to generate appropriate variants of the Virtual
Periphery depending on the specific parameter values.
6

A passenger service unit is a collection of signs, keys, lamps, . . . above the passenger’s seat.
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Typically, only an intermediate format – a non-interactive virtual reality model
– can be derived automatically from the given documents. Hence, the interface
objects have to be inserted or replaced manually by interactive objects in order to
specify the tests as discussed in the previous sections. This process can be supported
by libraries of interface objects which contain for each type of interface object its
geometry as well as the corresponding behaviour template (see sections 2, 3).

CAD document
Interface object
libraries
general + domain specific

Enhanced
VR model
(non−interactive)

CAD−to−VR
converter
+
Parameter
evaluator

Interaction
toolkit

Decoration
toolkit

VR model (interactive):

VR model
(non−interactive)

Virtual Periphery

Parameter
specification

Figure 8: Detailed Virtual Periphery generation
Figure 8 gives a detailed view of the Virtual Periphery generation. It also contains
an optional step via an enhanced non-interactive model. This may be desired if the
Virtual Periphery is supposed to contain decorations like textures, which usually are
not provided within the CAD documents. Enhancing the model is a manual activity
similar to the insertion of interface objects.
While the previously described generation approach itself reuses the CAD documents and the parameterisation module (i. e., documents generated not specifically
for the purpose of testing), it is as well possible to reuse parts of the test specification fragments based on concrete parameter values. Considering, for example, the
reading lights in an airplane, all reading lights can be switched on or off by a central
button (using the selection mechanism described in Section 2 to select all reading
lights). Additionally, each reading light can be switched on or off by a toggle switch
above the passenger seat. Nevertheless, it is neither desirable to specifiy this specification part for each reading light separately nor should it be necessary to specify
the behaviour of all reading lights once again, if the parameter value denoting the
number of reading lights has changed. In contrast, a test specification template
could be used which is instantiated with a concrete set of parameter values before
testing (i. e., more precisley before generating the LTS). This approach is visualised
in the lower left part of Figure 7 focussing on the test specification instantiation
based on the generic test specification template and the concrete parameter values
defined in the parameterisation module.
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6

Conclusion

This article proposed an approach to facilitate the creation of formal test specifications providing interactive virtual reality components. The approach addresses
domain experts who are not familiar with formal specification languages and allows
them to create basic test specifications quickly and intuitively. Nevertheless, the
person interacting with the Virtual Periphery should have a precise understanding
of concepts like parallelism and the sequencing of events.
Thus we expect the benefit of our approach to be:
Simple specifications Simple specifications can be developed without applying
elaborate concepts and thus without a detailed understanding of the underlying concepts of the formal specification language.
Team development Within a test team, domain experts and test experts can
cooperate to extend the simple specifications.
Introduction to formal specification languages Additionally, our approach can
be used to become familiar with formal specification languages in an intuitive
way and thus to gain necessary expertise in it. Eventually, the expert will then
even prefer to define the test specifications using directly the formal specification language.
The Virtual Periphery described in this article is partially implemented using Java3D
which is an API for the general purpose, object oriented programming language Java.
It is proved to be superior to VRML which we used during earlier efforts (see [BF99],
[PBFE99]), because Java3D allows more flexible modelling. For further information
concerning Java, Java3D and VRML see [GJS97], [Jav00] and [VRM97].
One main design guideline during the implementation is the use of conventional
personal computers without extraordinary input or output devices. Hence, all interaction must be possible by mouse, keyboard and low cost microphone. Our 3D
cursor is carefully designed to be used with the mouse to allow movements and rotations to be gained from two-dimensional mouse movements combined with so-called
modifier keys (e. g., pressing of mouse buttons). Furthermore, the output has to
be appropriate for conventional monitor screens and stereo pairs of speakers. Note
that this is the reason why no haptical output like force feedback is available with
the Virtual Periphery.
Nevertheless, it is possible to enhance the virtual reality feeling with special equipment. There is no inherent restriction of our 3D cursor to be used with the mouse,
so that alternatively a data glove could be used. For visual output, a head mounted
display as well as stereoscopic viewing solutions can be applied. As virtual reality
audio enhancement, dolby surround or similar techniques are available. To gain an
overview about virtual reality equipment refer for example to [MG96].
Future work will include the definition of a formal statecharts semantics and a corresponding translation to LTS that can be used by the RT Tester tool. Since the
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formal language is exchangeable as far as there is an appropriate LTS representation, further evaluation of appropriate formal specification languages is planned. In
particular, we will consider hybrid automata (see [Hen96]) that enable modelling
of continuous behaviour and are in this respect more expressive than statecharts.
However, the chosen language has essential impact on the interaction’s semantics
within the virtual reality.
Another point that is subject to further research concerns the test evaluation that
is so far based on the generated test specification. A way to map an event from the
test log of a test run to the corresponding Virtual Periphery representation would
be valueable in order to interpret errors and warnings or even to find inconsistencies
within the test specification itself. Since the test execution is based on labelled
transition systems, this is not a trivial task. Even the mapping to the corresponding
part of the statechart is non-trivial.
Finally note that although we focus on developing test specifications, our approach
is not restricted to this kind of specifications but can be expanded to more general
specifications.
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Abstract. Test case generation from formal specifications is now a very mature field. Partial specification or viewpoints represents a co-operative approach in
software specification. Although partial specification has a long history, only a little
was done towards application of the methodology to formal test case generation. In
this work we propose a categorical foundation of viewpoints oriented testing, obtaining a sound methods integration and a formal testing methodology for composite
(heterogeneous) software systems. In particular, we plan to address the combination
of specification based testing and test case generation from proofs.
.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The most challenging issue of software engineering still is the question how to master
the complexity of the development of large software systems. For projects involving the
specification and development of large systems, the structuring of their descriptions is
crucial to the project’s success. Traditionally, systems were decomposed according to
functionality; modern approaches favour, in addition to this, decompositions according
to “aspects” or ”viewpoints”. Also, these viewpoints may be views of the system’s functionality from diﬀerent participants. Viewpoints mean diﬀerent perspectives on the same
system, aspect oriented specifications written in diﬀerent languages by teams having different backgrounds, etc. Of course, for an implementation we need an integration of all
these formal descriptions, more specifically a minimal one, called unification.
The increasing importance of the viewpoint model in software engineering is exemplified by its use in the Open Distributed Processing (ODP) standard, OO design methodology, requirements engineering, software architecture, reverse engineering and the Unified
Modeling Language (UML). ODP, for example, defines a viewpoint framework for specification of distributed systems using a fixed collection of five viewpoints: enterprise,
information, computational, engineering and technology. We are particularly interested
in the construction of a general model applicable to most of these application fields.
Diﬀerent models for viewpoints have been proposed, like the VOSE framework [11]
and the ’Development’ approach [5]. Our approach follows the general model presented
in [6] and [16]. In this work we extend the categorical framework developed for the
homogenous case in [7]. Viewpoints are written using the specification language associated
with a general logic [22]. The correspondences between viewpoints are expressed using
diagrams, specifically spans from the correspondence specification to the viewpoints which
are unified. Unification is given then by the pushout of the diagram.

1
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Although viewpoints oriented specification like techniques are used in a great variety
of development technologies, there is no mature use of them in testing. Notable exceptions are MacColl and Carrington’s framework MATIS [17] and Pemberton’s VOCAL
[23]. VOCAL: ’Viewpoint-Oriented verifiCation And vaLidation’ is an application of the
VOSE framework to software testing. Viewpoints have been applied for the identification
and structuring of test deployment. Using such an organization helps to ensure that all
important test perspectives are taken into account. In the VOCAL approach, viewpoints
are classified in group viewpoints, verification viewpoints, validation viewpoints and quality viewpoints. The test technique applied within viewpoints provides test coverage. In
contrast, MATIS is specification oriented and is much closer to the idea of our work.
Tests are derived from viewpoint specifications specifically, according to the formal
language used by each team. Viewpoints could have diﬀerent concepts for tests, diﬀerent
languages to describe them precisely, and diﬀerent techniques to derive them. When we
have a big heterogeneity of viewpoints, and implicitly of tests derived from them, we need
a common definition and understanding of them, as well a set of tests for the whole system
description (i.e. unification).
We suppose the reader is familiar with the basics of category theory. The space limit
of this work doesn’t allow a background presentation of the category theory, which has
been used. We recommend the book [1] for the necessary background information.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we give a brief summary of a
categorical and logical approach to software specification. In this section we study also
the unification process and the development relations involved. In Section 3 we sketch a
formal theory for composite viewpoints. In Section 4 we present the formal testing theory
for axiomatic specifications as application introduced and developed by M.C. Gaudel [13].
In Section 5 the formal frameworks are applied to unify the tests generated from the
viewpoints in order to obtain tests for the whole system. The partial conclusions of this
formal experiment are sketched in the last section.
2. Axiomatic Viewpoint Specification
This section defines the formal concept of viewpoints used in the rest of the paper. We
stress here especially the logical and categorical aspects of formal software specifications.
2.1. Categorical Specification Logics. The categorical logic we describe in this paragraph is based on the papers [??] and [22].
• Syntax.
Vocabulary : is given by a category of signatures SIGN. Associated with the category SIGN we have a functor Sort : SIGN → SET, called the sort functor for SIGN;
for any signature Σ , the elements Sort[Σ] (or S) are called the sorts of Σ. By SIGNV ar
we denote the category where an object is a pair (Σ, X) where X is a Sort(Σ)-sorted set
whose elements are called variables, and a morphism from (Σ, X) to (Σ0 , X 0 ) is a pair
(σ, v) with σ : Σ1 → Σ2 a morphism of signatures and v : X1 → (X2 )|σ .We call an object
in SIGNV ar a signature with variables. We often ask for this category to be cocomplete.
For the case studies we will consider in our work, SIGN is cocomplete.
Formulas are given by a functor Syn : SIGN → SET, assigning to each signature Σ
in SIGN a set of Σ−sentences Syn(Σ).
We do not use here any specific language. We will introduce the syntax gradually, as we
will use it.
• Model Theory
The interpretation is given by
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i) a functor called interpretation functor Int : SIGN → CATop contravariant in SIGN,
which gives to each signature Σ in SIGN a small category Int(Σ) of Σ−models. These
Σ−models provide the interpretations for the names in the vocabulary. Thus we can
suppose that there are some concrete entities, to which sentences can refer. For any
signature morphism σ : Σ1 → Σ2 in SIGN, there is a functor Int(σ) : Int(Σ2 ) → Int(Σ1 )
is called the reduct functor and denoted by −|σ .
ii) a family of Logical Satisfaction Relations ²= {|=Σ , Σ ∈ SIGN}, |=Σ ⊆ |Int(Σ)| ×
Syn(Σ), such that we have the Logical Satisfaction Condition M2 ²Σ2 Syn(σ(a1 )) ⇔
Int(σ(M2 )) ²Σ1 a1 is fulfilled for all signatures morphisms σ : Σ1 → Σ2 in SIGN, all
Σ2 -structures M2 ∈ |Int(Σ2 )| and all Σ1 -axioms a1 ∈ Syn(Σ1 )
• Proof Theory
Proof theoretic methods have been successfully applied in formal software development. Notable examples are the work in [3] for formal integration of VDM and B specification languages and in [19], where correctness proofs have been used as a source for tests
generation. Anyway, in this work we will present only background introduction in proof
theory for specification logics, necessary for a further implementations into a theorem
prover.
A consequence relation (shortly CR) is a pair (S, `) where S is a set of formulas and
`⊆ ℘f (S) × S is a binary relation such that : (Reflexivity) a ` a; (Transitivity) If Γ ` a
and a, Γ0 ` b then Γ, Γ0 ` b; (Weakening) If Γ ` a then Γ, b ` a.
The closure operation on sets of formulas Λ ⊆ S of a CR (S, `) is defined by
Cl` (Λ) = Λ = {a|Γ ` a, Γ ⊆ Λ}
A set of formulas Λ is closed under ` iﬀ Cl` (Λ) = Λ.
Definition 1. A theory (wrt `) is a set of formulas closed under ` .
Definition 2. (CR morphism) A morphism of consequence relations τ : (S, `) → (S 0 , `0 )
is a function τ : S → S 0 (the translation of formulas) such that if Γ ` a then τ (Γ) `0 τ(a).
Definition 3. (Category CR) The consequence relations as objects and morphisms
of consequence relations as arrows form a category, denoted CR, with identities and
composition inherited from the category of sets.
If τ : (S, `) → (S 0 , `0 ) is a CR morphism and Λ ⊆ S then τ (Λ) ⊆ τ(Λ). Thus the
image of a theory under a CR morphism is not always a theory. Moreover τ (Λ) = τ(Λ).
Definition 4. (Logical system) A logical system is a functor L : SIGL → CRL , such
that the deduction relation `Σ is sound for the logical satisfaction relation |=Σ for every
signature Σ ∈ SIGN.
A Σ−theory is a theory in L(Σ). A L−theory is a Σ−theory for Σ ∈ |SIGL |. The
category of theories will be denoted TH.
DCL = (SIGN, Syn, `) forms general deduction system and the structure MCL =(SIGN, Syn, Sem, ²
) gives the model theory (the institution) of the general logic CL .
• Examples of Specification Logics
Example 5. The logic FOL= : many-sorted first order logic with equality
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Signatures are many-sorted first order signatures. Models are many-sorted first order
structures. Formulas are many-sorted first order formulas. Formula translations mean
replacements of the translated symbols. Satisfaction is the usual satisfaction of a first
order formula in a first order structure.
Example 6. The logic LT SHL: the labelled transition systems hidden logic
Signatures are many-sorted first order signatures enriched with hidden sorts. Each hidden
sort models the states of an lts. As used in hidden logic, we ask operations to be monadic
on hidden sorts. Formulas are many-sorted first order sentences, models are simply manysorted first order structures, satisfaction is defined also like in first order logic. Labelled
transition systems (lts’s) (S, L, →) are modelled as first order structure, where the support
of a hidden sort models the state set S. Labels of L are behavioral formulas of the
form precondition ⇒ action. Actions are simply assignment statements as in imperative
languages. The transition relation is a predicate →⊆ S × L × S. We use the notation
op,l
s − {l} → s0 = op(s) for the transition s → s0 , where op is an operation from a hidden
sort to a hidden sort from the algebraic signature.
2.2. Viewpoint Specification and Unification in General Logics. A Σ−presentation
in a general logic is a signature extended with a set of axioms. In most specifications an
axiom consists of a set of variables and two terms of the same sort belonging to the term
language of the signature with respect to the set of variables.
The semantics of a viewpoint is an element in a category, often an algebra. An algebra
is presented by a presentation if it is denoted by the signature of the presentation and
satisfies the axioms of the presentation.
Any specification formalism based on a general logic L determines a class of specifications, and then, for any viewpoint P SP , its signature Sig[P SP ] ∈ |SIGN| and the
collection of its models Sem[P SP ] ⊂ Int[Sig[P SP ]]. If Sig[P SP ] = Σ, we refer to P SP
as a Σ−specification.
Consider an arbitrary but fixed general logic,
Definition 7. For every signature Σ in SIGN we define Σ−viewpoints P SP by
• any Σ−presentation P RES = (Σ, Eq) is a viewpoint P SP with the following semantics
Sig[P RES] = Σ
not
Sem[P RES] = {M ∈ |Sem(Σ)|, M |= Eq} = SemΣ [Eq]
• enrichment : unif(P SP, P SP 0 ) of the Σ−viewpoint P SP with the Σ0 −viewpoint
P SP 0 , where Σ ∩ Σ0 = ∅, is a viewpoint with the following semantics
Sig[unif(P SP, P SP 0 )] = Σ ∪ Σ0
Sem[unif (P SP, P SP 0 )] = Sem[P SP ] ∪ Sem[P SP 0 ]
A bit of syntactic sugar: we write the enrichment operation as
spec ENRICHMENT is
enrich PSP_name with
PSP 0
endspec.
Example 8. Consider the parallel specification of a telephone account by two diﬀerent
teams. The first team’s perspective is that of an account in credit. It uses the partial
logic LT SHL to define a general consume operation on the account. The second team
concentrates on deposit operation on the account and uses the FOL= logic.
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spec CONS is
enrich AMOUNT with
sort Sum
hidden sort State
const ok, outm : State;
opns Consume : State Sum 9 State
Balance : State → Sum
var S : State; X : Sum;
axioms
(S = ok)−{ Balance(S) ≥ X ⇒ Balance(Consume(S, X)) = Balance(S) − X}→ (S =
ok).
(S = ok) − { Balance(S) < X ⇒ Balance(Consume(S, X)) = Balance(S) − X}→ (S =
outm).
endspec
The specification AMOUNT defines a standard numerical datatype like integers. Observe that the operation Consume is partial because is not defined in the state outm.
spec DEP is
enrich AMOUNT, BOOLEAN with
sort State, Amount
const init : State;
opns Add : Credit Amount → Credit
Acc V alue : Credit → Amount
var S : Credit; X : Amount;
axioms
P ositive(init) = true.
(P ositive(S) = true) ⇒ (P ositive(Add(S, X)) = true) ∧ (Acc V alue(Add(S, X)) =
Acc V alue(S) + X).
(P ositive(S) = f alse) ∧ (Acc V alue(S) + X < 0) ⇒ (P ositive(Add(S, X)) = false) ∧
(Acc V alue(Add(S, X)) = Acc V alue(S) + X).
(P ositive(S) = false) ∧ (Acc V alue(S) + X ≥ 0) ⇒ (P ositive(Add(S, X)) = true) ∧
(Acc V alue(Add(S, X)) = Acc V alue(S) + X).
endspec
.
Definition 9. (MC-refinement) A (partial) specification REF refines (by model containment MC) a viewpoint P SP , and we note this by REF wP SP if
Sig[REF ] ⊆ Sig[P SP ]
Sem[REF ] ⊆ Sem[P SP ]
We adopt the view on viewpoints consistency expressed in [6] by
”A collection of viewpoints is consistent if and only if it is possible for at least
one example of an implementation to exist that can conform to all viewpoints.”
Definition 10. (unification) ([6]) The unification UN IF [P SP, P SP 0 ] of two viewpoints
P SP and P SP 0 is defined as the smallest common refinement
U N IF [P SP, P SP 0 ] w P SP
U N IF [P SP, P SP 0 ] w P SP 0
SP w P SP 0 , SP w P SP ⇒ SP w U NIF [P SP, P SP 0 ]
An eﬀective procedure for constructing the unification of axiomatic specified viewpoints can be found in our paper [7].
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Example 11. Consider the viewpoints DEP and CONS from the Example 8. Their
unification is
spec UNIF is
enrich AMOUNT, BOOLEAN with
sort Amount
hsort State
const ok, outm : State;
opns Consume : State Amount 9 State
Add : State Amount → State
Balance : State → Amount
var S : State; X : Amount;
axioms
(S = ok) − { Balance(Add(S, X)) = Balance(S) + X }→ (Add(S, X)) = ok).
(S = outm) −{Balance(S) + X < 0 ⇒ Balance(Add(S, X)) = Balance(S) + X }→
(Add(S, X)) = outm).
(S = outm) −{ Balance(S) + X > 0 ⇒ Balance(Add(S, X)) = Balance(S) + X }→
(Add(S, X)) = ok).
(S = ok) −{ Balance(S) ≥ X ⇒ Balance(Consume(S, X)) = Balance(S) − X }→
(Consume(S, X)) = ok).
(S = ok) −{ Balance(S) < X ⇒ Balance(Consume(S, X)) = Balance(S) − X }→
(Consume(S, X)) = outm).
endspec
Of course, the concrete method (pushout applied to some translations of the viewpoints)
for construction of the unification makes necessary supplementary constructions, which
will be given in the rest of the paper. In particular, the following signature morphism has
been applied to DEP
Credit → State, Acc V alue → Balance, true → ok, f alse → outm, P ositive → Current
3. A Framework for Composite Viewpoints
3.1. Translation Between Specification Logics. Over the last ten years there have
been a lot of variations in defining morphisms of logics. These notions have been given
many diﬀerent names, including morphism, map, embedding, simulation, transformation,
coding, representation, and more, most of which do little or nothing to suggest their
nature. We present in this paragraph what are, in our view, the most useful and logically
articulated definitions..
Let L = (SIGN, Syn, Sem, ², `) and L0 = (SIGN0 , Syn0 , Sem0 , ²0 , `0 ) be two categorical specification logics.
Definition 12. A logic morphism (Goguen [14]) M or between logics
∂ = (φ, α, β) : L → L0
is given by
• a functor φ : SIGN → SIGN0
• a natural transformation α : φ; Syn0 ⇒ Syn : SIGN → SET
• a natural transformation β : Sem ⇒ φ; Sem0 : SIGNop → CAT such that the
simple map of institutions condition
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β(Σ)(M ) |=0φ(Σ) f 0 ⇐⇒ M |=Σ α(Σ)(f 0 ) (Satisfaction Condition)
holds for each Σ ∈ |SIGN| , M ∈ |Sem(Σ)| , f 0 ∈ Syn0 (φ(Σ)).
The functor φ on signatures and the natural transformation β on models go in the
same direction in this definition, while the natural transformation α goes in the opposite
direction.
Logic morphisms compose and form a category LOG.
Definition 13. A logic comorphism CM or (or a plain map -Meseguer [22]) between logics
∂ op = (φ, α, β) : L → L0
is given by
• a functor φ : SIGN → SIGN0
• a natural transformation α : Syn ⇒ φ; Syn0 : SIGN → SET
• a natural transformation β : φ; Sem0 ⇒ Sem : SIGNop → CAT such that the
simple map of institutions condition
β(Σ)(M 0 ) |=Σ f ⇐⇒ M 0 |=φ(Σ) α(Σ)(f ) (Co-Satisfaction Condition)
holds for each Σ ∈ |SIGN| , M ∈ |Sem(Σ)| , f 0 ∈ Syn0 (φ(Σ)).
Logic comorphisms compose and form a category COLOG.
Proposition 14. LOG and COLOG are both complete.
Because we are primarily interested in specification morphisms, and in our approach
specifications are theories, we need to consider generalizations of logic morphisms that
involve mapping theories instead of just signatures.
Let Sg : TH → SIGN be the functor which forgets the formulas of a theory.
Definition 15. The logic of specifications over a general logic L = (SIGN, Syn, Sem, ²
, `) is LSP = (THL , SynSP , SemSP , ²SP , `SP ) where THL is the category of theories
over L , SynSP is Sg; Syn , SemSP is the extension of Sem to theories, ²SP is Sg; ² .
Definition 16. A specifications morphism is a morphism from LSP to L0SP which is
signature preserving.
We denote by SPLOG the category of logics of specifications and their morphisms.
In the rest of this paper we will use the notation LOGICS to denote anyone of the
categories LOG, COLOG and SPLOG.
Example 17. (A translation between PFOL= and LT SHL ) Consider the specification
logics presented Examples 5 and 6.
∂(Credit) = State , ∂(Sum) = Amount ,
∂(Consume) = (Consume, {a1, a2, a3})
∂(x) = x otherwise
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Figure 1:
3.2.

A Category for Composite Viewpoints.

Definition 18. Given a functor G : Cop → CAT, the Grothendieck construction constructs the fibration induced by G, i.e. a category F(C, G) defined as follows:
• an object of (C, G) is a pair < a, x >, where a ∈ |C| and x ∈ |G(a)|
• an arrow < α, ρ >:< a, x >→< a0 , x0 > has α : a → a0 an arrow of C and ρ : x →
Gα(x0 ) an arrow of F (a)
• if < α, ρ >:< a, x >→< a0 , x0 > and < β, σ >:< a0 , x0 >→< a00 , x00 > then < α, ρ >
; < β, σ >:< a, x >→< a00 , x00 > is defined as< α, ρ >; < β, σ >=< α; β, ρ; Gα(ρ) >
This construction provides us with a way to give a domain where objects are very
general logical structures and whose arrows are compatible relations between them.
Let ∂ = (φ, α, β) : L → L0 be a (co)morphism of logics and < Σ, Γ > , < Σ0 , Γ0 >
theories from TH and TH0 .
Definition 19. A ∂−composite viewpoint translation between < Σ, Γ > and < Σ0 , Γ0 >
is an arrow ♣ :< Σ, Γ >→< Σ0 , Γ0 > such that ♣ : φ(Σ) → Σ0 is a morphism in SIGN0
and such that Γ0 `Σ0 Syn(φ(Σ))(α(Σ)(Γ) ∪ ∅0Σ ).
The composite viewpoint translations compose and build a category which is on top of
the category LOGICS.
Theories from arbitrary logics as objects and composite viewpoint translations as morphisms define the category HPSPEC.
The category HPSPEC is exactly the Grothendieck category G(LOGICS, T h) where
T h : LOGICS → CAT.
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Given a composite viewpoint translation ♣ :< Σ, Γ >→< Σ0 , Γ0 > , its denotation is
the reindexing functor Sem(♣) : Sem0|= (< Σ0 , Γ0 >) → Sem|= (< Σ, Γ >), which maps
models from the target to the source logic.
Definition 20. (Indexed Category of Composite Models) Let G(LOGICS, T h) be the
Grothendieck category. and < Σ, Γ > , < Σ0 , Γ0 > theories from THL and TH0L0 . Then
the assignment < Σ, Γ >7→ Sem|=,L (< Σ, Γ >) ,
♣ :< Σ, Γ >→< Σ0 , Γ0 >→ Sem(♣) : Sem0|=,L (< Σ0 , Γ0 >) → Sem|=,L (< Σ, Γ >)
defines an indexed functor HSem : G(LOGICS, T h)op → CAT.
Definition 21. We define the category of composite models and composite morphisms
as the split fibration induced by HSem : G(LOGICS, T h)op → CAT, i.e. the category
F(G(LOGICS, T h), HSem).
In general the indexed category of composite models and composite model functors
HSem : G(LOGICS, T h)op → CAT as the semantically functor which maps composite
viewpoints to their model theoretical counterparts.
3.3. A Logic for Composite Viewpoints. A general logic for specifying the unification must be able to keep some original viewpoint specification logics. A candidate
logics for this are the Grothendieck logics.
Definition 22. (Diaconescu [10]) Given an indexed logic L : Indop → Log, define the
Grothendieck logic L# as follows:
P
P
, i), where iP∈ |Ind| and
a signature in the logic L(i) ,
-Signatures in L# are pairs ( P
, j) consist of a morphism d : i → j ∈ Ind
-signature morphisms (σ, d) : ( P1 , i) → ( 2P
and a signature morphism σ : 1 → ΦL(d) ( 2 ) (here, L(d) : L(j) → L(i) is the logic
morphism corresponding to the arrow d : i → j in the logic graph, and ΦL(d) is its
signature
P translation component),
P
-the ( , i)−sentences are the -sentences in L(i), and sentence translation along (σ, d)
is the P
composition of sentence
Ptranslation along σ with sentence translation along L(d),
-the ( , i)−models are the
−models in L(i), and model reduction along (σ, d) is the
composition of model translation alongP
L(d) with model translation along σ, and P
-satisfaction (resp. entailment) w.r.t. ( , i) is satisfaction (resp. entailment) w.r.t.
in
L(i).
4. Formal Testing for Axiomatic Specifications
We develop our formal approach to software testing in the algebraic tradition initiated by
M.C. Gaudel and B. Marre in [2] and [21].
A testing hypothesis describes assumptions about the system or the test process to
reduce the size of the test set. But too strong hypotheses could weaken the generated
tests, as an industrial experiment [21] shows. We consider here only uniformity hypotheses:
we define sub-domains of interpretation for items, such that the system has the same
behavior for all the values of the sub-domain. Then we assume that testing for a value of
a sub-domain is enough to test for all its values. The sub-domains are defined in a logical
form by the concept of test cases.
Definition 23. A test instance is a couple (C, D) where C is a test case corresponding
to a test hypothesis and D is a test data defined with respect to this test hypothesis.
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Let P rog be the program under test and a a specific test goal (like a axiom of the
program specification or a desirable program property). If an execution of P rog satisfies
one Σ−test data set D , we say ”P rog satisfies the test data set D” and we notice
P rog mΣ D and P rog mΣ C. We use the same notation for a test case C: P rog mΣ C
means that all the executions of the program P rog satisfies C (and we say ”P satisfies
the test case C”).
Definition 24. A test instance (C, D), with respect to a program P rog, is called
• unbiased if (P rog m C) ∧ (P rog |=Σ a) ⇒ P rog mΣ D.

• valid if (P rog m C) ∧ (P rog mΣ D) ⇒ P rog |=Σ a.

• correct if it is valid and unbiased: (P rog m C) ⇒ (P rog |=Σ a ⇐⇒ P rog mΣ D))

Unbiased test sets are ones which accept all correct programs, but incorrect programs
can also be accepted as correct. Valid tests do not accept incorrect programs, but correct
programs can be rejected. Thus, an ideal test must be valid and unbiased, i.e. correct.
Definition 25. The category of Σ−test cases, denoted TCΣ , has
• objects: test cases
• morphisms: for a test case morphism C → C 0 , at each instance of C we associate a
an instance of C 0 with the same item, i.e. an inclusion between the set of instances
of both test cases (or equivalently the logical implication C ⇒ C 0 holds).
TCΣ is a finitely cocomplete category: initial object is a an empty test case, pushout
is defined by putting together the instances of both test cases without repetition of shared
instances.
The instantiation of test cases with values generates the test data sets.
Definition 26. A test data set is a subset of consistent ground instances of formulas
from TCΣ .
Example 27. Consider the viewpoint DEP from the Example 8. As a test cases we could
consider an uniformity hypothesis like
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

{P ositive(S) = true, Acc V alue(S) > 0, X > 0, Acc V alue(S) > X}
{P ositive(S) = true, Acc V alue(S) > 0, X = 0}
{P ositive(S) = true, Acc V alue(S) = 0, X = 0}
{P ositive(S) = f alse, Acc V alue(S) < 0, X > 0, Acc V alue(S) + X < 0}
{P ositive(S) = f alse, Acc V alue(S) < 0, X = 0}
{P ositive(S) = f alse, Acc V alue(S) < 0, X > 0, Acc V alue(S) + X > 0}
{P ositive(S) = f alse, Acc V alue(S) < 0, X > 0, Acc V alue(S) + X = 0}

We can observe that from C one can derive
P ositive(S) = true ⇔ Acc V alue(S) ≥ 0
Using a test notation like
< P ositive(S), Acc V alue(S), X, P ositive(Add(S, X)), Acc V alue(Add(S, X)) >
a test data set is
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DDEP ={ < true, 25, 20, true, 45 >,
< true, 25, 0, true, 25 >,
< true, 0, 0, true, 0 >,
< false, −25, 20, false, −5 >,
< false, −25, 0, f alse, −25 >,
< false, −20, 25, true, 5 >,
< false, −25, 25, true, 0 > }
.
Example 28. Consider the viewpoint CONS from the Example 8. As a test cases we
could consider an uniformity hypothesis like
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

=
=
=
=
=
=

{Balance(S) > 0, X
{Balance(S) > 0, X
{Balance(S) > 0, X
{Balance(S) = 0, X
{Balance(S) > 0, X
{Balance(S) = 0, X

> 0, Balance(S) > X}
= 0}
> 0, Balance(S) = X}
= 0}
> 0, Balance(S) < X}
> 0}

Using a test notation like
< Current(S), Balance(S), X, Consume(S, X), Balance(Consume(S, X)) >
a test data set is
DW IT HDR ={ < ok, 25, 20, ok, 5 >,
< ok, 25, 0, ok, 25 >,
< ok, 25, 25, ok, 0 >,
< ok, 0, 0, ok, 0 >,
< ok, 20, 25, outm, −5 >,
< ok, 0, 25, outm, −25 > }
.
Definition 29. (Testing functor) We define a functor Test giving for every signature its
category of Σ−tests
T est : SIGN → CAT
T est(Σ) = TCΣ
such that the satisfaction condition for tests
M 0 mΣ0 T est(σ)(a) ⇔ Sem(σ)(M 0 ) mΣ a
is satisfied.
In a categorical specification logic, a program is identified with a viewpoint P SP and
its execution with the semantics of the specification Sem[P SP ]. Thus, a test goal is a
formula a ∈ T H[P SP ], and the satisfaction relations P rog mΣ D and P rog mΣ C are
replaced by the test satisfaction relation for models mΣ ⊆ |M od(Σ)| × |T est(Σ)| for each
Σ ∈ |SIGN|
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5. Testing Unification by Unification of Tests
Suppose we have generated the test instances (CP SP , DP SP 0 ) from the viewpoints P SP,
P SP 0 , correct for the test goals XP SP , XP SP 0 and similar for the specification CO, which
expresses the correspondences between the viewpoints. It is important to note that we
do not use any hypotheses about the way tests have been obtained. For example, DP SP
could be obtained from a correctness proof, as in [20], and DP SP 0 could be obtained by
any method of generating test cases from a formal specification.
Consider the unification obtained by the following pushout of viewpoints,
CO
P SP

m1 .

& m2

&

m02

m01

U NIF

.

P SP 0

corresponding to the pushout of signatures
Sig[CO]
Sig[P SP ]

σ1 .

& σ2

&

σ 02

σ01

Sig[UN IF ]

.

Sig[P SP 0 ]

We are interested in the way (CUNIF , DUNIF ) for UN IF can be obtained. In the correctness of the method.
Proposition 30. Correctness of test instances is preserved by signature translation and
composite translation morphisms.
Proposition 31. The test instance (CUNIF , DUNIF ) obtained by pushout
(CCO , DCO )
(CP SP , DP SP )

t1 .

& t2

&

. t02

t01

(CU NIF , DU NIF )

(CP SP 0 , DP SP 0 )

is correct for Syn(m01 )(XP SP ) ∧ Syn(m02 )(XP SP 0 ).
Proof.
By renaming according to m01 we have a test instance (CP0 SP , DP0 SP ) defined on Si g[P SP ] and correct for Syn(m01 )(XP SP ) and similar we get a test instance
(CP0 SP 0 , DP0 SP 0 ) defined on Si g[P SP 0 ] and correct for Syn(m02 )(XP SP 0 ).
We consider a model M 0 defined on Si g[U N IF ] such that M 0 satisfies CUNIF = CP0 SP ∧
CP0 SP 0 . M 0 satisfies CP0 SP and CP0 SP 0 and correctness of (CP0 SP , DP0 SP ) and (CP0 SP 0 , DP0 SP 0 )
gives
0
M 0 |=Si g[UNIF ] Syn(m1)(XP SP ) ⇐⇒ M 0 mSi g[U NIF ] DUNIF
1
0
0
M |=Si g[UNIF ] Syn(m2)(XP SP 0 ) ⇐⇒ M mSi g[UNIF ] DP0 SP 0
If M 0 satisfies DP0 SP and DP0 SP 0 we can build a consistent test case on Si g[U N IF ] by
conjunction, so M 0 satisfies DU NIF . Reversely, if M 0 satisfies DU NIF ,it exists a test case
0
of DUNIF satisfied by M 0 and build by composition of a test case of DU
NIF 1 and a test
0
0
0
0
case of DP SP 0 . So M satisfies DP SP and DP SP 0 .
We obtained that
M 0 |=Si g[UNIF ] Syn(m1)(XP SP ) ∧ Syn(m2)(XP SP 0 ) ⇐⇒ M 0 mSi g[UNIF ] DUNIF
Because XUNIF = Syn(m1)(XP SP ) ∧ Syn(m2)(XP SP 0 ) we obtain that the test instance
(CU NIF , DU NIF ) is correct for Syn(m01 )(XP SP ) ∧ Syn(m02 )(XP SP 0 ).q.e.d.
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Example 32. We construct now the test instance (CU NIF , DUNIF ) from (CW IT HDR , DW IT HDR )
and (CDEP , DDEP ).
We consider the following notation for test data
< op, Current(S), Balance(S), X, Current(op(S, X)), Balance(op(S, X)) >
The symbol op ranges in the values {Add, Consume} and the symbol ⊥ when the attribute
is not defined for the current operation. The test data DU NIF is
DUNIF ={ < Consume, ok, 25, 20, ok, 5 >,
< Consume, ok, 25, 0, ok, 25 >,
< Consume, ok, 25, 25, ok, 0 >,
< Consume, ok, 0, 0, ok, 0 >,
< Consume, ok, 20, 25, outm, −5 >,
< Consume, ok, 0, 25, outm, −25 >,
< Add, ok, 25, 20, ok, 45 >,
< Add, ok, 25, 0, ok, 25 >,
< Add, ok, 0, 0, ok, 0 >,
< Add, outm, −25, 20, outm, −5 >,
< Add, outm, −25, 0, outm, −25 >,
< Add, outm, −20, 25, ok, 5 >,
< Add, outm, −25, 25, ok, 0 > }.
Similar we construct CU NIF
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

{Op, ok, Balance(S) > 0, X = 0}
{Op, ok, Balance(S) = 0, X = 0}
{Op, ok, Balance(S) > 0, X > 0, Balance(S) > X}
{Consume, ok, Balance(S) > 0, X > 0, Balance(S) = X}
{Consume, ok, Balance(S) > 0, X > 0, Balance(S) < X}
{Consume, ok, Balance(S) = 0, X > 0}
{Add, outm, Balance(S) < 0, X > 0, Balance(S) + X < 0}
{Add, outm, Balance(S) < 0, X = 0}
{Add, outm, Balance(S) < 0, X > 0, Balance(S) + X > 0}
{Add, outm, Balance(S) < 0, X > 0, Balance(S) + X = 0}

6. Conclusions
As the title suggests, this work is only preliminary. Much more remains to be done in the
sense of using eﬀective test case procedures and describing concrete development relations
to be used in the unification process. We intend to instantiate our framework with more
formal notations, like temporal logics and co-algebraic specifications.
The basic achievements of this work are:
• a method of unification of heterogeneous viewpoints using category theory,
• corresponding to this, a method of testing the unification by unifying the tests
generated from the viewpoints
• an exemplification using a small case study (a simplified telephone account)
• a formal framework for constructing proofs of correctness preservation for the unification process.
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The formal testing theory we have presented here is connected with general logics only
on their model theoretic counterpart. Despite of a careful presentation of proof theory,
issues like general logics for theorem provers, mappings of viewpoint logics into a universal
logic didn’t get their natural place now. A future work might describe all these issues in
connection with using correctness proofs as a source for test case generation [20].
This work is all theoretical, conducted by a toy example. A next step is to consider
an executable logical framework (like LF [15], Maude or HOL) in which the Grothendieck
viewpoint logic should be embedded, and a real life case study (we target an air traﬃc
control example).
As future ’test’ study, we will concentrate on testing of ODP and UML system specifications. ODP defines a basic framework for conformance as part of the reference model,
rather than it being retrofitted later, as in OSI. UML allows systems UML allows systems to be described using diagrams and notations of various kinds, but none of these
is assumed to fully characterise the behaviour of the system being specified. Thus, for
an UML specification, any diagram could be mapped into a viewpoint specification, and
consequently develop a specific theory of testing. We also intend to apply our logical
viewpoint specification and testing framework to hybrid systems. This can be done in
few ways, for example by extending UML capabilities to specify hybrid systems or by
modelling them using a particular categorical logic.
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